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1. Introduction
A.

Basis and Purpose of the Plan
Statutory Basis of the Comprehensive Plan
The comprehensive plan is an official public document that serves as the community’s guide
for future decisions regarding development, preservation, public facilities and other key
components of community life.
Section 15.2-2223 (formerly 15.1-446.1) of the Code of Virginia requires that every
governing body in the Commonwealth adopt a Comprehensive Plan for the territory under its
jurisdiction. Section 15.2-2230 (formerly 15.1-454) requires the local Planning Commission
to review the plan at least every five years.
The Code also establishes the purpose and scope of the plan. Section 15.2-2223 (formerly
15.1-446.1) states that “the comprehensive plan shall be made with the purpose of guiding
and accomplishing a coordinated, adjusted and harmonious development of the territory
which will, in accordance with present and probable future needs and resources best promote
the health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity and general welfare of the
inhabitants.” It further states that the comprehensive plan shall be general in nature in that it
shall:
•

designate the general or approximate location and character of features shown on the
plan, including where existing lands or facilities are proposed to be extended, removed or
changed;

•

show the long-range recommendations for the general development of the territory and
may include such items as the designation of areas for different kinds of public and
private land use, a system of transportation facilities, a system of community service
facilities, historical areas, and areas for the implementation of groundwater protection
measures.

Section 15.2-2200 (formerly 15.1-427) of the Code of Virginia establishes the legislative
intent of planning and zoning enabling authority. In summary, the State’s intent is to
encourage local governments to:
•

improve the public health, safety, convenience and welfare of the citizens;

•

plan for future development with adequate highway, health, recreational and other
facilities;

•

recognize the needs of agriculture, industry and business in future growth;

•

preserve agricultural and forestal land;

•

provide a healthy surrounding for family life in residential areas; and

•

provide that community growth be consonant with the efficient use of public funds.
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Purpose and Process of Planning
In addition to statutory requirement, there are several fundamental reasons why a Town
would desire to prepare and implement a Comprehensive Plan. These include:
•

To forecast and prepare for future changes in the community such as population size,
employment base, environmental quality, and the demand for public services and facilities

•

To set goals for the future based upon the needs and aspirations of local citizens;

•

To establish policies, strategies and other implementation actions needed to achieve those
goals and to protect the public health, safety and welfare.

The Comprehensive Plan is the most fundamental public document produced by a local
governing body in that it establishes the basis for all subsequent actions, including zoning and
subdivision ordinances, public investments in capital facilities, etc. For maximum
effectiveness, all such implementation efforts such as development regulations, should be
based upon the policies set forth in the comprehensive plan.
Major Stages of the Planning Process
There are three major stages of the ongoing process of comprehensive planning.
The first stage is to prepare the Plan. This stage involves data collection and analysis,
establishment of long range goals and objectives, formulation and testing of policy
alternatives and public participation in deciding the most appropriate strategies. Initially,
background information is collected which describes the community’s physical, social and
economic characteristics both in the past and the present. This analysis is then used to inform
a goal-setting effort in which the community identifies its preferred future, described in goals
and a “vision statement”. After long term goals are established, policies and strategies are
formulated to provide guidance for achieving those goals. Policies include the development
of a future land use plan, and conceptual plans for key infrastructure elements such as
transportation and utilities. Once the major policies have been developed, specific
implementation actions are identified. These may include changes to local regulations,
specific public investments, and other such efforts. Taken together, the plan’s goals,
objectives, policies and implementation actions provide the framework for informed and
consistent discussion and decision-making to achieve the community’s desired future.
The second stage is the implementation of the Plan, which includes the ongoing day to day
decisions of local government officials, as well as the adoption of any new regulations,
programs and investments called for in the plan to help achieve the defined goals.
The final stage of the overall planning process is involves the periodic evaluation, review and
timely updating of the Plan. This stage essentially is an ongoing activity which seeks to
ensure that the community is making progress toward achieving the goals of the plan, and
whether changes are required in the community’s defined priorities. This third stage provides
for the community to respond to constant change, thereby encouraging flexibility as well as
continuity and consistency in local decision-making.
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Considerations in Preparing the Comprehensive Plan
Throughout the process of creating and implementing a Comprehensive Plan, the broad
public interest must be balanced with specific private interests. Other considerations include
identifying which aspects of the community should be preserved and which aspects should be
changed, what kind of new development or re-development is desirable and where it should
be located, and what sort of physical and policy relationships should be maintained between
the Town and the County.
How to Use this Plan
This plan is divided into four sections. The content and purpose of each section is
summarized as follows:
Section 1 is the introduction and overview.
Section 2 is a summary of the Town’s past, its present situation and a view of the potential
future, including a description of the preferred vision of the future based upon the public
input received during the course of the process. This section also outlines the goals and
objectives of the Plan as created and refined by the Steering Committee and Planning
Commission.
Section 3 re-states the goals for each element of the Plan and then provides the analysis and
specific policies for each element.
Section 4 contains the major implementation actions that will be done to implement the
Plan’s policies and achieve the goals and objectives.

B.

The Process of Creating this Plan
This Plan, adopted by the Town Council on June 11, 2002, is an update of the Town’s
previous Comprehensive Plan which was adopted in 1989. This plan represents the work
done to date by Town citizens at large, by the planning consulting team through its research
and analysis, by the Steering Committee in its deliberations at a series of work sessions, and
by the Planning Commission and Town Council in work sessions and formal public hearings.

C.

Other Elements of this Comprehensive Plan
Other plans previously approved by the Town Council are hereby adopted as part of this
Comprehensive Plan:
Warrenton Housing Action Plan
Urban Design and Downtown Facilities Plan
Historic District Design Guidelines
Economic Development Strategic Plan
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REGIONAL LOCATION
OF THE TOWN OF WARRENTON, VIRGINIA
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2. Past, Present and Future of the Town
A.

The Town in the Past
The Town of Warrenton is the County seat of Fauquier County, and the largest incorporated
Town in the County, located in the upper Piedmont region of Virginia at the foot of the Blue
Ridge Mountains. Warrenton is about 40 miles southwest of Washington, D. C., 35 miles
northwest of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and 70 miles northeast of Charlottesville, Virginia.
In 1720, settlers from Tidewater, Virginia and German immigrants, inhabited the area where
Fauquier County exists today. The County was formed from Prince William County in 1759
and named for Francis Fauquier, the Lieutenant Governor of Virginia.
What is now the Town of Warrenton originated as a trading post known as the Red Store,
located at the junction of the Falmouth-Winchester and Alexandria-Culpeper roads. A
settlement was established before the Revolutionary War. In 1760, the Town of Fauquier
Court House was established as the County seat.
By 1790, the first courthouse had been built, as well as a jail and an academy named for
General Joseph Warren, a Revolutionary War hero. Richard Henry Lee donated 71 acres of
land for the county seat which was incorporated as the Town of Warrenton.
On January 5, 1810, Warrenton was incorporated and named in honor or Revolutionary War
General Joseph Warren. By the 1850’s. the railroad reached Warrenton and the Town
became a center for the surrounding countryside. In addition to railroad service, it had a
weekly newspaper and at least one school. The Town had a population of just over 600
people by 1860, and it continued to grow slowly, serving as a business and government center
for the surrounding agricultural area.
During the Civil War, the Town was the site of considerable activity, and schools and
churches became hospitals for the wounded. Frequently occupied by federal troops,
Warrenton was a Union headquarters for part of the War and the entire Northern Virginia
area was the site of numerous attacks by Confederate Colonel John S. Mosby. (After the
War, Mosby made his home in Warrenton).
From its beginning as a crossroads village to its present day importance as the civic and
commercial hub of Fauquier County and a national center for fox hunting and the
steeplechase, the Town of Warrenton has been closely identified with persons who made
major contributions to the state and nation in law and politics.
As a northern Virginia County seat since 1759 and a community long noted for its beautiful
setting, healthful climate and cultivated society, Warrenton boasts an exceptional collection
of governmental, residential, and commercial architecture reflecting a wide range of 19th
century styles and tastes, as well as the general prosperity of the Town in the decades
preceding and following the Civil War. The Town retains a remarkable number of structures
associated with the Civil War, a period in which Warrenton served as a headquarters and
camp for armies on both sides. A local historic district has encouraged the already heritageconscious community to preserve the Town’s abundant historic resources.
After the Civil War, Warrenton became well known as a summer resort for visitors from
Washington and Richmond, and for its equestrian events. The Warrenton Hunt was founded
in 1883 and the renowned Warrenton Horse Show was established in 1900.
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The Town has had seven courthouses. Four have stood on the current site of the Old
Courthouse on Main Street, built in 1890. The New Courthouse was built in 1974 on
Culpeper Street, adjacent to the Warren Green hotel. The Old Courthouse still houses the
General District Court.
Throughout the entire 20th century Warrenton maintained it rural town atmosphere with its
historical character remaining one of its most unique and valuable assets. A central challenge
facing the Town as it begins the 21st century is how to manage the growth pressures from the
Washington, D. C. metropolitan region while maintaining the qualities of the Town that are
rooted in its history and tempered by tradition.

B.

The Town at Present
The Town continues to serve as the County seat of Fauquier County government, and as the
social, economic and cultural center of the County as well. The Town continues to experience
the steady population and job growth that has been occurring during of the latter decades of
the 20th century, yet it retains a true “small town” character, with pleasant neighborhoods,
diverse shopping opportunities, a vibrant main street and excellent parks and other public
facilities.
The quality of life in the Town is closely linked to events that happen in the County adjacent
to the Town. Fauquier County’s planning policies continue to support well-planned and
carefully managed growth and the preservation of agriculture and other rural, open space
resources. In conjunction with this strategy, the County’s Comprehensive Plan continues to
designate Warrenton as an important Service District which is expected to absorb a significant
amount of the growth that occurs in this part of the County.

C.

The Town in the Future
Forces Expected to Shape the Town’s Future
Various local, regional, national and international factors are expected to affect the quality and
character of the Town during the next 25 years and beyond. These include the following:
Major Economic Factors





expansion of technology-related industries in the region
regional job growth
regional population growth, and
the attraction of outlying communities to new residents and employers.

The continued expansion of the northern Virginia region’s technological sector is driving the
growth of jobs and population in the region, which has tended to increase growth pressures on
outlying jurisdictions such as Loudoun and Fauquier Counties. If current land use patterns
continue in reaction to these growth pressures, further population and job increases would be
expected within the Warrenton Service District and within the Town itself.
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Major Demographic Factors





Increases in household wealth and income
Influx of new residents
Net migration exceeding natural increase
Decreasing population per household (household size in the Town held constant between
1990 and 2000, but in many other nearby areas it fell)

Major Regional Development Factors




Access to regional employment centers
“Quality of life” issues for housing development
Supply and demand for land, housing and various housing types within region

Major Technology Factors




Telecommunications technologies may increase choice in location of jobs and housing
Northern Virginia becoming a leader in technology industry employment and innovation
Potential technology for easing traffic congestion, increasing mobility and worker
efficiency

Vision for the Year 2025
The following Vision for the preferred future of the Town was created by citizens at public
workshops during 2000 and 2001. It describes the Town as it might be in the year 2025.
Amount and Location of Growth. The Town will have experienced a limited, reasonable
amount of growth during recent decades, located on land that was appropriately zoned. The
Town will not have needed to annex additional land, but will have coordinated land use and
infrastructure decisions with the County so as to achieve mutual goals. Town taxes will
remain low and affordable for residents and businesses. Main Street will have been
successfully preserved and maintained as a vibrant mixed-use area for the benefit of residents
and tourists. The tourism industry will thrive and support local businesses. Additional
growth will have occurred primarily on undeveloped land with some redevelopment of
appropriate sites where revitalization and restoration of older properties will have occurred.
Sewer service remains mainly within the Town corporate limits; with large lot residential and
farming uses the predominant land uses in the County adjacent to the Town.
While Warrenton will remain the commercial and civic center of the County, other towns and
service districts will absorb a significant share of the County’s population growth. Only a
moderate amount of additional retail development will occur in Warrenton, commensurate
with the overall population and employment growth, yet retail development within the
Warrenton service district will occur only within the Town boundaries. Large undeveloped
residential estates in Town will remain as low density residential sites. Job growth will occur
mainly in the office and light industrial sectors.
Quality of Growth. Warrenton will be a walkable Town; it will be easy for pedestrians to
travel from one area to another. New residential development will occur only as humanscaled neighborhoods with walkable streets, connected by sidewalks and paths, with a
variety of housing types. The Town will have maintained its “small town feel” and preserved
most historic structures. The style of new buildings will reflect the Town’s historic character
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with compatible architecture and use of materials. The Town will have a definite visual edge,
with a green buffer around the it which clearly separates Town territory from the County.
Parking will be hidden, well screened and landscaped. Additional “strip” commercial
development will have been avoided.
Downtown. Key streets in the downtown will have been improved with street trees, new
lamp posts, benches and other pedestrian amenities, with utilities relocated underground.
Downtown will be the focus of many cultural and social events, and will have an aesthetically
pleasing structured parking facility that blends into the surrounding architectural fabric to
better accommodate motor vehicles in the downtown area. Fauquier County offices and court
facilities will have expanded but remain in the downtown area.
Open Space and Parks. Parks will be located, sized and designed to best to serve all citizens.
The Town will have taken advantage of floodplain lands for parks. Much of the preserved
open space will be visible from the public right-of-way. Bike lanes on Town streets will
connect to scenic byways. The Town will have a public swimming pool, as well as miniparks and playgrounds in each neighborhood, and many non-motorized travel routes
Transportation. The Town will have used traffic calming measures such as round-abouts in
order to keep the number of traffic lights to a minimum. The Town will have an attractive,
safe, efficient transportation system, with “human-scale” streets designed to comfortably
accommodate pedestrians as well as motor vehicles, an expanded grid street system will have
improved walkability of the existing road system, with wider sidewalks, new sidewalks and a
safe bike trail system. The link between Route 211 to Route 17 will have been completed
and will ease traffic pressures on Broadview and East Shirley Avenue, allowing those streets
to re-develop and prosper.
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D.

Goals and Objectives to Achieve the Vision
OVERALL PLANNING GOAL
TO PROMOTE AND ENHANCE THE UNIQUE SETTING OF WARRENTON WHILE
PROMOTING THE HEALTH, SAFETY AND GENERAL WELFARE OF ITS
RESIDENTS.

I. TOWN LANDSCAPE AND CHARACTER
A.

Town Design

Goals :
1.

To maintain and promote a visually pleasing Town environment while preserving
and protecting the environment of the Town as new development occurs.

2.

To preserve the Town’s scenic views, “small town” atmosphere, and landscape character.

Objectives:
1.

To establish design review standards based on articulated design principles for all
development in Town addressing such issues as:
Building size, height, character, materials, relationship to the street
Parking amount, location, landscaping and screening
Roadway function, width, streetscape treatment and street furniture
Sign size, number, materials, style
Lighting levels
The standards may vary for different areas of Town.

2.

To maintain the visual variety and unique character of Warrenton by encouraging a mix
of development types and styles which are compatible with Warrenton’s historic, small
Town character. The mix should be fine-grained so as to avoid large areas of single uses
and so as to create human-scaled neighborhoods.

3.

To encourage creative urban design through zoning and subdivision regulations,
including flexible design standards, incentives and bonuses. The regulations should be
written to implement the Town’s articulated design principles.

4.

To provide special planning and design attention to the gateways to Warrenton in order
to ensure that they convey a sense of the Town’s character and scale to travelers.

5.

To require landscaping in all new developments to provide attractive land use
buffering and to prevent soil erosion.

6.

To improve public spaces with landscaping, particularly tree planting.

7.

To cooperate with utility companies in the under grounding of existing and future
utility lines, particularly within the historic district and new subdivisions.
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8.

To enhance the aesthetic quality of downtown, while improving its function,
through:
Streetscape improvements (landscape treatments, lighting, street furniture,
coordinated signage, underground utility lines)
Attractive parking facilities compatible with downtown character
Improvements to traffic patterns

9.

Adopt corridor design standards to ensure that new development along major
corridors is compatible with the Town’s historic character

B.

Environment

Primary Goal:
1.

To enhance the Town’s aesthetic character through preservation of significant
natural features and vistas and through landscaping and tree planting.

Additional Goals:
2.

To preserve the visual and ecological value of the Town’s significant natural
resources, including floodplains, steep slopes and mature vegetation.

3.

To preserve the scenic, rural views from within the Town to the surrounding areas.

Objectives:
1.

To identify and preserve usable open space.

2.

To conserve the Town’s natural resources.

3.

To promote the use of existing topography and tree cover as key site planning
elements in designing road layout, location and buffering of different land uses,
storm water management systems, and utility lines.

4.

To minimize the loss of existing tree cover and promote the addition of new trees
and shrubs during the development process in order to realize the air, noise, and
water quality benefits.

5.

To identify and preserve flood plains, wetlands, steep slopes, problem soils and
other natural features of the land.

6.

To require Best Management Practices designed to reduce the amount of pollution
generated for all development within the Town.

7.

To minimize the potential impact of stormwater runoff, soil erosion, and flooding,
through modern, innovative approaches to stormwater management.

8.

To limit excessive outdoor lighting and noise levels.

9.

To promote the use of appropriate natural vegetation in new development to help
mitigate sedimentation, erosion and air pollution.

10.

To minimize the amount of impervious surfaces for streets and parking.
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C.

Historic Preservation

Goals:
1.

To identify and preserve the Town’s irreplaceable historic identity by protecting the
integrity and complementing its cultural resources:
Buildings
Structures
Objects
Districts
Sites

2.

To incorporate historic preservation objectives into public improvement projects.

3.

To encourage public education and participation in historic preservation and
historic district issues.

Objectives:
1.

To discourage the neglect, demolition, or significant alteration of existing historic
or architecturally significant resources.

2.

To discourage the removal or replacement of historic materials and/or design
features.

3.

To promote architectural compatibility and aesthetic continuity where new
buildings are proposed for historic areas.

4.

To promote the adaptive and compatible reuse of vacant buildings in the historic
district and historic structures in a form compatible with the historic character of
the district and in conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.

5.

To periodically review the need to expand the historic district based upon the
criteria in the Zoning Ordinance.

6.

To promote public awareness of the importance of the Architectural Review
Board’s role and advisory capability in reviewing projects proposed for the historic
district.

7.

To work with the Fauquier Historical Society and Department of Historic
Resources in consultation with Town citizens to identify additional historic
landmarks in Warrenton.

8.

To encourage improvement and use of rear facades and entrances of stores located
on Main Street.

9.

To promote retail uses on the street level on Main Street and south across Lee
Street.

10.

To encourage architecturally compatible store fronts in the Historic District.
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11.

To promote among historic district property owners, realtors, and other Town
residents an awareness of their stewardship responsibilities.

12.

To promote the use of State and Federal rehabilitation tax credits.

13.

To identify and protect historic resources outside the historic district along
corridors leading into the district and elsewhere in Town.

14.

To assure that the zoning designation is compatible with and protects the character
of the historic street, neighborhood or district and that regulations are consistent
with the objectives and policies of historic preservation, i.e., lot size, setback, side
yard, rear yard, height and parking.

15.

To consider, and perhaps establish, incentives for property owners who undertake
major rehabilitation of contributing buildings in the historic district, provided that
the work meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.

16.

To maintain the Town’s Certified Local Government status which makes
Warrenton eligible for cost-share grants for preservation reports, including
architectural surveys and updating ordinances and design guidelines, as well as
requires annual training for the Architectural Review Board.
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II.

TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Primary Goal:
1.

To encourage the development of a safe, efficient and multi-modal transportation system
for the movement of people, goods and services , in and around the Town, that is
consistent with the historic fabric, land use pattern and expected future fiscal needs of the
Town.

Additional Goals:
2.

To create a transportation system that is sufficient to accommodate anticipated land use
changes and be coordinated with transportation elements of the adjacent Warrenton
Service District in Fauquier County.

3.

To create transportation system improvements that are consistent with a sound fiscal
policy and supported by reasonable contributions from private developers for a share in
improvement costs.

4.

To balance the needs of all modes of travel, including motor vehicles, bicycles and
pedestrians, and ensure that each system supports the Town’s land use, economic and
preservation goals.

Objectives:
1.

To achieve a community-wide street system that enhances and supplements access to
downtown Warrenton.

2.

To promote a street system which safely and efficiently serves both vehicular,
pedestrian and bicycle traffic for residents and visitors with interparcel access
between existing neighborhoods and new development sites to disperse and balance
traffic loads and to create a “connected” community.

3.

To promote the integration and improvement of vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
travelways which will allow for walkable areas throughout the Town.

4.

To develop and adopt a functional classification system for the Town’s future street
system which will aid in resolving issues with private developers and the Warrenton
Service District.

5.

To develop a system of signed pedestrian travel ways that make it easy to walk
throughout Town – a “walkable Warrenton.”

6.

To update the Town’s future transportation map to identify collector and connecting streets
which best serve the areas where development will occur in Town.

7.

To develop an equitable policy for allocating the cost for new roadway and traffic
operational improvements between the public and private sector.

8.

To recognize the need to provide regional access between the Town, neighboring areas
and the Warrenton Service District in Fauquier County by working closely with VDOT
and Fauquier County officials.
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9.

10.

To reduce the future impact of through-traffic on the local street system by diverting
regional traffic from local and downtown streets to U.S. 17, 211, and 29 and other
existing and planned circumferential routes.
To use traffic calming and other techniques to achieve a street system which is
compatible with a small town living/working environment. This may include
consideration of the following:
Roundabouts in lieu of signalized intersections
Additional new streets to be used in lieu of existing major arterial streets
Additional streets needed to extend the grid street system (Grid system of small
blocks rather than curvilinear collectors with cul-de-sacs; the grid pattern may be
modified to respond to environmental and other constraints)
Traffic calming techniques to reduce environmental and community impact
 Sidewalk and bicycle system improvements which provide for non-vehicular
movement throughout the community (especially for school children).
Human scale
Traffic calming measures

11.

To properly sign and publicize the street system so that traffic circulation is
convenient and easily understood by visitors especially in downtown Warrenton.
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III. LAND USE
Goals:
1.

To maintain and encourage efficient land use patterns that integrate residential,
commercial, public and employment uses in planned neighborhoods designed to reflect
Warrenton’s existing character.

2.

To provide and administer appropriate land use, building, storm drainage, environmental
and zoning regulations for the Town.

3.

To manage the effects of development in order to protect and enhance the quality of life in
the Town.

4.

To encourage compatible land uses along the Town’s boundaries.

Objectives:
1.

To encourage growth which balances the tax base with demand for public services.

2.

To achieve a compatible scale, bulk and intensity in future development, suited to the
existing character of each area of Town.

3.

To promote mixed-use development as an economical and environmentally sound use of
land.

4.

To consider planned residential developments that include supporting community
facilities, parks/open space, and complementary commercial / employment uses.

5.

To maintain the downtown business district as a viable center of commerce and government.

6.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new strip
development areas.

7.

To provide development flexibility to promote innovative, quality urban design and efficient
land use patterns.

8.

To encourage good landscape design and urban beautification in existing and new
developments.

9.

To develop land use regulations that ensure efficient, environmentally sensitive land use
patterns in both small and large-scale developments.

10.

To review and provide comments to the County Planning Department and Board of
Supervisors on any land use proposals adjacent to the Town boundaries.

11.

To ensure that zoning is in conformance with the Town Plan to the greatest extent possible.

12.

To encourage the elimination of nonconforming uses in accordance with state law and the
Town Plan.

13.

To coordinate land uses, traffic circulation and development standards along the Town
boundary with Fauquier County.
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IV. OVERALL COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Goals:
1.

To target and recruit new private sector employers in specific commercial and industrial
sectors in order to create a balanced tax base.

2.

Use planning, zoning and public facility investment tools to encourage infill development
in established areas that is compatible and in scale with existing land uses, and meets the
current and future needs of the community.

3.

Retain existing businesses.

Objectives:
1.

To provide an environment that is conducive to the expansion and recruitment of
businesses to increase employment opportunities so that Warrenton residents can live and
work in Town.

2.

To encourage and maintain a viable Central Business District.

A.

Industrial Development
Goal:
To encourage and plan for clean and light industrial activities that are economically
beneficial and compatible with the needs, character, and environment of the Town.
Objectives:

B.

1.

To provide an adequate supply of land for environmentally clean light industrial
development.

2.

To encourage the location of employment centers with safe, convenient access to
primary transportation corridors in Warrenton.

Retail/Commercial Development
Goal:
To provide a competitive choice in the supply of retail goods and services for residents of
Warrenton and surrounding areas, in a manner that will decrease retail “leakage” while
maintaining the small town character of Warrenton.
Objectives:
1.

To preserve the central business district by encouraging its economic growth while
recognizing its historical significance.

2.

To make visiting the CBD a pleasant experience by enhancing its visual appearance
and providing adequate off-street parking.

3.

To delineate and establish neighborhood community shopping services outside the CBD.
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4.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new
strip development areas.

5.

To provide, through careful site design and planning, convenient, safe and efficient
traffic access to all commercial areas.

6.

To encourage development of a variety of commercial centers (neighborhood
convenience, community and mixed-use centers) appropriately located to provide
retail and service opportunities.

7.

To approve commercial development that is compatible in scale and design with
adjoining uses. Commercial areas adjacent to residential uses should be developed
at pedestrian scale and include compatible architectural styles and materials,
adequate screening and safe pedestrian access.

8.

To attract retail patrons to the Central Business District.

9.

To encourage retail rather than office use of the first floors of buildings along Main
Street and to encourage both office and retail uses on the first floors of buildings on
other streets in the Central Business District.

10.

C.

To encourage clustering of corridor commercial uses in centers using common
access points and providing adequate setbacks and landscaping.

Office
Goal:
To recognize the importance of professional offices in contributing toward a balanced
mix of local employment opportunities and providing services needed by the community.
Objectives:
1.

To encourage office uses within the CBD to locate on streets that parallel and
intersect with Main Street.

2.

Coordinate with Fauquier County and Lord Fairfax Community College to
establish a telecommuting office/area for use by the private and public sectors.
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V.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Goals:
1.

To encourage the development of a wide range of housing opportunities by type, design,
and density for all residents of Warrenton.

2.

To provide for affordable housing options.

3.

To encourage infill development in established areas that is compatible with existing uses
and which is compatible in scale with the surrounding neighborhood.

Objectives:
1.

To provide standards for safe and decent housing for all residents of the Town of
Warrenton.

2.

To establish a broad choice of housing types while encouraging the development of the
single-family house as the major residential type.

3.

To recognize the value of affordable housing and promote its development in new
subdivisions.

4.

To protect the integrity of existing residential communities from conflicting uses.

5.

To ensure that infill development of vacant lots with housing is compatible with the
density, scale and character of the existing community.

6.

To review land use plans and zoning designations for existing residential areas to ensure
that those plans and zoning designations do not encourage redevelopment or otherwise
foster unwanted change where the existing character and density should be preserved.

VI. COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES
A.

Community Services
Goals:
1.

To ensure adequate community facilities conveniently located to serve existing and
future neighborhoods.

2.

To provide high quality community facilities and services while maintaining stable
taxes commensurate with the developing Town area and within the constraints of the
Town’s fiscal capacity.

3.

To continue providing a safe, reliable, and cost-efficient water supply, sewage
treatment, and solid waste collection services to all Town residents, and water and
sewer services within designated areas of the Warrenton Service District in accord
with Town growth management policies and the water and sewer agreement.

4.

To obtain the Town’s proportionate share of community services provided by other
governments, including a fair and reasonable balance in funding sources for
community facilities and services from Town residents, businesses, the County
government, the State and Federal governments, and developers.
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Objectives:

B.

1.

To keep the Fauquier County administrative and judicial functions in downtown
Warrenton, as well as the U. S. Post Office.

2.

To keep the Fauquier Public Library in downtown Warrenton.

3.

To promote maximum use of existing community facilities.

4.

To provide desired community facilities in a cost-effective manner.

5.

To create and maintain well-designed, aesthetic community facilities.

6.

To encourage continued adequate medical and related health facilities.

7.

To ensure sufficient water and sewer capacity for economic development and
residential growth, in accord with growth management policies.

8.

To maintain water and sewer revenues to support the continued operation,
maintenance, and capital needs of the two systems. Adopt a fee system in which
the costs of the two systems infrastructure necessary to serve new development are
supported by new development.

9.

To work with the County WSA in developing a utility service program for the
areas within the Warrenton Service District.

10.

To provide solid waste collection service in the most equitable and cost-effective
manner.

11.

To continue to require curbs, gutters, and sidewalks in new subdivisions.

12.

To support and encourage Town resident utilization of the resources of the
Fauquier Campus of Lord Fairfax Community College.

13.

To support the provision of adequate energy and communication services to Town
residents and businesses while preventing any adverse visual, noise or other
environmental impacts of such services.

Recreation
Goals:
1.

To provide a balance of recreational facilities that meet the needs of all the
residents of the Town.

2.

To provide open space which offers passive recreational opportunities and
enhances and protects the natural environment.

3.

To promote leisure activities that include the public library, annual events,
concerts, the farmers market, parades and holiday celebrations.

4.

To work with the County and its Department of Parks and Recreation on how to
best meet these goals.
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Objectives:

C.

1.

To support the acquisition of parks in or adjacent to the Town.

2.

To identify areas for the location of recreational facilities within the Town
boundaries utilizing the unique topographic features.

3.

To ensure an equitable distribution of recreational facilities to include
neighborhood parks, pocket parks, playgrounds and tot lots.

4.

To encourage developers to create on-site open space as well as active and passive
recreation areas for development.

5.

To encourage and promote the development of recreational programs which serve
the needs of all Town residents.

6.

To locate a community pool within the Town limits.

7.

To continue to coordinate the planning, design, and development of the expansion
of the rails to trails program with the County, and promote its use to the
community.

8.

To promote the creation of a system of greenways along streams and other linear
features to include bicycle and pedestrian paths and to connect Town and County
parks and schools.

9.

To continue the cooperative arrangement between the Town and County regarding
the acquisition and development of parkland and facilities and the provision of
recreation programs that serve Town citizens, with the Town relying on the County
to provide certain recreation services.

Open Space
Goal:
To preserve the Town’s scenic views, small Town atmosphere and landscape character.
Objectives:
1.

To use open space as a visual relief from the man-made environment.

2.

To utilize open space as a buffer between land uses.

3.

To create and maintain open space that contributes to the definition of
neighborhoods.

4.

To preserve and protect sensitive environmental areas.

5.

To provide land use incentives for property owners to preserve open space.
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VII. GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION
Goal:
To provide a quality municipal government that maintains a balanced operating budget and
long range financial plan with sufficient reserves, while maintaining a stable economic base.
Objectives:
1.

To develop long-range fiscal plans that are based upon the adopted goals of the Town
Council.

2.

To retain County government offices and judicial systems in Town, and preferably within
the Central Business District.

3.

To provide for necessary capital improvements, through the adoption of an annual
Capital Improvement Plan.

4.

To maintain fiscal integrity to preserve the Town’s favorable bond rating.

5.

To obtain Town’s share of services and funding opportunities from federal, state and
county sources.

6.

To maintain a working relationship with the officials of the Fauquier County government.

VIII. TOURISM
Goals:
1.

To increase the Town’s visibility and attractiveness as a tourism destination.

2.

To continue the recognition and support of tourism as a viable component of the Town’s
economy.

Objectives:
1.

To continue to provide support for the Warrenton-Fauquier Visitor Center.

2.

To provide guidance and support to the tourism office by actively participating in the
Visitor Center Advisory Committee.

3.

To encourage and participate in local events and advertising efforts with the County,
Region, and the State, including but not limited to implementation of an expanded
calendar of cultural and social events, agri-tourism activities, Civil War heritage tourism
programs, and recreational tourism opportunities.

4.

To link tourism promotion to the preservation of Main Street, the historic district, and
other historic areas of Town.

5.

To encourage the development of hospitality related businesses to support the visitor
trades such as motels, restaurants, and retail trades, while maintaining Warrenton’s small
town character.

6.

To continue efforts to provide support for the historic Spilman-Mosby House and related
activities.
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IX. GROWTH MANAGEMENT
Goal:
To accommodate new growth over the next twenty-five years within the Town limits at a level
consistent with the proposed land use plan and to seek to influence growth outside the Town.
Objectives:
1.

To plan for an additional population of approximately 4,000 persons over the next
twenty-five years.

2.

To work with the County to redefine the size and phasing of development within the
Warrenton Service District.

3.

To promote the reuse and redevelopment of retail commercial areas in Town and to
encourage the County to limit new retail development within the Warrenton Service
District.

4.

To accommodate new office and light industrial development in planned locations.

5.

To limit additional water and sewer service extensions outside Town boundaries and to
have a role in future plans of development around the Town.

6.

To create defined edges for Town through the preservation of green buffers and the
prevention of the “leap-frogging” of development across major by-pass roads. Warrenton
and New Baltimore should be made recognizable as separate communities by control of
water and sewer service area boundaries to define edges; maintain a clear, “hard edge”
between the Town’s urban fabric and the surrounding countryside.

7.

To ensure that County land uses adjacent to the Town complement land uses within the
Town, through collaboration with Fauquier County in planning the land uses and
transportation network in the Warrenton Service District.
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3.

Background Analysis and Plan for the Town
Overall Planning Goal
To promote and enhance the unique setting of Warrenton while promoting the health,
safety and general welfare of its residents.

A. Natural Environment
Natural Environment Goals
Primary Goal
1. To enhance the Town’s aesthetic character through preservation of significant natural
features and vistas and through landscaping and tree planting.
Additional Goals
2. To preserve the visual and ecological value of the Town’s significant natural
resources, including floodplains, steep slopes and mature vegetation.
3. To preserve the scenic, rural views from within the Town to the surrounding areas.
Background and Current Situation
Geology and Soils
Warrenton is located within the Piedmont Plateau which is an area above the Triassic
Plain and at the foot of the Blue Ridge Province. The piedmont region is largely
underlain by metamorphic and igneous rocks with deposits of granite rocks, trap rock,
soapstone, slate and quartzite.
The dominant soil type found within the Town is the Fauquier Silt Loam; Catoctin Silt
Loam is also found in several areas. Generally these two soil types are well suited for the
support of buildings, but only moderately to fairly suited for septic tanks. (Septic tank
suitability is not a major issue for new development within the Town since the Town has
central wastewater treatment service). These soils are suitable for residential, commercial
and industrial development provided that central water and wastewater treatment service
is available.
Watersheds
Most of the Town is located in the Cedar Run watershed which drains to the Potomac
River via the Occoquan Creek. A small sector in the western part of Warrenton lies
within the Great Run watershed which flows to the Rappahannock River.
Flood Plain
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Less than five percent of the land area in the Town lies within the 100-year floodplain as
identified on the Flood Insurance Study maps prepared by the Federal Insurance
Administration of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
The Town has adopted a zoning overlay district which imposes special regulations for
these flood hazard areas to prevent the loss of life and property and to protect the public
health, safety and welfare. These regulations control development and other land use
activities in the district which could cause unacceptable increases in flood heights,
velocities and frequencies.
Topography
Land elevations in Warrenton generally range from 420 to 620 feet above sea level. The
Town’s gently hilly topography is one of the features that provide it with a strong visual
character. Most of the terrain in Warrenton is rolling to steep, with approximately 80
percent of the land area having a slope between 7 and 14 percent. This indicates that
considerable caution should be taken when building within the Town in order to prevent
erosion and sedimentation. Only small areas within Warrenton have critical slopes of 25
percent or greater. These areas impose serious physical and economic constraints on most
development, and if such sites are to be developed, careful efforts should be made to limit
erosion during and after construction, and to ensure the long-term stability of structures.
Adequate care should also be taken when building on the more prevalent moderately
steep slopes of 15 to 25%.
Following is a general description of slope categories, measured as a percentage of slope
(height divided by length).
0 up to 7% flat land to gentle slopes
7 up to 15% gentle to moderate slopes
15 up to 25% moderately steep slopes
25% and over critically steep slopes
Climate
In general, the climate of Warrenton is moderate with mild winters and warm summers.
The climate is generally influenced by the Chesapeake Bay and Atlantic Ocean to the east
and the Blue Ridge Mountains to the west.
The Town’s mean temperature is approximately 56 degrees, with July being the warmest
month and January the coolest. Seasonal temperatures average 54 degrees in the spring,
74 in the summer, 55 in the fall and 36 in the winter.
Precipitation is rather evenly distributed throughout the year, with the most falling in
August and the least falling in January and February. The amount of precipitation
averages 41 inches per year, and the average snowfall amounts to 24 inches annually.
South to southwest winds predominate in Warrenton. Cloudiness is greatest in the winter
and least in the fall.
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The average growing season, defined as the period between the average date of the last
freeze in the spring (April 17) and the first in autumn (October 21) is 189 days.
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Major Environmental Issues
Four major environmental issues were identified for the Town of Warrenton through the
data collection and public input processes.
1. The environmental issue mentioned most by Town residents is the need to preserve
environmental open space. This open space should protect the Town’s natural
resources, such as streams, 100-year floodplains, wetlands, tree cover, natural areas,
and scenic vistas. Some of the open space should also be usable for recreation.
2. Stormwater management and erosion control also need to be improved through higher
performance standards to reduce pollution levels and innovative designs for control
measures.
3. Excessive lighting, which recently has become particularly problematic at gas stations
and fast food restaurants, should be addressed. Lighting from all sources should be
examined for impacts on neighboring properties, on glare into the roadway, and on the
masking of the night sky, and appropriate standards adopted.
4. Excessive noise from all sources should be evaluated and addressed by improved
performance standards in the Town code.
Natural Environment Objectives and Policies
Objectives
1. To identify and preserve usable open space.
2. To conserve the Town’s natural resources.
3. To promote the use of existing topography and tree cover as key site planning
elements in designing road layout, location and buffering of different land uses, storm
water management systems, and utility lines.
4. To minimize the loss of existing tree cover and promote the addition of new trees and
shrubs during the development process in order to realize the air, noise, and water
quality benefits.
5. To identify and preserve flood plains, wetlands, steep slopes, problem soils and other
natural features of the land.
6. To require Best Management Practices designed to reduce the amount of pollution
generated for all development within the Town.
7. To minimize the potential impact of stormwater runoff, soil erosion, and flooding,
through modern, innovative approaches to stormwater management.
8. To limit excessive outdoor lighting and noise levels
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9. To promote the use of appropriate natural vegetation in new development to help
mitigate sedimentation, erosion and air pollution.
10. To minimize the amount of impervious surfaces for streets and parking.
Policies
Objective:
1. To identify and preserve usable open space.
Policies:
Include a definition of usable open space in the Zoning Ordinance. For example,
usable open space could be defined as land to be used for recreational purposes
including, but not limited to, ballfields, tennis, basketball and multi-purpose courts,
golf courses, playgrounds and play lots, walking and bicycling trails. Such useable
open space should contain slopes of less than 10% slope, with limits on how much
can be located in the 100-year floodplain and wetlands as defined by the Corps of
Engineers.
Map areas of vacant land in the Town that meet this definition.
Identify which of these areas are located in the vicinity of recommended park
locations shown on the planned land use map.
Set aside funds in the capital improvements program to acquire usable open
space as public parks.
Include usable open space preservation requirements in the residential zoning
districts:
For cluster single family subdivisions, define the amount of usable open
space that should be provided per unit (as is already required for
townhouse and multifamily residential developments).
For non-cluster subdivisions, define a minimum required amount of
usable open space and an alternative of providing a per-unit cash
contribution to acquire the usable open space.
For all residential units, define a minimum required amount of recreational
facilities and an alternative of providing a per-unit cash contribution for
recreational facilities development, which may be offset in whole or in part
by developer investments in recreational facilities on site.
Objective:
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2. To conserve the Town’s natural resources.
Policies:
Identify the resources that will allow the Town to proceed with mapping the
remaining natural areas in Town by vegetation type: upland forests, riparian
forests, wetlands, aquatic habitats, old fields, agricultural land, managed
landscapes.
Use this map to define areas that should be preserved through the development
process as open space or acquired by the Town as park land.
- Continue to rely on the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to enforce air
quality standards.
Objective:
3. To promote the use of existing topography and tree cover as key site planning
elements in designing road layout, location and buffering of different land uses,
stormwater management systems, and utility lines.
Policies:
In addition to the existing standards for steep slopes of 25% and greater,
consider adding performance standards to the Zoning Ordinance that limit
development of steep slopes between 15% and 25%.
Develop a set of design guidelines for:
- Roadway layout that works with the topography and avoids long segments
of roads that cross topographic contours in a perpendicular fashion.
- Use of existing tree cover to buffer utility lines, stormwater management
ponds and other utility uses.
- Use of existing tree cover to provide buffers between conflicting land uses,
especially where architectural solutions are inadequate and important
natural areas are present.
Objective:
4. To minimize the loss of existing tree cover and promote the addition of new trees and
shrubs during the development process in order to realize the air, noise, and water
benefits.
Policies:
Review the sections of the Zoning Ordinance regarding retention and
replacement of trees and woodlands. Amend these provisions to improve their
effectiveness as necessary.
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Review landscaping requirements in the Zoning Ordinance and amend them as
necessary to improve their effectiveness.

Objective:
5. To identify and preserve floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes, problem soils and other
natural features of the land.
Policies:
Create an environmental resources map that shows the 100-year floodplains,
wetlands and natural areas identified under 2. above, steep slopes, and hydric
and floodplain soils.
- Digitize these features for inclusion in the Town’s GIS database.
Consider adding performance standards to the Zoning Ordinance that prevent
most development in the 100-year floodplain and in wetlands, limit development
of steep slopes and floodplain soils, and improve retention of tree cover.
Require or encourage developers to include the land protected from
development by performance standards in common open space along with
required usable open space.
Objective:
6. To require Best Management Practices designed to reduce the amount of pollution
generated for all development within the Town.
Policy:
Continue to require Best Management Practices in the Stormwater Management
Section of the Zoning Ordinance.
Objective:
7. To minimize the potential impact of stormwater run-off, soil erosion, and flooding
through modern, innovation approaches to stormwater management.
Policy:
Create a stormwater management / erosion control design manual that illustrates
innovative techniques that meet the ordinance performance standards.
Objective:
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8. To limit excessive outdoor lighting and noise levels.
Policies:
Include maximum lighting performance standards in the Zoning Ordinance
using standards developed by other Virginia localities and the “Dark Sky
Association” as possible models.
Examine existing noise standards in the Town code for adequacy and consider
including noise mitigation requirements for residential developments proposed
adjacent to the Route 17 and 29 bypasses.
Objectives:
9. To promote the use of appropriate natural vegetation in new development to help
mitigate sedimentation, erosion and air pollution.
10. To minimize the amount of impervious surfaces for streets and parking.
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B.

Historic Resources
Goals
2.

To identify and preserve the Town’s irreplaceable historic identity by protecting the
integrity and complementing its cultural resources:
Buildings
Structures
Objects
Districts
Sites

2.

To incorporate historic preservation objectives into public improvement projects.

3.

To encourage public education and participation in historic preservation and historic
district issues.

Background and Current Situation
The Historic Character of Warrenton
The high visual quality and character of Warrenton is largely due to the “pedestrian scale” of
its streets, buildings and public spaces. This human scale makes it comfortable for people to
walk, sit, converse, shop, visit the government centers and otherwise enjoy outdoor spaces
along the public streets. This quality of community design is the result of the historic pattern
of streets and buildings that was established prior to the advent of motor vehicles. The
compact pattern of enclosed spaces between buildings that was created in the 18th and 19th
centuries contrasts with the design trends of the past half century that feature a dispersed
pattern of buildings, separated by large expanses of asphalt and designed for the convenience
of motor vehicle access rather than pedestrian access.
The historic center of Warrenton, known as Old Town, is the location of the greatest
concentration of resources and establishes the essential historic, human-scaled pattern and
character of the Town. This historic center is located in the area where early colonial cross
roads converged. The original Fauquier Court House community developed in the mid-18th
century at the intersection of important transportation routes including the road from
Fredericksburg and Falmouth to Winchester, the Rappahannock to Alexandria Road on the
east and to Culpeper on the southwest. At this trading nucleus, stores, a blacksmith shop,
livery stable, tavern and court house emerged. By 1790, the Town was laid off into twelve
lots on both sides of the Rappahannock Road, thus creating Main Street. More storehouses
and several churches developed here in the 19th century with citizens building dwelling houses
and outbuildings on farms along the outer cross road routes.
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The 1811 plan of Warrenton at its incorporation, the 1850 boundary expansion and High and
Falmouth Streets comprise the core of the Warrenton Historic District, established in 1982
with an inventory of 291 contributing and 35 non-contributing resources (buildings). The
fabric of this National Register Historic District includes dwellings, stores, government
buildings, one museum and several churches. The district has few late 18th century, many 19th
century and early to mid 20th century buildings. The largest concentration of residential
structures stand along Winchester, Waterloo, Culpeper, Lee and Falmouth Streets, while most
of the commercial, semi-public and public buildings are in the Main Street area. In 1992, the
Town Council expanded the local historic district, adding 93 more resources to that
designation. Adjustments to clean up property division lines further altered the boundary in
1994 and 1996. This local expansion of the historic district beyond the 1982 area is not yet
reflected on the National Register of Historic Places, but this should be accomplished in order
for owners to be eligible for state and federal rehabilitation tax credits.
Between December 1, 1997 and March 31, 1998, a reconnaissance-level architectural survey
of the Warrenton Historic District was conducted by GAI Consultants, Inc. This cost-share
project was partly enabled by a Certified Local Government grant from the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources and matched by the Town of Warrenton. The purpose of
the survey was to update the 1981 survey and inventory done by David Edwards for the
Warrenton National Register Historic District and to survey for the first time the Local
Warrenton Historic District. The area surveyed covered 183.4 acres, being 100% of the two
districts, and all contributing and non-contributing primary resources, as well as important
contributing secondary resources, were photographed. This updated inventory yielded 315
contributing resources and 56 non-contributing resources within the boundary of the 1982
National Register District. The survey produced 24 contributing buildings and 69 noncontributing in the local district.
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Old Jail
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Significant Sites
Some of the most significant buildings in the historic district include the following:
1.

4 Main Street, Old Fauquier County Courthouse. The 1890 Classical Revival-style
courthouse is Warrenton’s premier landmark, standing in a commanding position at the
Town’s principal intersection.

2.

The Old Jail Museum. Although built in 1823-24, this building is a reminder that a jail
has stood on the site beside the courthouse since 1770. The County Jail and jailer’s
quarters remained here until 1966. The jail is now used as the headquarters for the
Fauquier Historical Society and museum. Individually listed on the National Register
(156-0004).

3.

14 Hotel Street, Warren Green Hotel. Site of the Norris Tavern which operated from
1819 to 1843. General Lafayette entertained there in 1825. Andrew Jackson and Henry
Clay were also guests. The tavern/hotel use temporarily halted between 1843 and 1850
for a boys school called the Warren Green Academy. Reopening in 1850 as the Warren
Green Hotel, General George McClellan bade farewell to his officers here upon being
relieved of command of the Army of the Potomac in 1862. The hotel was destroyed by
fire in 1874 and rebuilt by Architect/Builder John R. Spilman. It also hosted such
visitors as President Monroe and General George McClellan. It now is used for
Fauquier County government offices and meeting space.

4.

158 Winchester Street, “Paradise”. Built Circa 1758 for Martin Pickett who gave the
land for the courthouse and served as a representative to the State Convention of 1776
and the Virginia Constitutional Convention of 1788. Paradise is an excellent example
of design continuum from the mid-18th through the late 19th centuries. The porch,
bracketed cornice and additions to the house occurred in the late 19th century. It
appears that Paradise is the oldest house in Town.

5.

37 Culpeper Street. The Fauquier Club and several adjacent buildings along Culpeper
Street were built prior to the Civil War. Constructed in the Federal Style in the 1820s
as a residence, the three-story building now serves as a club. It is a superb example of
Federal townhouse architecture.

6.

194 Lee Street, Fauquier Female Institute. Built in the Italianate style as a girl’s school
in 1857 that operated until about 1923. It was thereafter adapted into apartments until
its renovation into the Sunrise Retirement Home in 1986. General Douglas MacArthur
visited as a boy when his aunt lived in Warrenton. The Fauquier Female Institute is a
well preserved and distinguished mid-19th century architectural landmark.

7.

101 Winchester Street. Conway Grove was built in the Federal Style in 1820 for Dr.
James Westwood Wallace, physician to presidents Thomas Jefferson and James
Madison. The Second Empire-style addition dates to circa 1870. One of the most
important houses on Winchester Street, Conway Grove was saved from demolition in
1993 by the Architectural Review Board.
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8.

31 Winchester Street, “Carter Hill” was built in 1819 for Inman Horner and rebuilt
after the great fire of 1909 for Civil War Veteran Captain Edward Carter. Displaying
sophisticated and handsome proportions, fine brickwork and well executed lintels, this
dignified Federal-style house ranks high among the chief architectural landmarks of
Warrenton.

9.

118 Culpeper Street, John Quincy Marr House. This 1830 Federal-style house with a
high English basement is a significant architectural landmark along Culpeper Street.
Captain Marr was a Mayor of Warrenton in the mid-1850s and is also noted for being
the first Confederate Officer killed in the Civil War, having died near Fairfax
courthouse on June 1, 1861.

10.

194 Culpeper Street, “Mecca”. Built by John R. Spilman in 1858 for Col. Rice W.
Payne in the Italianate style with semicircular window hoods, several polygonal bays,
bracketed eaves and a handsome arcaded porch with a dentil cornice. The house was
used as a hospital after the Battles of Manassas and as a Union Headquarters of
Generals McDowell, Sumner and Russell during the Civil War. The exterior with its
outstanding architectural details, is almost completely unaltered.

11.

343 Culpeper Street, Monterosa-“Neptune Lodge”. Built circa 1847 for Governor
William (Extra Billy) Smith in the Italianate style and later in circa 1900 transformed into
the present Colonial Revival-style house by James Maddox who renamed the property
Neptune Lodge after one of his horses. Monterosa-Neptune Lodge is individually listed
on the national Register of Historic Places (156-0009 in 1991, formerly 156-20).

12.

173 Main Street, “Brentmoor”; Spilman-Mosby House. Built in 1859-1861 in the
Italianate style for attorney Edward M. Spilman and owned by Colonel John S. Mosby,
between 1875 and 1877. General Eppa S. Hunton who represented Warrenton for four
terms as U. S. Congressman lived here from 1877 until moving to Richmond in 1902.
Brentmoor is one of the most historically and architecturally significant buildings on
Main Street and is individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places (1560014)

13.

56-58 Main Street - Marshall Building. Built circa 1820 in the Federal style by
Thomas Marshall, son of Chief Justice John Marshall. Used as a toy store,
confectionery and 5 & 10 cent store, the building has a fine parapet gable and balcony
with wrought iron railing and greatly enhances Main Street.

14.

Dr. Frederick Horner Medical Office - 84 Winchester Street. Built in 1830 as Dr.
Frederick Horner’s office, this late Federal-style residence is significant as a rare
surviving antebellum medical building in Piedmont Virginia.

15.

Thomas J. Semmes House - 191-193 Culpeper Street. Built in 1873 by John R.
Spilman for Judge Thomas J. Semmes in the Second Empire style. The house is rich in
ornamental detail typical of the style and greatly adds to the picturesque quality of
residential architecture.

16.

14 Main Street - Fauquier County Administration Building. Designed by architect W.
H. Irwin Fleming and built by W. J. Hanback in 1928, this is one of Warrenton’s finest
Classical Revival-style buildings.
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17.

114 Lee Street - Brent-Payne House. Built circa 1830 for Robert Brent and from 18661901 the home of General William H. Fitzhugh Payne, organizer of the Black Horse
Cavalry. Featuring a fine late 19th - century Italianate-style porch with a dentiled frieze,
paired chamfered posts, bracketed eaves and decorative vergeboard, the house ranks as
one of the most architecturally significant in Warrenton.

18.

18 Court Street - Fauquier National Bank-Municipal Building. Designed by architect
Stuart H. Edmonds and built in 1925 by father and son William F. and W. J. Hanback
in the imposing Classical Revival style. The design and craftsmanship are of unusually
high quality. A key element in the courthouse complex, few Virginia towns can boast
of a 20th century building of such outstanding architectural merit.

19.

49-51 Lee Street - Ullman’s Store. This late Federal-style circa 1852 building block is
one of the best preserved commercial stores in Warrenton. The storefront, molded
cornice, second-floor fenestration and parapet gable ends are especially noteworthy. A
concrete plaque in the sidewalk noting “Ullman’s Store” is another important feature
worthy of preservation.

20.

79 Lee Street - St. John’s Catholic Church. Built circa 1861, this Romanesque-style
church is distinguished by its brickwork including the dentiled brick cornice, brick
cross on the gable facade and the brick molds. It is a most prominent landmark on Lee
Street.
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Major Historic Resource Issues
1.

Boundary of Historic District
Does the area included in the Town’s historic district contain all critical historic
buildings, sites and resources or should the boundary be adjusted to include more or
fewer properties?

2.

Use of Historic Structures; Infill Development
Does the current CBD zoning district provide both sufficient flexibility as well as
constraints on land uses and intensities to ensure that development within the district
is both compatible and economical?

Historic Resource Objectives and Policies
Historic Resource Objectives and Policies
2.

To discourage the demolition of, or significant alteration to, existing historic or
architecturally significant resources.

2.

To discourage the removal or replacement of historic materials and/or design features.

3.

To promote architectural compatibility and aesthetic continuity where new buildings
are proposed for historic areas.

4.

To promote the adaptive and compatible reuse of vacant buildings in the historic
district and historic structures in a form compatible with the historic character of the
district and in conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.

5.

To periodically review the need to expand the historic district based upon the criteria
provided in the Zoning Ordinance.

6.

To promote public awareness of the importance of the Architectural Review Board’s
role and advisory capability in reviewing projects proposed for the historic district.

7.

To work with the Fauquier Historical Society and Department of Historic Resources
in consultation with Town citizens to identify additional historic landmarks in
Warrenton.

8.

To encourage improvement and use of rear facades and entrances of stores located on
Main Street.

9.

To promote retail uses on the street level on Main Street and south across Lee Street.

10.

To encourage architecturally compatible store fronts in the Historic District.

11.

To promote among historic district property owners, realtors, and other Town
residents an awareness of their stewardship responsibilities.

12.

To promote the use of State and Federal rehabilitation tax credits.
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13.

To identify and protect historic resources outside the historic district along corridors
leading into the district and elsewhere in Town.

14.

To assure that the zoning designation is compatible with and protects the character of
the historic street, neighborhood or district and that regulations are consistent with
the objectives and policies of historic preservation, i.e., lot size, setback, side yard,
rear yard, height and parking.

15.

To consider, and perhaps establish, incentives for property owners who undertake
major rehabilitation of contributing buildings in the historic district, provided that the
work meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.

16.

To maintain the Town’s Certified Local Government status which makes Warrenton
eligible for cost-share grants for preservation reports, including architectural surveys
and updating ordinances and design guidelines, as well as requires annual training for
the Architectural Review Board.

Downtown Streetscape – Main Street
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C.

Town Design (Scale and Character of Buildings, Landscape, and Open Space)
Goals
1.

To maintain and promote a visually pleasing Town environment while preserving and
protecting the environment of the Town as new development occurs.

2.

To preserve the Town’s scenic views, “small town” atmosphere, and landscape character.

Background and Current Situation
Trends in the Design of New Development
The design character of new development is influenced by many modern economic and
cultural forces that tend to conflict with the historic character and reduce the visual
distinction of Warrenton in relation to other communities. This tends to reduce the Town’s
identity as a unique place. Among these forces are national chain businesses with
consistent architecture and signage throughout the country, street and parking standards
that favor the motor vehicle at the expense of the pedestrian, the desire of consumers for
convenient access for motor vehicles, the desire of businesses to be clearly visible to high
speed motor vehicles by using large signs and bright lighting, the desire for residents and
homeowners to have wide lots with easy access to garages, and the increasing costs of
construction labor and materials.
Even though development in the newer, less developed areas of Town must incorporate
motor vehicle access to a greater degree than the Old Town area, the historic pattern and
scale of Old Town provides an excellent visual template for guiding the character of new
architecture and urban design efforts for the newer areas of Town.
In addition to the pedestrian scale of buildings, setbacks, street sections and site entrances
in the historic areas, two other features offer important guidance for managing new
development: signs and lights.
Commercial signs need not be tall or large in order to provide effective information to
passers-by and to compete with neighboring businesses. If all signage in Town is
coordinated, harmonious and in accord with the travel speeds on the frontage road, it will
enhance the appearance of the Town rather then detract from it. This will help rather than
hinder businesses especially tourist-related businesses, because coordinated and
harmonious signage will help preserve the unique historic character of Warrenton which is
the basis of the current and future tourist industry.
Likewise, lights on commercial and residential buildings do not have to be excessively
bright, even for security purposes, if they are carefully placed and directed so as to
minimize off-site glare.
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Importance of Community Design as a Local Resource
The character of Warrenton’s historic streetscapes is the basis for its distinction as a
charming, pleasant place. If the historic fabric were removed from Warrenton, it would be
difficult to distinguish the Town from many other towns and suburbs in the region. Thus, it
is critical that the Town not only preserve and maintain the historic fabric, but also that it
use this fabric as the model for guiding new development within and adjacent to the Town.
Such an effort is a continuing challenge because of the pressures for non-pedestrian scale
development cited above. However, the Town can take steps to influence the design of
new development to make it more compatible with the historic character and to maintain
Warrenton’s distinction as a special, unique and charming Virginia Town.
Infill Development
In a sense, any new development within the Town is “infill” development, meaning that it
occurs in small open spaces between sites that are already mostly developed. However, for
the purposes of this plan it is useful to distinguish between infill development within
intensely developed areas such as the historic district, and new development on the larger
open areas remaining in Town. All infill development should be as compatible with
adjacent sites as possible, especially in terms of types of land uses, site design and access
configuration, density and traffic generation.
Development of the Larger Undeveloped Properties
While new development on larger open tracts generally has inherently fewer constraints in
terms of protecting neighboring properties than infill development in the historic areas,
compatibility is still an important concern.
In Warrenton, this is especially important for at least two reasons. First, because there are
relatively few large tracts of remaining open land in the Town, the quality and character of
development on these sites becomes relatively more important than if there were a greater
number of new development opportunities. Second, during the next few decades the Town
expects to add more than half again as many people as it has now, so the new development
that houses and serves this additional population will have a large effect on the quality and
character of the existing Town fabric.
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Sub-Area Urban Design Studies
While detailed site design studies for every vacant parcel in the Town is beyond the scope
of this Comprehensive Plan, studies of two important areas of Town were undertaken to
provide specific design concepts for these two key sites, and also to provide conceptual
guidance for how to address other undeveloped sites and streetscapes in Town.
Study #1 - Van Roijen Tract. Following are conceptual design studies for the property
known as the Van Roijen tract. These studies show potential alternative development
configurations for this site that show how the goals of this plan might be accomplished in a
more effective manner than a conventional development approach. These are not policy
recommendations per se, but rather are conceptual studies that illustrate potential
alternative patterns of new development in the Town.
Option A shows a conventional development under current zoning. It would produce 133
single family detached dwelling units spread across the entire site. One of the issues that
emerged during the work of the Steering Committee was the importance of this tract to the
visual character of the entrance to Town on Route 211.
Thus, Option B shows an alternative design in a clustered “live/work” neighborhood in
which the small offices and limited first floor retail would be permitted and the housing
clustered so that the visual character of the site would not be destroyed by the new
development. The table following the sketches shows that the development “yield” from
these two options is competitive.
Study #2 - Broadview Avenue. In the Transportation section of this Chapter, a study of
Broadview Avenue is included which contains alternative designs for the road sections
from a transportation standpoint and from an urban design standpoint.
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Alternative Community Design Scenarios
for the Van Roijen Tract
Option A: Conventional Design

Option B: Live/Work Design

Acres

Proposed
Use

F.A.R.

Units
per
Acre

N’hborhood
Center

0.0

None

0.00

0.0

0

0

3.4

Residential

0.0

Town
Houses

n/a

0.0

0

0

42.5

SFD

n/a

3.1

0

Utility/Open
Space

3.5

SWM

n/a

n/a

Road ROW

7.5

Road

n/a

n/a

Primary
Use

Site Total

53.5

Use
Summary

Acres

F.A.R.

Units
per
Acre

Retail/
Office

0.25

0.0

8.8

Town
House
s

n/a

9.3

0

82

133

9.2

SFD

n/a

5.6

0

51

0

0

25.7

Open
Space

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

0

6.4

Road

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

133

53.5

Proposed Use

0.0

None

0.0%

Residential

0.0

Townhouses

0.0%

SFD lots

Acres

Acres

N’hborhood
Center

42.5

Non-Res
Res.
Program Program
Yield
Yield

79.4%

No Live/Work

Min. Lot 10,000 sf

37,026

9.2

25.7

Road ROW

7.5

Road ROW

14.0%

6.4

100%

53.5

Proposed Use

Open 48.0% Includes agric/pasture
Space
Road

12.0%
100%

Notes:
All figures are rounded
Areas and calculations are approximate and for concept planning purposes only
SFD means Single Family Detached dwellings
FAR means Floor Area Ratio (number of square feet of building divided by number of square feet of lot)
SWM means Stormwater Management areas
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133

Town- 16.4% Min. Lot 1,800 sf
house
s
SFD 17.2% Min. Lot 6,000 sf
lots

6.5%

Scenarios prepared by Sympoetica (Strategic Land Planning, Inc.) 5/14/01

0

8.8

SWM areas







37,026

Retail/ 6.4% Retail/Rest/Employment
Office

3.5

53.5

Non-Res Res.
Program Program
Yield
Yield

3.4

Utility/Open
Space

Site Total

Proposed
Use
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Major Community Design Issues
1.

Design Standards
Within Historic District
Are the architectural review standards and procedures adequate to ensure that new
development is both practical yet compatible?
Outside of Historic District
How can the Town ensure that new development outside the historic district
reinforces the traditional, pedestrian scale and character of the Town’s historic
center?

2.

Open Space
With regard to open space, the primary issue identified is the continued loss of
open space in Town as development occurs. Both the loss of environmental open
space (floodplains, steep slopes, woodlands) and visual open space is of concern.
Scenic vistas at the edge of Town that help define “town and country” are seen as
particularly vulnerable.
The preservation of open space to define neighborhoods and buffer incompatible
uses is also an issue that should be addressed in the Comprehensive Plan and in
implementation strategies. Such open space acts as green infrastructure offering
visual relief from the man-made environment and adding to neighborhood
character.

Town Design Objectives and Policies
2.

To establish design review standards based on articulated design principles for all
development in Town addressing such issues as:
Building size, height, character, materials, relationship to the street
Parking amount, location, landscaping and screening
Roadway function, width, streetscape treatment and street furniture
Sign size, number, materials, style
Lighting levels
The standards may vary for different areas of Town.

2.

To maintain the visual variety and unique character of Warrenton by encouraging a mix
of development types and styles which are compatible with Warrenton’s historic, small
Town character. The mix should be fine-grained so as to avoid large areas of single
uses and so as to create human-scaled neighborhoods.

3.

To encourage creative urban design through zoning and subdivision regulations,
including flexible design standards, incentives and bonuses. The regulations should be
written to implement the Town’s articulated design principles.
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4.

To provide special planning and design attention to the gateways to Warrenton in order
to ensure that they convey a sense of the Town’s character and scale to travelers.

5.

To require landscaping in all new developments to provide attractive land use
buffering and to prevent soil erosion.

6.

To improve public spaces with landscaping, particularly tree planting.

7.

To cooperate with utility companies in the under grounding of existing and future
utility lines, particularly within the historic district and new subdivisions.

8.

To enhance the aesthetic quality of downtown, while improving its function, through:
Streetscape improvements (landscape treatments, lighting, street furniture,
coordinated signage, underground utility lines)
Attractive parking facilities compatible with downtown character
Improvements to traffic patterns

9.

Adopt corridor design standards to ensure that new development along major
corridors is compatible with the Town’s historic character

Additional Design Objectives
1.

To preserve Warrenton’s visual identity, character and sense of place.

2.

To preserve, maintain and enhance Warrenton’s traditional pedestrian scale of streets,
buildings and public spaces.

3.

To preserve Warrenton’s rural setting.

4.

Encourage the preservation, restoration and adaptive re-use of historic structures,
through zoning, subdivision and development regulations.

5.

Encourage a mix of land uses to continue in the historic district, including residential,
business and government activities and promote first floor retail uses.

6.

Ensure that local government actions, including land development regulations,
economic development efforts, land acquisition and infrastructure provision, support
rather than undermine the Town’s goals for historic preservation and pedestrian scale
development.

7.

Encourage new development to be designed with pedestrian access as an equal
priority to motor vehicle access.

8.

Encourage the design of new development to be visually compatible with the Town’s
architectural and urban design traditions.

9.

Protect the visual integrity and historic compatibility of the entrances to the historic
district.

10.

Identify and designate “gateway” entry points to the Town and enhance these with urban
design features that provide a sense of arrival as one enters the Town.
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Traditional Urban Design Policies and Guidelines
1. The citizens of Warrenton have an affection for the historic fabric of the Town in part
because it has what is called a “human scale” - that is, the size of outdoor spaces
created by streets, buildings and vegetation relates to the size of a human being,
thereby making the Town’s streets comfortable and pleasing places to walk. Thus,
when larger open parcels in the Town are developed, the pattern of such new
development should be consistent with the features of the Town’s traditional design
and development patterns that have created Warrenton’s “human scale” environment.
These features include:







relatively narrow street widths,
a grid of interconnected streets,
sidewalks along the streets,
a mix of lot widths (some narrow, some wide),
on-street parallel parking, and
buildings located relatively close to the front street.

2.

New residential neighborhoods should incorporate the features listed in #1. above, as
well as garages located toward the rear of the lot rather than the front.

3.

New commercial development should incorporate the features listed in #1. above, as
well as other elements that produce street frontages that are comfortable for people.
These elements include sidewalks, street trees, street furniture and rear yard parking
areas.

4.

In general, similar uses should face each other across a street. Where dissimilar uses
are contiguous, they should connect at the rear of the lot where buffers can be easily
established, rather than the side or front of the lot.

5.

New roads should be well connected to the Town’s existing street network. All streets
should terminate in other streets, not cul-de-sacs, in order to achieve maximum traffic
capacity, flexibility and safety. The engineering design elements of new streets,
including pavement widths, slopes and curve radii, should be compatible with the
historic fabric and pedestrian scale of the Town.

6.

Parking lots should be located to the rear of structures so that main buildings can be
located near the front street, and the sidewalk space can be a pleasant place for people
to walk. On-site parking should be combined with parallel parking along the frontage
of the site to provide adequate space for the expected demand produced by the on-site
use. The Town should examine its parking standards to ensure that requirements and
incentives are adequate to allow human-scaled developments to be built in areas in and
around the historic downtown.

7.

New neighborhoods should establish public spaces such as greens or squares, which
can be used for a range of community functions. Such greens and squares need not be
large in area, but should be well defined spatially, with adjacent buildings or vegetation
providing a strong sense of enclosure to the outdoor space.
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Open Space Objectives and Policies
1.

To use open space as a visual relief from the man-made environment.
Strengthen performance standards in the Zoning Ordinance for the preservation
of open space and tree cover.
Identify important open space vistas that cluster development might preserve
and provide incentives for that preservation. Existing open spaces at Town
entries should be targeted for preservation.
Identify open space of special character, e.g. areas of monarch trees, unique
topography, rock outcrops, etc., that should be preserved and encourage their
preservation through the development process or acquisition as public parks.

2.

To utilize open space as a buffer between land uses.
Review the landscaping and screening requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
amend them as necessary to improve their effectiveness.
Encourage the use of open space as a buffer between incompatible land uses
through the site and subdivision plan review process.

3.

To create and maintain open space that contributes to the definition of
neighborhoods.
Acquire and develop neighborhood pocket parks that reflect the personality of
the neighborhood as identified through neighborhood input.
Include in preserved open space or public parks special natural features that
define neighborhood character, e.g., monarch trees, unique topography, rock
outcrops, etc.

4.

To preserve and protect sensitive environmental areas.
Preserve environmental open space through performance standards in the
Zoning Ordinance and land acquisition as recommended in the environmental
strategies.

5.

To provide land use incentives for property owners to preserve open space.
Expand density incentives in the Zoning Ordinance in all residential districts to
entice developers to cluster development rather than use conventional methods.
Consider providing trade-offs on development fees (tap fees, recreation facility
fees, etc.) for extraordinary open space preservation.
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D.

Land Use
Land Use Goals
General Land Use Goals
1.

To maintain and encourage efficient land use patterns that integrate residential,
commercial, public and employment uses in planned neighborhoods designed to reflect
Warrenton’s existing character.

2.

To provide and administer appropriate land use, building, storm drainage, environmental
and zoning regulations for the Town.

3.

To manage the effects of development in order to protect and enhance the quality of life
in the Town.

4.

To encourage compatible land uses along the Town’s boundaries.

Residential Goals
1.

To encourage the development of a wide range of housing opportunities by type, design,
and density for all residents of Warrenton.

2.

To provide for affordable housing options.

3.

To encourage infill development in established areas that is compatible with existing uses
and which is compatible in scale with the surrounding neighborhood.

Overall Commercial Goals
1.

To target and recruit new private sector employers in specific commercial and industrial
sectors in order to create a balanced tax base.

2.

Use planning, zoning and public facility investment tools to encourage infill development
in established areas that is compatible and in scale with existing land uses, and meets the
current and future needs of the community..

Retail Goal
To provide a competitive choice in the supply of retail goods and services for residents of
Warrenton and surrounding areas, in a manner that will decrease retail “leakage” while
maintaining the small town character of Warrenton.
Industrial Goal
To encourage and plan for clean and light industrial activities that are economically beneficial
and compatible with the needs, character, and environment of the Town.
Office Goal
To recognize the importance of professional offices in contributing toward a balanced mix of
local employment opportunities and providing services needed by the community.
Tourism Goals
1.

To increase the Town’s visibility and attractiveness as a tourism destination.

2.

To continue the recognition and support of tourism as a viable component of the Town’s
economy.
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Land Use Objectives
General Land Use Objectives
1.

To encourage growth which balances the tax base with demand for public services.

2. To achieve a compatible scale, bulk and intensity in future development, suited to the
existing character of each area of Town.
3.

To promote mixed-use development as an economical and environmentally sound use of
land.

4.

To consider planned residential developments that include supporting community
facilities, parks/open space, and complementary commercial / employment uses.

5.

To maintain the downtown business district as a viable center of commerce and
government.

6.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new strip
development areas.

7.

To provide development flexibility to promote innovative, quality urban design and
efficient land use patterns.

8.

To encourage good landscape design and urban beautification in existing and new
developments.

9.

To develop land use regulations that ensure efficient, environmentally sensitive land use
patterns in both small and large-scale developments.

10.

To review and provide comments to the County Planning Department and Board of
Supervisors on any land use proposals adjacent to the Town boundaries.

11.

To ensure that zoning is in conformance with the Town Plan to the greatest extent
possible.

12.

To encourage the elimination of nonconforming uses in accordance with state law and the
Town Plan.

13.

To coordinate land uses, traffic circulation and development standards along the Town
boundary with Fauquier County.

Overall Commercial Objectives
1.

To provide an environment that is conducive to the expansion and recruitment of
businesses to increase employment opportunities so that Warrenton residents can live
and work in Town.

2.

To encourage and maintain a viable Central Business District.
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Retail Objectives
1.

To preserve the central business district by encouraging its economic growth while
recognizing its historical significance.

2.

To make visiting the CBD a pleasant experience by enhancing its visual appearance
and providing adequate off-street parking.

3.

To delineate and establish neighborhood community shopping services outside the
CBD.

4.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new strip
development areas.

5.

To provide, through careful site design and planning, convenient, safe and efficient
traffic access to all commercial areas.

6.

To encourage development of a variety of commercial centers (neighborhood
convenience, community and mixed-use centers) appropriately located to provide
retail and service opportunities.

7.

To approve commercial development that is compatible in scale and design with
adjoining uses. Commercial areas adjacent to residential uses should be developed at
pedestrian scale and include compatible architectural styles and materials, adequate
screening and safe pedestrian access.

8.

To attract retail patrons to the Central Business District.

9.

To encourage retail rather than office use of the first floors of buildings along Main
Street and to encourage both office and retail uses on the first floors of buildings on
other streets in the Central Business District.

10.

To encourage clustering of corridor commercial uses in centers using common access
points and providing adequate setbacks and landscaping.

Industrial Objectives
1.

To provide an adequate supply of land for environmentally clean light industrial
development.

2.

To encourage the location of employment centers with safe, convenient access to primary
transportation corridors in Warrenton.

Office Objectives
1.

To encourage office uses within the CBD to locate on streets that parallel and
intersect with Main Street.

2.

Coordinate with Fauquier County and Lord Fairfax Community College to establish a
telecommuting office/area for use by the private and public sectors.
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Tourism Objectives
1.

To continue to provide support for the Warrenton-Fauquier Visitor Center.

2.

To provide guidance and support to the tourism office by actively participating in the
Visitor Center Advisory Committee.

3.

To encourage and participate in local events and advertising efforts with the County,
Region, and the State, including but not limited to implementation of an expanded
calendar of cultural and social events, agri-tourism activities, Civil War heritage
tourism programs, and recreational tourism opportunities.

4.

To link tourism promotion to the preservation of Main Street, the historic district,
and other historic areas of Town.

5.

To encourage the development of hospitality related businesses to support the visitor
trades such as motels, restaurants, and retail trades, while maintaining Warrenton’s small
town character.

6.

To continue efforts to provide support for the historic Spilman-Mosby House and related
activities.

Residential Objectives
1.

To provide standards for safe and decent housing for all residents of the Town of
Warrenton.

2.

To establish a broad choice of housing types while encouraging the development of
the single-family house as the major residential type.

3.

To recognize the value of affordable housing and promote its development in new
subdivisions.

4.

To protect the integrity of existing residential communities from conflicting uses.

8.

To ensure that infill development of vacant lots with housing is compatible with the
design, density, and scale of the existing community.

9.

To review land use plans and zoning designations for existing residential areas to ensure
that those plans and zoning designations do not encourage redevelopment or otherwise
foster unwanted change where the existing character and density should be preserved.

Background and Current Situation
The following section presents a summary of current data on population trends and
forecasts, as well as trends in development activity.
Population Trends and Forecasts
With the exception of the decade of the 1970s, Warrenton’s population grew steadily
during the latter half of the twentieth century, resulting in a population of 6,670 in the year
2000 according to the U. S. Census, compared to 1,651 before World War II. These
historic trends have produced an average increase of nearly 30% per decade are shown in
Table D-1 following. This is slightly less than a 3% average annual increase.
From a percentage growth standpoint, the decade of the 1990s matched the “typical”
decade with a 29.9% growth rate (2.65% average annual rate).
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Table D-1

Population Trends 1940-2000
Total Town
Population1

Year
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990

1,651
1,797
3,522
4,027
3,707
2
5,135
6,670

2000

Total Change

Number
Change

Percentage Change

146 (decade)
1,725 (decade)
505 (decade)
-320 decade)
1,428 (decade)

8.8% (decade)
96.0% (decade)
14.3% (decade)
-7.9% decade)
38.5% (decade)

1,535 (decade)

29.9% (decade)

837
(per decade)

29.9%
(per decade)

5,019

Average Change Per
Decade 1940-2000

n/a

1

Includes group quarters
without annexation population would be 4,882

2

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Town Of Warrenton Comprehensive Plan 1989.

The following table shows the annual changes that have occurred during the past ten years.
The recession of the early 1990s caused a slowdown in population growth, but since that
time, growth has been steady, closely matching the rate of new housing development,
which in turn reflects the expansion of employment opportunities in the region.
Table D -2

Population Trends and Estimates 1990-2000
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

Average Annual
Change 1990-2000

Total Town
Population*
5,135
5,234
5,229
5,258
5,421
5,849
6,018
6,147
6,280
6,455
6,670

153.5

Percentage Change
1.9% (annual)
-0.1% (annual)
0.6% (annual)
3.1% (annual)
7.9% (annual)
2.9% (annual)
2.1% (annual)
2.2% (annual)
2.8% (annual)
3.3% (annual)

2.65%

*Includes group quarters; includes 1990 annexation
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census; Town Of Warrenton Comprehensive Plan 1989; Town
of Warrenton Memo to John Anzivino January 28, 2000; Herd Planning & Design
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Since population growth in the Town has been driven mainly by in-migration, it is practical
to use migration and development trends as the basis for forecasting future population.
Growth in the Town’s population between 1980 and 1990 averaged 3.3% per year. Growth
between 1990 and 2000 averaged 2.65% per year. Thus, several alternative future forecasts
appear to be reasonable.
If the overall trend of the past two decades continues, the Town’s population would
increase at an annual rate of 3.0% during the next two decades, which is about the rate it
grew between 1980 and 2000. This would result in a population of 12,047 in the year
2020. This would be considered a “high” trend forecast since this is at the upper range of
past trend rates.
If the trend of the 1990’s continued (average of 2.65% increase annually), the population
would be 11,254 in 2020. A 2.5% “intermediate” trend rate would be similar to the trend
of the 1990’s, but slightly lower.
A low trend rate would be in below 2%, similar to the rate of growth the Town experienced
in the 1960s.
The following table shows several alternative forecasts based upon different assumptions
about future growth rates.
(Note that the high residential growth rates of the past few years may cause the Town to
reach the “build-out” levels shown in Table D-5 sooner than indicated in Table D-3 below).

Table D -3

Alternative Population Forecasts - Town of Warrenton, Virginia
Growth Rates

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

1)

80's % Trend (2.7% avg. annual)

6,670

7,620

8,706

9,947

11,364

12,904

2)

90's % Trend ( 2.65% avg. annual)

6,670

7,602

8,664

9,874

11,254

12,826

3)

90’s Absolute Trend (154 people/yr)

6,670

7,440

8,210

8,980

9,750

10,520

4)

Low (1.5% avg annual)

6,670

7,185

7,741

8,339

8,984

9,678

5)

Intermediate (2.5% avg annual)

6,670

7,546

8,538

9,660

10,930

12,366

6)

High (3.0% avg annual)

6,670

7,732

8,964

10,392

12,047

13,965

6,670

7,210

7,794

8,426

9,108

9,846

7)

Alternate (1.57% avg annual)

1

1

Based on limits of developable land shown in Table D-5

Sources: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000; Herd Planning & Design, Ltd.

Based upon the preceding analysis, a summary of a reasonable range of alternative future
growth rates is shown in the following table.
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Table D -4
Summary of Population Forecasts - Town of Warrenton
Year
19801
19901
1999
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030

Low

Intermediate

High

Continued Trend

(avg. 1.5% annual)

(avg. 2.5% annual)

(avg. 3.0% annual)

(avg. 2.65% annual)2

3,707
5,135
6,455
6,670
7,185
7,741
8,339
8,984
9,678
10,4263

3,707
5,135
6,455
6,670
7,546
8,538
9,660
10,9303
12,3663
13,9913

3,707
5,135
6,455
6,670
7,732
8,964
10,3923
12,0473
13,9653
16,1903

3,707
5,135
6,455
6,670
7,602
8,664
9,8743
11,2543
12,8263
14,6183

1

Actual population from U. S. Census
Trend of growth during the 1990’s is estimated to be 2.65% average annually
3
Exceeds land capacity under current zoning (see Table D-6)
2

Sources: Weldon Cooper Center; Town of Warrenton; Herd Planning & Design, Ltd.

The preceding trend-based forecasts reflect expected market demand for housing in Warrenton
and assume that the Town will have sufficient territory and utility capacity to accommodate
the increases in population. However, if additional land is not made available, the ultimate
size of the Town’s population would be limited by the amount of available land and the
residential densities permitted by zoning regulations. Based upon the amount of currently
undeveloped land within the Town, potential “build-out” ranges are shown in the following
table.
Table D -5

Potential “Build-Out” Population of Existing Land
Total Acres Available for
Residential Uses

Additional
Population at 3.0
d.u. per acre

Total
Population

Additional
Population at 5.0
d.u. per acre

Total
Population

220 acres of undeveloped
Residentially Zoned Land

1,538

8,208

2,563

9,233

200 acres of undeveloped
Non-Residentially Zoned Land 1

1,398

8,068

2,330

9,000

420 acres of undeveloped land

2,936

9,606

4,893

11,563

Assumptions:
No re-development of existing developed sites; 2.33 people per dwelling unit; existing population is 6,670
1
Non-residentially zoned land would only be available if rezoned to residential
Sources: Acreage -Town of Warrenton; Herd Planning & Design, Ltd.
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The following table shows the amount of additional development that could occur in the
Town if it is limited to the amount permitted under current zoning. This shows that without
additional “upzonings” of land, or additions to the Town territory though annexation, or
reversals in the size of households, future population increases will be limited to slightly
more than 3,000 additional people. That would produce a population growth rate near the
low end of the range shown in Table D-4 above.
Table D -6
Residential Development Capacity
within Existing Town Corporate Limits
Assuming Development Under Current Zoning
Potential Additional Dwellings and Population
Detached Units

Attached Units

1,123

Total Units

Additional Population

1,3591

236

3,1662

1

Source: Town of Warrenton, October 31, 2000
Equivalent to 1.57% average annual growth over 25 years (assumes 2.33 people per household)

2

(Note: sewer capacity is available for at least 2,500 new dwellings or 6,000 additional people within Town)

Expected population growth in the Town should be viewed in the context of future growth
in the Warrenton Service District as defined by Fauquier County. The following table
shows the County’s current forecast and expected allocation of future population growth in
the service district.
Table D-7
Potential Allocation of Future Population Growth
in the Warrenton Service District - 2000
Area

Current (2000)
Population1

Population
to be Added by 20253

Total
Population in 2025

Low estimate

High estimate

Low estimate

High estimate

In Town

6,670

2,000

4,000

8,670

10,670

Around Town

3,7242

1,000

1,000

4,724

4,724

Total Service District

10,394

3,000

5,000

13,394

15,394

1

U. S. Census
Fauquier County estimate 1999
3
Based on Fauquier County planning estimates
2
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Table D-8 below shows the allocation of future population in the Warrenton area in
the context of the overall County population forecasts.
Table D -8
Population Forecasts and Allocation of Future Population
Fauquier County, Virginia

Year
1999
2000
2010
2010
2015
2020
20254
1
2

3

4

Total County
Population1
53,500
55,1393
56,791
59,688
62,733
65,933
69,296

Allocation to Warrenton
Service District2
10,179
n/a
n/a
11,356
n/a
12,545
13,184

uses “most likely” scenario of 1% average annual growth; includes extrapolation to 2025
includes population within Town corporate limits; uses same average annual rate of 1.0% for Warrenton
Service District to extrapolate to 2025
updated with recent 2000 U.S. Census data - remainder of table based on earlier estimate of 54,035 for 2000
and Fauquier County Draft Comprehensive Plan Update August 21, 2000
2
extrapolated at same rate (1.0% annually) by Herd Planning & Design, Ltd.

Residential Development Trends
Table D-9 following shows trends in housing construction permits within the Town during
the past decade. A relatively slow rate of construction activity during the recessionary
period of the early 1990’s increased to a very high level during the second half of the
decade, which has continued into the new century.
During the past decade, permits for new single family detached units constituted 37% of the
total housing permits, with 63% were either attached or multi-family units. This overall
trend during the 1990’s has decreased the overall proportion of detached housing units in
the Town.
However, this recent trend was established largely by the activity during the single year of
1995 during which nearly 200 building permits for multi-family units were issued for two
projects. Thus, if not for that single year of activity, more than half of the housing permits
during that period would be for single family units.
Further, 78% of the zoned or approved units that can now be built on the undeveloped,
residentially-zoned land are single family detached units. Thus, it would not be appropriate
to extrapolate the past trend into the future. Rather, the Town can expect that the majority
of new housing will be single family detached units during the coming years.
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Table D -9

Housing Construction 1990 - 1999
Year

Detached
Units

Attached
Units

1990

9

33

0

0

42

n/a

1991

4

4

0

0

8

n/a

1992

2

2

0

0

4

n/a

1993

12

2

0

0

14

n/a

1994

44

27

1

4

76

$5,439,000

1995

10

0

0

192

202

$1,045,413

1996

18

29

0

0

47

$3,716,000

1997

38

29

0

0

67

$5,814,700

1998

44

24

0

0

68

$6,589,225

1999

47

25

0

10

82

$7,727,050

2000

90

33

0

5

128

$10,389,450

Total

318

208

1

211

738

$34,789,8381

Duplex

MultiFamily

Total
Units

Total Value of
Construction

Source: Town of Warrenton, Yearly Building Permit Log Reports
1
only includes the years 1994-2000

Commercial Land Uses
The following table below shows the relatively large amount of commercial, industrial and
office space within the Town, in relation to the Town’s total population and number of
dwellings. This is clear evidence that Warrenton continues to function as a major
commercial activity center for the County. The Town currently has nearly 2.5 million
square feet of retail, office and related space, less than 5% of which is vacant. This amount
of space is equivalent in size to a very large regional shopping mall. It amounts to nearly
900 square feet of retail space per household in Town. This is far more than would be
required to support these residents. Even if only pure retail shopping space is examined, as
shown in the following table, it amounts to more than 800,000 square feet, or about 280
square feet per household.
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Table D-10

Commercial, Industrial and Office Uses 1998
Building
Square Feet

Total Vacant
(s.f.)

Percent
Vacant

Central Business District (CBD)

806,245

23,873

3%

Residential Office (RO)

127,280

n/a

n/a

Commercial Office (CO)

669,111

13,388

2%

Commercial Limited (CL)

844,744

77,071

9%

Industrial General (IG)

213,496

126,444

59%

Industrial Limited (IL)

37,065

0

0%

Zoning Designation

Source: Town of Warrenton, Memo to John Anzivino July 6, 1998

The following table below shows vacancy levels of the retail centers in Town. Despite the
large amount of space, the vacancy rates are not particularly high. While a greater
percentage of usage would be desirable, a moderate vacancy rate ensures a balance between
supply and demand for space which helps keep the costs of doing business at a competitive
level.
Table D -11

Usage of Retail Centers 1999
Shopping Center

Total Sq. Ft.

Total Vacant

Huntsman Town Center

118,896

1,114

1%

Oak Springs Plaza

117,756

10,506

9%

Piedmont Square

17,517

2,931

17%

Warrenton Center

181,588

24,037

13%

Warrenton Plaza

56,678

5,000

8%

Waterloo Station

47,935

2,000

4%

Warrenton Village

99,444

39,931

40%

Old Town Warrenton*

182,208

6,612

4%

Total

822,112

92,131

11%

*Inclusive of Waterloo Mini-Mart Property and Waterloo Center
Source: Town of Warrenton, Memo to Raymond P. Ocel, January 26, 1999
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Land Development Capacity
Warrenton has a significant amount of undeveloped land that is suitable for residential use.
The following table shows the status of the key properties that constitute that supply of
land.
If the trend in residential growth during the past decade continues (61 units per year), the
supply of residentially-zoned land within the Town will last for the next 22 years.
However, if the recent rate of residential construction (93 dwelling units per year between
1995 and 2000), the residential land supply could be exhausted within the current corporate
limits by the year 2015.
On the other, if the rate of development slows to below the rate of the past decade (to less
than 60 dwellings per year), the available supply of land will last through the 25-year time
horizon of this plan, at currently expected development densities. Additional land capacity
could be created either by increasing permitted residential densities on land within the
Town, or by expanding the Town boundaries. In general, however, this Plan does not
recommend substantial increases in such densities on most sites.
Table D -12

Development Potential of Undeveloped Land 2001
Tract

Current Zoning & Status

Potential Dwelling Units

Breezewood

Finished lots

35 SFD

Highlands (SF II)

Finished lots

52 SFD

Menlough

Finished lots

68 SFA; 32 SFD (patio units)

Gerber

Approved

124 SFD; 158 SFA

North Rock

Approved

29 SFD; 52 SFA

Gold Cup

Approved

214 SFD

Copper Mill

Approved

26 SFA

Arrington

47 acres

60 SFD*

Van Roijen

58 acres

229 SFD

Hitchcock and
others

37 acres

59 SFD*

Winchester St.

36 acres

128 SFD*

Pulliam

25 acres

60 SFD

Niess

n/a

5 SFD*

Hanback

22 acres

47 SFD

Joynes

9 acres

23 SFD*

Total

1,401 Total Units
(1,097 detached; 304 attached)

*Rough estimates, based upon zoning and total acreage
Sources: Town of Warrenton, Memo from Raymond Ocel, October 25, 1999; Memo from John A. Anzivino, October 31, 2000;
Interview with Raymond Ocel, September 14, 2001.
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Most of the land within the Town has already been zoned for “urban” development, meaning
that from a density or intensity standpoint, no further rezonings are necessary in order to
permit a reasonable amount of development on each tract. However, not all current zoning is
consistent with the goals and objectives of this new Comprehensive Plan. Some tracts are
currently zoned for either a use or a density that is not consistent with this Plan.
As of the end of 1999, the total area of land zoned for residential use and currently
undeveloped was 313.48 acres. This total has been diminished somewhat due to recent
construction activity. Still, a significant amount of residentially zoned land remains
available to accommodate additional future population growth within the corporate limits.
Table D -13

Total Acreage in Zoning Districts 1999
Total
Acres

Zoning District

Total Acres
Undeveloped

Total Acres
Developed

Percent
Undeveloped

Residential 15,000 sf (R-15)

398.30

68.99

329.31

17.32%

Residential 10,000 sf (R-10)

675.40

143.55

531.85

21.25%

Residential 6,000 sf (R-6)

196.85

42.86

153.99

21.77%

Residential Townhouse (RT)

143.20

36.57

106.63

25.54%

Residential Multi-Family (RMF)

78.31

11.55

66.76

14.75%

Residential Office (RO)

41.93

9.96

31.97

23.75%

Central Business District (CBD)

44.60

10.47

34.13

23.48%

Commercial General (CG)

109.10

36.41

72.69

33.37%

Commercial Limited (CL)

142.60

22.90

119.70

16.06%

Industrial General (IG)

98.70

34.39

64.31

34.84%

Industrial Limited (IL)

122.09

93.71

28.38

76.75%

Public / Semi-Public (PSP)

266.90

5.94

260.96

2.23%

R-40 and RE Districts

0

0

0

0%

1,800.68

22.32%

Total

2,317.98

517.30

Notes:



Total Area in Paved Streets:
Acreage Zoned under PUD:

377.48 acres
249.01 acres

- Menlough Section 1, Highlands PUD and Breezewood considered developed land use
- North Rock and Goldcup property considered undeveloped land use
- Conway Grove updated by lot and house as of construction




Acreage in use as Agriculture: 194.74 acres (included in the undeveloped acreage in the table)
Acreage in use as Forest: 22.04 acres (included in the undeveloped acreage in the table)
Table excludes land that is undeveloped, yet in use as parking, park land or school use, including lots used by the Town

Source: Town of Warrenton
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In addition to the residential land capacity available to accommodate future population
growth, the Town also has adequate existing built space for commercial growth (shown in
the preceding table), as well as additional undeveloped land that is either currently zoned
for further commercial and industrial development or is located in areas suitable for such
zoning and development, as recommended in this plan. Currently, 70 acres of undeveloped
land are zoned for commercial uses and 128 acres are zoned for industrial use.
The supply of land needed for future commercial and industrial development depends in
large part on the extent to which the Town of Warrenton continues to serve as the primary
commercial center for the County. At a minimum, the Town should expect to expand its
commercial land base in proportion to its own population growth, and possibly significantly
more if it continues to be the commercial and employment hub of the County.
If commercial development only expands in proportion to the Town’s own growth, only
about 50,000 square feet of additional commercial retail space will be needed, which is less
than currently available in existing structures. If the Town continues to serve as the
regional hub, the calculation is more difficult to make, because it depends on growth rates
of the County as a whole, as well as jurisdictions beyond the County, and on increases in
tourism activity.
Assuming that the need for commercial space within the Town will grow in proportion to
the growth in population of the whole County (currently, there is one acre of commercial
use in the Town for every 240 people in the County), the additional commercial land
development needed to meet this demand would be about 65 additional acres (an additional
28%) by the year 2025, within the corporate limits. In theory, this amount of land demand
could be accommodated by the existing supply of undeveloped, commercially zoned land
(see preceding Table).
Within the time horizon of this plan (2025), the current corporate limits of Warrenton are
expected to become “built-out”, i.e., fully developed with the land uses called for in this
plan, or as modified by future plans. At such time, the Town will either focus on
maintaining and improving its built environment, with only modest development in the
form of infill and rehabilitation, or it will expand its supply of land through annexation of
additional territory.
Table D -14

Summary of Future Land Demand

Land Use

Total
A
c
r
e
s

Additional Acres
Expected to be
developed by 2025

Acres Zoned
and Available

Total Acres
Expected to be
Developed by 2025

Currently
Developed
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Chapter 3 - Analysis and Plan

1,220

313*

313

1,533

230

65

70

295

128

122

95

27**
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* total acreage of currently zoned residential land; this amount of land will readily accommodate 3,200 additional people,
yielding a population in 2025 of 9,870, which would be an average annual growth rate of 1.56%.
** assumes industrial uses expand in the same proportion as commercial uses
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Major Land Use Issues
1.

Future Use of the Larger Open Parcels within Town (“infill” development) (type,
density and character of use; potential for assembling multiple parcels).

2.

Future Public Use Sites.

3.

Neighborhood Identities and Character.

4.

Enhancement and Redevelopment of West Shirley Avenue.

5.

Future Land uses and site access along East Shirley Avenue, West Shirley Avenue,
Broadview Avenue and Lee Highway.

6.

Transition between commercial uses along East and West Shirley Avenues and
adjacent residential uses.

7.

Entry corridors as “Gateways” into Town - visual and physical demarcation.

8.

Design, scale and character of future development adjacent to Town in planned areas
within the defined County’s Warrenton Service District, as well as outside the
Service District, including:
How much, if any, commercial uses are appropriate?
What kind and density of residential uses are appropriate in each area?
How should new development relate to existing Town neighborhoods?
Should Town public sewer and water service be provided?
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Land Use Policies
General Land Use Policies
Objective
1.

To encourage growth which balances the tax base with demand for public services.
Policies
1)

Monitor the fiscal balance and impact of new development. In recruiting
businesses and in reviewing and approving residential and non-residential
land development applications, ensure that the Town achieves a reasonable
proportion of high revenue-generating uses to balance those uses which
cause a net fiscal impact on local government services. Although the Town
expects to experience a greater proportion of residential growth than nonresidential, residential development should include a mix of housing types
and values in order to ensure a healthy fiscal balance.

2)

Require High Quality Site Planning, Design and Construction. In order to
ensure a strong fiscal posture in the long term, the Town must ensure that
development of all types and costs is well-designed and well constructed so
that it holds its value over the course of time. Through the land development
regulations and review process, the Town will ensure that new development is
integrated into the street and sidewalk networks and that it provides good
pedestrian access to the public roads and to neighboring properties, and has
adequate landscaping.

Objective
2.

To achieve a compatible scale, bulk and intensity in future development, suited to
the existing character of each area of Town..
Policy
1)

Require Compatibility for All New Development. The Town will update its land
development regulations to ensure that all new development is required to be
compatible with existing fabric of neighboring development, and with the
guidelines of the Comprehensive Plan, including ensuring human-scale structures
and streetscapes, comfortable pedestrian access, adequate landscaping, and other
such measures.

Objective
3.

To promote mixed-use development as an economical and environmentally sound use
of land.
Policy
1)
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Allow and Promote Mixed Use Development. The Town will review and update
its land development regulations to ensure that it is feasible to construct mixed-use
developments in those areas designated as appropriate for such uses in this Plan.
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Objective
4.

To consider planned residential developments that include supporting community
facilities, parks/open space, and complementary commercial / employment uses.

Objective
5.

To maintain the downtown business district as a viable center of commerce and
government.
Policies
1)

Ensure that the County Administration and Court functions have sufficient
land, parking and access to remain in the downtown area. The Town will
work closely with the County to ensure that adequate expansion space is
available.

2)

Ensure that the Town administrative functions remain in the downtown area.
The Town will plan its administrative functions to ensure that they can remain
downtown.

3)

Encourage compatible infill development and adaptive re-use, including
retail, office and residential uses.

4)

Continue to enhance the downtown streetscape. The Town will continue to
encourage and assist property owners in maintaining and improving the
sidewalks and building fronts in the CBD.

5)

Ensure adequate parking downtown. Identify areas that are currently under-used
and could be developed for parking spaces. Pursue the development of a
structured parking facility in the CBD, with the expectation of using Town,
County and private financial resources.

6)

Promote downtown as a business and residential location.

7)

Promote downtown as a tourist destination.

8)

Maintain two-way traffic flow on the major downtown streets.

9)

Maintain a priority for safe pedestrian movement in the CBD, as a priority over
motor vehicle volume and speed.

Objective
6.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new strip
development areas.
Policies
1)
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Improve Interparcel Access and Require Interparcel Access for New
Development. Through updated land development regulations and the
development review process, encourage improved interparcel access of existing
highway “strip” commercial uses, and require it for new highway commercial
uses.
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2)

Limit New Access Points on Major Roads. Through updated land development
regulations and the development review process, strengthen the limitations on
additional commercial entrances onto major highways.

3)

Improve Landscaping for Existing Development and Require Adequate
Landscaping for New Development. Through updated land development
regulations and the development review process, strengthen the requirements for
landscaping on commercial sites.

4)

Contain “Strip” Development. Avoid approvals of new “strip” commercial
development beyond the areas already committed to those types of uses.
Update the Zoning and Subdivision regulations to limit the impact of any
additional “strip” development through stricter requirements for consolidated
access, landscaping and parking setbacks.

Objective
7.

To provide development flexibility to promote innovative, quality urban design and
efficient land use patterns.
Policies
1)

Provide a Combination of Incentives and Requirements. Through updated land
development regulations and the development review process, ensure that key
urban design elements are a part of all new development wherever appropriate
and called for in this Plan, such as pedestrian-friendly streetscapes and mixed-use
developments.

Objective
8.

To encourage good landscape design and urban beautification in existing and new
developments.
Policies
Improve Landscaping for Existing Development and Require Adequate Landscaping
for New Development. Through updated land development regulations and the
development review process, strengthen the requirements for landscaping on
commercial sites. (same as policy #3 under objective #6 above)

Objective
9.

To develop land use regulations that ensure efficient, environmentally sensitive land
use patterns in both small and large-scale developments.
Policies
1)
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Review and Update Land Development Regulations. The Town will review
its land development regulations and update as necessary to meet this
objective, including consideration of protection of flood plain and wetlands,
mitigation of the impacts of developing steeper slopes, adequate stormwater
management provisions and vegetation preservation and replacement.
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Objective
10.

To review and provide comments to the County Planning Department and Board of
Supervisors on any land use proposals adjacent to the Town boundaries.
Policies
1)

Continue the Town/County Liaison Committee. The Town will continue to
work with the County to formally coordinate planning policy for the Warrenton
Service District. A joint planning committee of senior officials and citizen
leaders will continue to meet on a regular basis to ensure that Town and
County policies for all territory in the Service District is coordinated.
Coordination of the respective land use, transportation and public facility
policies, regulations and investments will be pursued in order to meet the needs
of the both jurisdictions and to effectively achieve the goals of both
Comprehensive Plans.

Objective
11.

To ensure that zoning is in conformance with the Town Plan to the greatest extent
possible.
Policy
1)

Examine Existing Zoning Ordinance and Map. The Town will review its
existing regulations and map in light of the policies of this Plan, and work toward
making zoning consistent with the Plan, through Town initiated amendments and
through Town decisions on development applications.

Objective
12.

To encourage the elimination of nonconforming uses in accordance with state law and
the Town Plan.
Policy
1)

Update and Enforce Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance. Review and update the
provisions for non-conforming uses in the Zoning Ordinance. Establish a
program for pursuing and resolving violations.

Objective
13.

To coordinate land uses, traffic circulation and development standards along the Town
boundary with Fauquier County.
Policies
Continue the Town/County Liaison Committee. The Town will continue to work with
the County to formally coordinate planning policy for the Warrenton Service District.
A joint planning committee of senior officials and citizen leaders will continue to
meet on a regular basis to ensure that Town and County policies for all territory in
the Service District is coordinated. Coordination of the respective land use,
transportation and public facility policies, regulations and investments will be
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pursued in order to meet the needs of the both jurisdictions and to effectively achieve
the goals of both Comprehensive Plans.
(same as policy #1 in objective #10 above)
Overall Commercial Policies
Objective
1.

To provide an environment that is conducive to the expansion and recruitment of
businesses to increase employment opportunities so that Warrenton residents can
live and work in Town.
Policies
1)

Ensure adequate land for a range of employment uses. The Town will monitor
its supply of land available for commercial, office and industrial development
and the supply of vacant space for such uses so as to inform the process of
reviewing land development applications and economic development efforts.

2)

Focus on office, retail and light industrial development. The Town will recruit
and promote office, retail and light industrial jobs in order to expand its
employment base.

Objective
2.

To encourage and maintain a viable Central Business District.
Policies (same as under objective #5 under General Land Use page 3-46)

Retail Policies
Objectives
1.

To preserve the central business district by encouraging its economic growth while
recognizing its historical significance.

2.

To make visiting the CBD a pleasant experience by enhancing its visual
appearance and providing adequate off-street parking.

3.

To delineate and establish neighborhood community shopping services outside the
CBD.

4.

To improve the design of existing strip development and avoid the creation of new strip
development areas.

5.

To provide, through careful site design and planning, convenient, safe and efficient
traffic access to all commercial areas.

6.

To encourage development of a variety of commercial centers (neighborhood
convenience, community and mixed-use centers) appropriately located to provide
retail and service opportunities.
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7.

To approve commercial development that is compatible in scale and design with
adjoining uses. Commercial areas adjacent to residential uses should be developed
at pedestrian scale and include compatible architectural styles and materials,
adequate screening and safe pedestrian access.

8.

To attract retail patrons to the Central Business District.

Policies
Objectives 1 through 8 above will be implemented through:
the General Land Use Policies listed previously,
implementing the Future Land Use Map of this Plan, and
the development review process and through updates of the zoning and subdivision
regulations.
9.

To require retail rather than office use of the first floors of buildings along Main
Street and to encourage both office and retail uses on the first floors of buildings
on other streets in the Central Business District.
Policies
1)

Monitor the Situation. The Town will conduct an inventory of first floor uses in
the CBD and update it on a regular basis.

2)

Work with CBD Property Owners to Identify Problems and Opportunities. The
Town will keep in contact with owners in order to identify effective ways to meet
this objective.

3)

Review Existing Zoning Regulations. Ensure that current regulations for the
CBD provide an adequate combination of requirements and incentives to achieve
this objective.

4)

Promote Compatible Residential Infill in the CBD. Residential uses will broaden
the market for retail uses.

5)

Promote Tourism Uses. Tourist-based uses will tend to support first-floor retail
activities.

Objective
10.

To encourage clustering of corridor commercial uses in centers using common
access points and providing adequate setbacks and landscaping.
Policy
1)
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Implement through the Land Development Review Process and Development
Regulations.
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Office Use Policies
Objective
1.

To encourage office uses within the CBD to locate on streets that parallel and
intersect with Main Street.
Policies
1)

Implement through the Land Development Review Process and Development
Regulations.

(see policies #1-9 under objective #5 under General Land Use page 3-46)
Objective
3.

Coordinate with Fauquier County and Lord Fairfax Community College to
establish a telecommuting office/area for use by the private and public sectors.
Policy
1)
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Work with Fauquier County, large employers to the east, and local developers to
identify opportunities.
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Industrial Use Policies
Objective
1.

To provide an adequate supply of land for clean and light industrial development.
Policy
1)

Maintain the supply of industrial land as designated on the future land use map
of this plan; prohibit heavy industrial. The Town will promote the complete
development of those sites designated in this Plan, but recognizes that the supply
of such land within Town is limited, and that most of Warrenton’s job growth
will be in the retail and office sectors, not industrial. The Town will not approve
any heavy industrial uses.

Objective
3. To encourage the location of employment centers with safe, convenient access to primary
transportation corridors in Warrenton.
Policies
1)

Complete the Town-wide Trails System as proposed in this Plan.

2)

Ensure Adequate Interparcel Access as called for in this Plan.

Residential Use Policies
Objective
1.

To provide standards for safe and decent housing for all residents of the Town of
Warrenton.
Policies
1)

Implement through the Land Development Review Process and Development
Regulations

2)

Enforce Part II of the Housing Code

Objective
2.

To establish a broad choice of housing types while encouraging the development of
the single-family house as the major residential type.
Policies
1)

Implement through the Future Land Use Map of this Plan, the Land Development
Review Process and Development Regulations

2)

Monitor the Housing Mix. Monitor the housing-type mix within the Town and
ensure through rezoning decisions and zoning regulations that a reasonable
balance is maintained between single family detached, single family attached
and multi-family units, with the predominant type being single family detached.
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3)

Obtain Good Design in Return for Higher Density. The Town will consider
allowing residential densities at the upper end of the planned ranges in return for
design features such as pedestrian scale buildings and streetscapes, public parks
and greens, trails and sidewalks and other amenities over and above those
required by code; but densities should not exceed the limits shown in the
Comprehensive Plan.

Objective
3.

To recognize the value of affordable housing and promote its development in new
subdivisions.
Policies
1)

Implement through the Future Land Use Map of this Plan, the Land Development
Review Process and Development Regulations

2)

Monitor Housing Costs within the Town. Monitor costs and ensure through
rezoning decisions and zoning regulations that a reasonable amount of
housing is available for the full range of household income levels living
within the Town.

Objective
4.

To protect the integrity of existing residential communities from conflicting uses.
Strategy: Implement through the Future Land Use Map of this Plan, the Land
Development Review Process and Development Regulations.
Policies:
1)

Ensure Minimum Impact. Infill development may be a somewhat higher density
than much of the adjacent development, but it should be designed to cause
minimal visual and other impacts on the neighborhood. Infill development
should be consistent with the uses shown on the Future Land Use Map of this
Plan. As set forth previously in this Plan, all infill development should be as
compatible with adjacent sites as possible, especially in terms of types of land
uses, site design, access configuration, density and traffic generation. Some
variance in these elements may be permissible in the judgment of the Town
Council, based upon a carefully designed development proposal, but the result
should be that infill development fits comfortably into the existing neighborhood
fabric.

2)

Ensure that adequate buffers are provided between new and existing
developments. This policy applies to single family detached as well as single
family attached and multi-family unit types, and includes landscaping, as well as
distance (setbacks), fences and berms, as well as the careful placement,
orientation and design of structures.

3)

Ensure Compatibility. Ensure that infill development is compatible in scale
and density with neighboring properties, even if in some cases the density may
be somewhat higher, including compatible siting and massing of buildings,
similar pedestrian and street access provisions. Encourage builders and
developers to work closely and openly with neighbors to ensure that infill
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projects are compatible with the adjacent existing and planned uses.
4)

Ensure that infill development has a similar design (scale, massing, relationship
to the street, etc.) as existing development.

Objective
5.

To ensure that infill development of vacant lots with housing is compatible with the
design, density, and scale of the existing community.
Policies
(see policies under #4 above)

Objective
6.

To review land use plans and zoning designations for existing residential areas to
ensure that those plans and zoning designations do not encourage redevelopment
or otherwise foster unwanted change where the existing character and density
should be preserved.
Policy
1)

Implement the Future Land Use Map of this Plan

Future Land Use Plan
The framework for future land use that follows in this section, is a blend of the historic
pattern of development that occurred from the Town’s founding until after World War II,
and the pattern that has emerged during the past half century.
The Plan attempts to strengthen those areas of historical significance and those areas of
Town which deserve protection, namely the older established single family neighborhoods.
However, the Plan also acknowledges that the growth pressures on the Town are increasing
and the Town must accommodate some of those pressures, while shaping them to fit the
Town’s needs and desires to the greatest extent possible.
The future land use map and accompanying descriptions, identifies and categorizes various
land uses and proposes a framework to guide future change in land uses. The development
patterns that began in the early 1800's have been largely eclipsed by the forces of the motor
vehicle, yet the vestiges of that pattern are still reflected in the overall land use and road
pattern in the Town.
The future land use plan section of the Comprehensive Plan (including the goals,
objectives, policies and future land use map) brings together the ideas, studies, trends, and
projections to create a general pattern of relationships between different land uses. This
section of the Plan provides a representation of how the Town can position itself to
preserve its essential character and identity, while meeting the needs of a changing
community.
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Several important purposes of the future land use plan are described below.
Accomplishing Goals and Objectives. Many existing land use relationships are undesirable
and thus foster land use conflicts and undermine the physical, social, and/or economic goals
of the Town. This Plan attempts to correct these problems by establishing a desirable land
use pattern which serves to meet future Town needs for housing, roads, employment, public
facilities, recreation, and the protection of the natural environment.
Decision Making Aid. The future land use plan provides a basis for making important
decisions about existing and future land uses. By identifying the Town’s development
problems and opportunities, the Plan produces an understanding as to where certain
development types should most appropriately occur. Thus, it gives the policy makers a
clear picture of how daily decisions can lead to the accomplishment of major goals.
Basis for Zoning. The Plan also serves as a basis for amendments to the Town’s land use
regulations. The future land use map ensures that various zoning districts are designated
with reasonable consideration for existing character, land uses, physical features, and future
requirements for different areas of the Town. An important distinction between the zoning
map and the land use plan must be made. The Plan is a policy guide, while the zoning map
and accompanying regulations are regulatory tools for implementing the Plan policies.
While the Plan designates a general area for various land uses, the Zoning Ordinance is more
specific and prescribes certain regulations for the land. Furthermore, the land use plan
expresses long term prospects for land uses, whereas the Zoning Ordinance and map show
current regulatory limitations.
Coordination Device. The land use plan helps to coordinate the many decisions made about
Warrenton’s physical development. By establishing a plan for the future, the Plan unifies and
coordinates public and private actions toward a common direction.
Foundation for Planning. Planning is a continuous process which evolves over time. More
detailed analysis of certain issues and areas can be facilitated by the direction and
identification provided by the future land use plan. Further, the Town will establish a
stated direction which is both useful and necessary when applying for grants.
The Designation of Land Uses
This Plan is intended to create a well organized, cohesive community which functions
efficiently and harmoniously. While future growth must be accommodated, the unique
character of the Town must also be protected and the needs of the citizens met.
The Plan designates general areas for residential, commercial, central business district,
industrial, public/semi-public, and recreational uses. The designation of these areas is the
result of extensive citizen input from the public at large, the Steering Committee and the
Planning Commission. It is based on several key principles:
1) To recognize the Town’s residential areas as the primary land use which should be
protected
2) To encourage the location of higher density residential uses in proximity to
employment and shopping areas in case where they can be made compatible with
neighboring uses
3) To create diverse commercial and employment areas which are readily accessible and
convenient, and neighborhood shopping areas which do not negatively impact adjacent
areas
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4) To develop an adequate amount of public services to meet future Town needs while
locating services in locations which improve efficiency and provide accessibility
Interpreting the Future Land Use Map
The future land use map is intended to serve as a general guide for land use decisionmaking, not as a zoning map. In some cases, the designations are meant to be very site
specific, while in other cases, the designations are intentionally general in nature and
assume some flexibility in the exact configuration of development. The map is long range
and land uses are not intended to change immediately, but will change over the course of
time. In considering future changes, the following criteria should be followed:
1. Vacant land should be developed in accord with the Plan’s designation, as long as
adequate Town services can be provided.
2. Areas zoned at a higher density than designated in this plan may continue in the current
use, but any redevelopment should occur at the lower intensity. The Town invites
rezoning applications to change current zoning to the a zoning more consistent with the
Plan’s land use designation. The Town may choose to initiate changes to the zoning
ordinance and/or zoning map in order to implement this Plan.
3. Conforming areas now being used are expected to continue unchanged and protected from
encroachment.
4. The general areas designated for a proposed use change should be brought by the
initiative of the owner/developer.
5. Areas proposed for parks and recreation and open space should be designated and/or
purchased by the Town, dedicated by, or obtained through a proffer, or as otherwise
permitted by local and state regulations.
Descriptions of Land Uses Shown on the Future Land Use Map
Notes:
For purposes of land use policy, “net” acres means total acres less land in steep
slopes and floodplain.
Transportation Concept Plan Option B does not include the parkway along the western
side of Town; thus, under this option higher traffic volumes would be expected on East
Shirley Avenue in the long term, and therefore some of the residential uses shown
along Shirley Avenue between Culpeper Street and the Elementary and Middle School
sites would be designated for conversion to commercial and office uses. If this option
is selected for the plan, proposed future land uses along Shirley Avenue will be
adjusted accordingly.
Low Density Residential
This designation includes single family detached residential dwellings at densities ranging
from existing levels of development (no change) up to 2.5 dwellings per net acre,
contingent upon adequate pedestrian and vehicular access, compatibility with surrounding
properties and mitigation of potential impacts. Certain areas specified in the text are
intended to remain at densities well below 2.5 d.u. per acre. These include the areas of
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existing low density historic neighborhoods along Winchester and Culpeper Streets.
The designation of low density residential is generally applied to established residential
neighborhoods which should be conserved and/or expanded in a manner similar and
compatible with the existing surroundings. Many neighborhoods in these areas have older
homes and are characterized by mature vegetation and social interaction between
neighbors.
New lots within established subdivisions should contain an area that approximates those
existing lots. Neighborhood recreational facilities, small parks or “green” and other
neighborhood amenities should be provided in compatible locations within such
developments.
Although residential infill will sometimes be a slightly higher density than existing lot
configurations, any such infill development should be generally similar in density and lot
size, and the placement of structures on the lot(s) should be sensitive to the existing
structures and lots on neighboring properties. The exterior elevations of the structures
should complement and respect the surrounding neighborhood’s existing design and
architectural elements.
Retaining the high quality of established neighborhoods is a continual challenge. Since the
low density areas are a desirable place to live, they are becoming attractive for infill
development. The low density residential areas are located so as to protect the character of
existing neighborhoods and to provide quiet residential areas attractive for single family
housing.
Where site characteristics permit and where negative impact to adjacent properties is
minimal, non-residential, home occupations and businesses may be permitted as provided
for in the Zoning Ordinance. However, neighborhoods should retain their distinctive
character, incorporating those characteristics of architecture, mature vegetation and open
spaces appropriate to the character of the neighborhood. Mature vegetation should be
retained.
This Plan seeks to preserve the integrity of existing residential neighborhoods; limit and
discourage incompatible uses into established residential neighborhoods; seeks to route
traffic around the neighborhood rather than through it; and maintain and improve
neighborhood qualities by eliminating substandard housing and improving its physical
features that include streets, sidewalks, street lights, and other public improvements.
Winchester Street: The larger lots along Winchester Street containing historic houses are
important elements of Warrenton’s downtown character. The large size of the lots presents
an opportunity to preserve the majority of each lot, including the frontage along the street
as very low density residential, while developing the back portion of the lot with medium
density residential uses.
Culpeper Street: Like Winchester Street, the larger lots and historic houses are important
elements of Warrenton’s downtown character. These lots should remain essentially as they
are, at very low densities, with only very carefully designed, small scale infill structures
that preserve the essential character of the street.
Falmouth Street: Like Winchester and Culpeper Streets, Falmouth has important buildings
that establish the historic character of the entrance to the downtown. The lots with historic
buildings and the lots adjacent to them should be maintained as very low density uses, with
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only very carefully designed, small scale infill structures that preserve the essential
character of the street.
North of the Spur: The area within Town that was separated by the construction of the Route
17 spur should remain at a very low density to match the adjacent land use pattern in the
County.
Medium Density Residential
This designation includes single family detached residential dwellings at densities up to
five dwellings per net acre, contingent upon pedestrian and vehicular access, compatibility
with surrounding properties and mitigation of potential impacts.
Much like the low density residential designated areas, the medium density areas are made
up largely of established single family neighborhoods. The neighborhoods are located in
many areas of the Town and have access to all Town services.
Medium density areas are composed of largely high concentrations of residential uses. The
areas that border the Central Business District (CBD) have been developed over the years
along the vehicular entryways to the CBD. It is the intent of the Plan to protect and
enhance these areas, while at the same time permitting changes to occur in an effort to
ensure that the use of these areas is economically feasible. Since the areas adjacent to the
CBD consist of predominantly single family houses, that character must be protected, and
approving non-residential uses should be done in a very limited fashion, and in a manner
that maintains the essential character of the residential areas. Small scale non-residential
uses, and home occupations and offices may be appropriate in some of these areas.
The designation of medium density residential is also applied to established residential
neighborhoods which should be conserved and/or expanded in a manner similar and
compatible with the existing surroundings. Many neighborhoods in these areas have older
homes and are characterized by mature vegetation and social interaction between
neighbors. Medium density areas are intended to permit densities of up to five dwelling
units per net acre, and new lots within established subdivisions should contain an area that
approximates the size and configuration of existing lots in the neighborhood. The higher
densities should be considered as more appropriate near major thoroughfares and
commercial areas. Recreational facilities and other neighborhood amenities should be
provided in developments when densities exceed three units per net acre.
New subdivisions and lots within this designation should complement and enhance the area
in which it occurs. Residential infill areas should be compatible in density, lot size, and
placement of structures on the lots with existing neighboring structures and lots. The
exterior elevations of the structures should complement and respect the surrounding
neighborhood’s existing design and architectural elements.
Retaining the high quality of established neighborhoods is a continual challenge. Since the
low density and the medium density areas are a desirable place to live, they are becoming
attractive for infill development. The medium density residential areas are located so as to
protect the character of existing neighborhoods and to provide quiet residential area
attractive for single family housing. Where site characteristics permit and where negative
impact to adjacent properties is minimal, non-residential, home occupations and businesses
may be permitted as provided for in the Zoning Ordinance. Mature vegetation should be
retained.
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In order to support the goals and objectives of medium density residential areas, the Plan
seeks to preserve the integrity of existing residential neighborhoods; limit and discourage
incompatible uses into established residential neighborhoods; and maintain and improve
neighborhood qualities by eliminating substandard housing and improving its physical
features that include streets, sidewalks, street lights, and other public improvements.
High Density Residential
These designations include single family attached and/or multi-family dwellings up to 12
dwelling units per net acre, contingent upon adequate pedestrian and vehicular access,
compatibility with surrounding properties and mitigation of potential impacts.
The density in these areas can accommodate townhouses, apartments, and similar
residential types. Because these areas provide for more intensive development, they should
be carefully integrated into the existing townscape to ensure that the existing character is
protected. Further, any such developments should be carefully integrated into the area with
attention given to creating spatially defined open space areas such as parks and “greens”,
trail and sidewalk connections, street connections, recreational facilities, parking and
landscaping. The scale and mass of buildings should be compatible with the historic fabric
of the Town as a whole, and neighboring properties in particular.
The high density residential areas can be developed at a density of up to 12 units per net acre.
The areas for high density development have been designated for those sections of Town
which are adjacent to areas of a similar existing density or similar zoning. Housing types
permitted in these areas include single family, two, three, and four family dwellings,
townhouse, triplex and quadruplex and apartments. Higher density developments may
function as a transition between commercial and lower density residential areas and should be
located where streets are capable of carrying the expected traffic.
Along with the low and medium density areas, the high density residential areas will provide
a variety of options for residential housing types in the Town. It further encourages housing
types and costs at different levels which will serve the needs of the Towns citizens. As
provided in the low and medium density areas, new multi-family residential buildings
should be arranged so that the buildings define outdoor spaces, including a human scale
streetscape.
General Commercial
These areas are for the necessary highway-oriented retail and service commercial uses that
are not usually compatible with the limited commercial and central business district uses.
This category can accommodate most commercial uses, but should not include uses which
require high-volume truck activity, and should be placed under strict site plan control with
particular emphasis on adequate screening, vehicular access and restrictions on bulk and
height of structures. Zoning regulations for the districts that permit these uses should
require interparcel connections, limited points of access from major streets and substantial
landscaping, as well as discourage large expanses of parking areas that exceed minimum
parking regulations while encouraging shared parking.
Commercial expansions should only occur where compatible land uses exist, and the local
street system can accommodate the additional traffic demand. In addition, such uses should
be designed to fit into the character of the area in which they locate. Any adjacent
residential areas should be linked by convenient pedestrian access.
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Since commercial strip development is discouraged, access to adjacent streets should be
restricted, therefore shared access points should be encouraged to assist in consolidating
small parcels in order to limit traffic congestion. Incentives to promote this concept should
be provided in order to achieve a well designed commercial development that coordinates
vehicular and pedestrian access, parking, signage, architecture, and site design.
The commercial uses included in this category, are primarily those uses that serve the daily
needs of the residents of the Town. They include restaurants, drug stores, personnel
services, banks, grocery stores, and general merchandise items.
The future land use map presumes that the commercial pattern of land uses that is already
established is generally appropriate for the community. Any change should be evaluated in
the context of the change being appropriate to its surroundings and an established need.
The following issues should be considered and resolved when development that suggests
changes to the future land use map is proposed.
Town Services. All developments must be connected to the Town’s public water and
sewer system, and the project must demonstrate that it does not exceed the capacity of
the water and sewer systems to meet the needs of the development. If the proposal
exceeds the capacity or delivery system of either the existing water, sanitary sewer, or
storm sewer systems, improvements to meet the increased demand must be provided by
the applicant.
Traffic Demand and Circulation. Any new project should maintain a level of service
that is in keeping with the surrounding road networks capability. Any level of service
that is lower than “D” should be reevaluated, as this is not be an acceptable level of
service. Interparcel access and service roads are encouraged in order to limit access to
arterial streets. Where necessary, deceleration lanes should be provided, and where
conflicts exist, left turns into and out of a site should be avoided. In order to reduce
vehicular traffic, a pedestrian access should be provided on the site, as well as linking it
to adjacent neighborhoods and all adjacent commercial uses. The project should also
make provisions for bicycle access and parking.
Design Guidelines. All new or redeveloped projects should seek to minimize impacts
on surrounding land uses and the public right of way by providing landscaped buffers,
placing parking to the side and rear of buildings, coordinating the siting and massing of
buildings, using monument signs or signs integrated into the building facades, and
using the massing and materials of the buildings to create pedestrian-oriented, human
scaled outdoor spaces.
-

Consolidation of smaller properties is encouraged to provide the opportunity for
efficient use and design of the site.

-

Placement of pedestrian areas near main entrances to buildings, which includes
seating, planting, and bicycle facilities should be provided, as well as any other
outdoor architectural features.

-

Delivery of services should occur behind the buildings and screened from public
view. This can be achieved by the use of natural vegetation and/or landscaping
buffers.

-

The site should be well landscaped in order to provide a visual barrier to adjacent
non-compatible uses, soften lengthy expanses of buildings and parking lots, and
provide shade in the parking areas.
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Limited Commercial
This includes planned retail and service commercial centers. Such areas should be well
planned with a coordinated integration of different uses. Much like the general commercial
areas, a unified design approach which reduces traffic congestion and facilitates pedestrian
access also should be used in these areas.
The areas previously designated as limited commercial have been developed as community
shopping centers as opposed to the general commercial areas which contain individual
businesses on small parcels of land. The differences in intensity of development between
the two land use designations has diminished over the years to the point that the two area
are nearly indistinguishable in intensity of use. They can however, be distinguished
architecturally, and by the goods sold and the services provided.
The limited commercial areas should function as neighborhood commercial centers for the
surrounding areas, and should not contain the high intensity, traffic-generating, free
standing uses that make up the majority of the general commercial areas. These areas are
primarily located along Lee Highway and the Blackwell Road area.
The design guidelines and general parameters under which development in these areas
occurs, should follow the same guidelines as provided in the general commercial section.
Together, the two areas should make available a wide range of goods and services to both
Town and County residents.
Re-planned Commercial
These are older highway commercial areas which are encouraged to be re-planned to
provide pedestrian-oriented streetscapes with parking behind buildings, interparcel
connections, access and buffers between neighboring residential neighborhoods and in
certain cases, on-street parking.
Office
These are intended to be small scale office buildings to serve as a transition to between heavier
commercial and adjacent residential neighborhoods and to provide locations for the conduct of
very light commercial activity such as small shops, studios and professional offices.
Residential uses of low and medium density may be permitted in these areas if they are
carefully designed as transitional uses between existing residential neighborhoods and office
areas.
In many cases, these areas can be classified as infill development and such development
should be compatible with existing uses and likely future uses through appropriate
buffering and screening. Controlling vehicular access points so that traffic patterns do not
infringe upon adjacent residential areas will also reduce the incompatibility with the
adjacent uses. Office uses should be the predominant use in the established districts,
whether located within remodeled single-family structures or new structures.
Architecturally, new structures should blend in with the architecture of the neighborhood in
which it locates.
Light Industrial
These areas include light manufacturing, flex industrial uses and wholesale commercial
uses, with limited office uses, with floor area ratios generally not exceeding 0.35 on a
single site. These areas have been designed to provide additional types of employment
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opportunities within the Town in addition to services and commercial retail uses. The
Town owned business park on Walker Drive has proven to be very successful in providing
space for existing businesses to expand, as well as providing an area to attract new
businesses.
Industrial land uses designations should be limited to light industrial uses that do not
generate inordinate amounts of noise, smoke, dust, odors, heat, or electrical disturbances
Particular attention should be given to vehicular access and reducing the impact on adjacent
properties.
Integrating certain industrial land uses in Town will enable residents to live and work in the
Town. This concept will encourage the integration of the workplace with residential and
commercial land use components already existing in Town. Industrial sites should be colocated or located near one another. Scattered or strip sites is strongly discouraged. For
business parks, a true campus-style site plan is encouraged.
By creating and expanding these sites, it will reduce the amount of persons commuting
towards Northern Virginia, and thereby reducing travel time and congestion to name a few.
The areas proposed for light industrial shown on the future land use map should adhere to
the following standards and guidelines.
•

Access to industrial areas should not conflict with residential traffic, and therefore,
should be separated from other types of traffic. This should be accomplished by a road
system that permits separation of uses. The non-residential traffic should be routed to
collector roads and highways as quickly as possible.

•

Industrial uses should be supported with public utilities. In addition, where other
utilities are not available, such as natural gas, electric, and phone, those companies
should be encouraged to extend their services into industrial areas.

•

A set of performance standards should be established in order to mitigate any potential
adverse impacts that may be emitted by a particular use.

•

When designating, and/or developing industrial sites, particular attention should be
given to buffering adjacent non-industrial uses, including appropriate landscaping,
screening, setbacks, and open space.

•

When evaluating new locations for industrial sites, compatibility with adjacent uses
should be carefully considered. Industrial uses hold be located adjacent to compatible
uses.

•

Uses should be limited to those that will provide a variety of light industrial uses that
will contribute to the creation of new businesses and retention and expansion of
existing businesses, with very limited support commercial uses allowed as integrated
elements of the industrial development for the purpose of reducing traffic generation
from the site.
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Public/Semi-Public Uses
Intensive. This designation includes hospitals, utility plants, government administrative uses,
and other uses which have a relatively high degree of development intensity and building
coverage.
Non-Intensive. Schools which have significant outdoor recreational components,
cemeteries, churches, buffer areas, and similar areas of very low intensity development.
A number of areas on the future land use map have been designated as public/semi-public.
These designations provide for the maintenance and expansion of existing community
facilities and the development of new ones. Specific decisions about locating these services
should be made in the context of their impact and location on other related decisions which
are made by both the Town Council and County Board of Supervisors. Therefore, the Town
and County should coordinate their planning and capital programming efforts.
The areas designated for public and semi-public uses include both County and Town
facilities, as well as semi-public facilities such as the hospital.
Town residents are also County residents, and receive the same services that the County
residents receive. Warrenton has historically been the center of governmental and
commercial activity for the County and plans to remain so for the foreseeable future. Thus,
the Town is an appropriate location to provide the full range of public and semi-public
services such as a library, schools, and fire and rescue services, as well as various state
agencies.
It will be necessary to provide public services to not only the residents of the Town, but to
day time employees, customers, and visitors. This larger population will place additional
demands upon the services provided by the Town, that includes solid waste collection,
providing water and sewer, fire and rescue, and police services. This overall population will
continue to grow and increase demands for services.
Specific areas designated for the public/semi-public category include the following:
•

The area around and including the Fauquier Hospital. This area should continue to be
maintained as the community’s medical center. This designation encourages ancillary
medical services be located in proximity to the existing hospital, and takes advantage of
the proximity of the rescue squad and a public health center. Future development
which is complementary to the hospital, should continue, and land for its future
expansion reserved.

•

Areas that include the Bradley School, Warrenton Junior High, Central and Taylor
Elementary, Fauquier High School, the Highland School, and St. John’s Church and
School. The land adjacent to these sites should continue to be maintained and
protected for public and semi-public use. Because the public schools are part of the
Fauquier County system, the Town has no direct responsibility for them. However, the
Town should ensure that adjacent areas are carefully planned and that any new
development is compatible with the site. Further, the Town should work closely with
the County, or the relevant private organizations, to carefully plan for and utilize
schools in conjunction with the Town’s growth and development. These schools
provide Town and County residents a setting for educational, social, and recreational
activities.
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•

The area in the vicinity of the Virginia Department of Forestry and the Town’s Sewage
Treatment Facilities off Route 211 and the area adjacent to the National Guard Armory.
These areas should be recognized as important elements of the Town and should be fully
protected to allow for future expansion. Any future expansion should be carefully planned
and screened from adjacent properties.

•

These areas include the many churches located within the Town, which are not all mapped
specifically, but are planned to remain as churches, including areas for future expansion.

•

Town resources that include the Public Works facility, cemetery and Town and County
functions in the downtown area that include municipal offices, court buildings, sheriffs
office, municipal parking lots, and jail should also be reserved for their continued and
expanded use.

Park
This designation includes public and private parkland and park facilities, passive and/or active.
It includes the three Town parks: Eva Walker, Academy Hill , and Rady Park, as well as the
Warrenton Branch Trail. It also includes proposed additional small parks and “greens” that
should be developed in conjunction with new residential neighborhood development. These
are shown on the future land use map only as symbolic green circles, indicating that the
specific size, design, function and configuration of these parks will depend upon the particular
needs and attributes of the proposed development and surrounding uses.
Central Business District
This designation covers the historic, mixed-use downtown area and closely matches the area of
the existing CBD zoning district.
This category has been designated for the central area of Warrenton which is presently
developed as one of the Town’s commercial/business areas. Downtown should continue to be
a diverse area, offering a wide range of goods, services and activities. Therefore, the
downtown is planned for a mix of business, commercial, public-semi-public, and residential
uses, mixing the new development with existing uses to create a special and diverse
destination for tourists and visitors, as well as a good place to live and work.
The residential component of the downtown should continue to be encouraged and promoted
because pedestrian activity in the CBD promotes business activity. However, it is
recommended that such developments not exceed 12 dwelling units per acre and in many cases
should be much lower.
The downtown area contains a number of residential apartments located over existing retail
and business establishments, and the continued use of these areas for residential uses is
encouraged. This important component of the downtown adds life and vitality to the area.
Residential uses should not be located at the street level, as this area should be reserved for
retail businesses that promote high pedestrian foot traffic. Likewise, business offices should
not be located at the street level unless they generates or promote pedestrian traffic on a
continual basis.
Because the CBD is the oldest and most unique area of Warrenton, it presents both
opportunities and challenges. If this area were to drastically change, much of Warrenton’s
character, and small town atmosphere would be lost. All development and land use changes in
this area must be very carefully planned and implemented. Care should be taken in designing
building heights, masses, facades, sidewalk entrances, landscaping, setbacks, parking, signage,
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and vehicular and pedestrian access. However, at the same time, it is recognized that the
downtown area cannot remain static and will change over time, either due to changes in the
CBD or from changes in the surrounding areas. Therefore, it is recommended that when new
or enlarged structures are permitted, they be carefully designed so as to be integrated into the
existing historic streetscape.
The CBD is also the primary location for the Town and County offices. A policy that has been
adopted by both the Town Council and Board of Supervisors, supports the continued location
of Town and County offices in the downtown area, and this policy should be continued so as
to assure that the downtown area will remain a viable, and active center. The local
government offices support many business and other office activities in the downtown area,
thereby contributing to the economic base and stability of the entire downtown.
The downtown area is pedestrian-oriented and all future changes to the land use, architecture
and infrastructure should enhance this aspect. In the course of time, opportunities for a mix of
specialty retail, public services and facilities, as well as entertainment activities will emerge.
As buildings are renovated, they should be encouraged to be pedestrian-friendly in function
and appearance.
Several reports, including “Warrenton Downtown Study” and “An Urban Design and
Downtown Facilities Plan for Warrenton Virginia” have been completed in the past, and they
contain relevant information for the continuing maturation of the downtown area. Both
studies, completed approximately 13 years apart, identify problems and opportunities in regard
to vehicular and pedestrian circulation, parking, building uses, landscaping, utilities, and
services.
Since the downtown area has ceased to operate as a provider of day to day consumer goods, it
has successfully repositioned itself to provide a limited amount of these goods, along with
specialty retail goods, professional services, and public and semi-public uses including the
post office, library, Town and County offices, and the Fauquier County court system. In order
to continue to provide these services, as well as expand and strengthen existing uses, the
following issues should be addressed:
The historic character of the downtown is an important fabric of the community, and the
Town has adopted regulations to preserve these important structures. The community as a
whole supports the designation of historic structures and the historic district, and this
historic designation appears to contribute to preserving the character of the Town. Along
with the designation of the historic district, the Town has adopted historic district
guidelines that the Architectural Review Board uses when reviewing various applications
in the historic district. The guidelines should be continued to be used and updated as
needed.
Parking continues to be one of the main issues of the downtown. Available spaces must
be convenient, safe, and attractive to customers. These parking attributes influence
customer choice and affects the character of the downtown and its ability to compete with
commercial uses, particularly shopping centers outside of the downtown area. Where onstreet parking can be located, it should be encouraged. Likewise, loading areas should be
located as to minimize traffic and sight distance problems. The “Old Town Warrenton
Parking Study, prepared in February of 2000, identified several potential sites of
structured parking in the downtown area. While the necessity and feasibility of a parking
garage has not been affirmed by the Town, it is worthy of continuing consideration.
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E.

Transportation and Circulation
Goals
Primary Goal
1.

To encourage the development of a safe, efficient and multi-modal transportation
system for the movement of people, goods and services , in and around the Town,
that is consistent with the historic fabric, land use pattern and expected future fiscal
needs of the Town.

Additional Goals
2.

To create a transportation system that is sufficient to accommodate anticipated land
use changes and be coordinated with transportation elements of the adjacent
Warrenton Service District in Fauquier County.

3.

To create transportation system improvements that are consistent with a sound fiscal
policy and supported by reasonable contributions from private developers for a share
in improvement costs.

4.

To balance the needs of all modes of travel, including motor vehicles, bicycles and
pedestrians, and ensure that each system supports the Town’s land use, economic and
preservation goals.

Objectives
1.

To achieve a community-wide street system that enhances and supplements access to
downtown Warrenton.

2.

To promote a street system which safely and efficiently serves both vehicular,
pedestrian and bicycle traffic for residents and visitors with interparcel access
between existing neighborhoods and new development sites to disperse and balance
traffic loads and to create a “connected” community.

3.

To promote the integration and improvement of vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
travelways which will allow for walkable areas throughout the Town.

4.

To develop and adopt a functional classification system for the Town’s future street
system which will aid in resolving issues with private developers and the Warrenton
Service District.

5.

To develop a system of signed pedestrian travel ways that make it easy to walk
throughout Town – a “walkable Warrenton.”

6.

To update the Town’s future transportation map to identify collector and connecting streets
which best serve the areas where development will occur in Town.

7.

To develop an equitable policy for allocating the cost for new roadway and traffic
operational improvements between the public and private sector.

8.

To recognize the need to provide regional access between the Town, neighboring areas
and the Warrenton Service District in Fauquier County by working closely with VDOT
and Fauquier County officials.
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9.

10.

To reduce the future impact of through-traffic on the local street system by diverting
regional traffic from local and downtown streets to U.S. 17, 211, and 29 and other
existing and planned circumferential routes.
To use traffic calming and other techniques to achieve a street system which is
compatible with a small town living/working environment. This may include
consideration of the following:



11.

Roundabouts in lieu of signalized intersections
Additional new streets to be used in lieu of existing major arterial streets
Additional streets needed to extend the grid street system (Grid system of small
blocks rather than curvilinear collectors with cul-de-sacs; the grid pattern may
be modified to respond to environmental and other constraints)
Traffic calming techniques to reduce environmental and community impact
Sidewalk and bicycle system improvements which provide for non-vehicular
movement throughout the community (especially for school children).
Human scale
Traffic calming measures

To properly sign and publicize the street system so that traffic circulation is
convenient and easily understood by visitors especially in downtown Warrenton.

Background and Current Situation
Functional Roadway System and 1996 Daily Traffic
Exhibit 1 depicts the current functional classification for the Town’s street system and
Exhibit 1a shows 1996 daily volumes at key corridor entry points. Note that the Town’s
street system is intimately integrated into Fauquier County’s Warrenton Service District
street network. For example, the following shared facilities are critical for vehicular access
to/from the Town.
Both US 17 spur interchange termini
US 17 and US 29/15 interchange
US 29/15 interchange with Meetze Road
Also note that Town corridor access to/from the south is totally dependent upon Fauquier
County. Currently this access is provided via a signalized intersection at US 29/15
Business and the US 29/15 Bypass. Equally important is the fact that the US 211 corridor
which serves Fauquier, Culpeper and Rappahannock Counties – and points west –
terminates at the signalized intersection with US 29/15 Business inside the Town of
Warrenton.
Principal Access Issues
The solution to many critical future Town access problems will need to be considered for
action by Fauquier County officials and representatives of the Warrenton Service District. If
such actions not taken, traffic problems will remain within the Town and traffic conditions
will become increasingly more unacceptable. For example, a new roadway constructed
between US 211 and the US 17 flyover would tend to divert through-traffic around
Warrenton’s most congested and heavily traveled street with numerous signalized
intersections. Also, a new local roadway between US 29/15 Business at Wal-Mart and US 211
would provide an alternative to the three-lane Shirley Avenue section of US 29/15 Business.
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The Town’s traffic circulation system is currently being enhanced by a new roadway link
(Walker Drive) emerging between Meetze Road and Blackwell Road and now being
extended via North Rock to the US 29/15 Bypass.
Discussion of Access Issues
1. In order to solve some community traffic problems in the future, it will be necessary to
work closely with the County’s Warrenton Service District especially for new road
links in the northwest and southwest quadrants.
2. Future access to the Town from the south and access between the Town and Lord
Fairfax Community College is totally dependent upon actions taken by Fauquier
County and VDOT.
3. In 1999, VDOT contracted with Baker to perform a small urban area transportation
planning study which involved significant data collection and analysis. A draft of the
study was completed in February 2002.
4. As corridor traffic volumes external to the Town increase on US 29/15 and US 17 (see
Exhibit 1a), it will become more important to use other local streets rather than the two
US 29/15 Bypass interchanges for local trips.
5. With the current interest in developing new retail tracts along US 29/15 Business east
of US 17, the Town staff needs to carefully evaluate traffic impact associated with each
new site plan and related improvements needed to mitigate the anticipated impact.
6. The custom designed side-by-side left turn, six-lane undivided portion of US 29/15
Business between US 17 and US 211 creates significant turning movement conflicts
with increasing through volumes generated by US 211 west traffic.
7. Potential widening of the three-lane section of US 29/15 Business (Shirley Avenue)
needs to be carefully assessed to minimize neighborhood and school impact; widening
should be avoided; rather, left turn lanes should be provided, and the connector
parkway should be constructed in the long term to provide relief to Shirley Avenue.
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8. As vacant tracts become fewer within the Town limits, the redevelopment of currently
developed tracts will become more prevalent. Re-planning of key corridors will
provide an opportunity for not only introducing new and denser land uses but also
changes in roadway classifications to better accommodate pedestrian and bicycle
movements as the community matures. The entire US 29/17 Business corridor is an
excellent candidate for such re-planning.
9. The downtown Warrenton/government/retail/commercial area is served by a limited
capacity street system with important on-street parking. At some point changes in
traffic operations and additional off-street parking will be necessary to accommodate
increasing traffic in downtown Warrenton created by an expanding market or
redevelopment of current uses.
10. Enhancement of the sidewalk and trail network within and adjacent to Town
should be coordinated with all new road improvements.
Transportation and Circulation Policies
In order to establish a basis for creating a dialogue with Fauquier County regarding the
extent to which the County aids the Town in resolving comprehensive planning issues, two
conceptual plans were developed as shown in Exhibits 2 and 2a. Of the two conceptual
roadway plans, Plan A is the preferred long-range access plan because it enables the entire
29-15 Business corridor to be converted into a more typical town street with through traffic
diverted to the new “parkway” type arterial roadways to the west. This new parkway
would have only very few signalized at-grade intersections - only those that are absolutely
essential, and only to serve existing state roads and neighborhoods - and no
commercial/retail development should be allowed so as to avoid dispersed growth to the
west. This plan would allow the 29-15 Business corridor to be re-planned as the Town’s
economic base with a street environment that is conducive to pedestrians, bicycle and
vehicular movements. Following further refinements, a preferred transportation plan for
the Town can be documented for coordination with the Warrenton Service District and with
the VDOT study of 20 year needs.
Objective
1.

To achieve a community-wide street system that enhances and supplements access
to downtown Warrenton.
Policy
1)

Limit Improvements to Those that Enhance Pedestrian Use. Ensure that the
top priority for downtown street improvements are for elements that will
improve the safety and convenience of pedestrians, with motor vehicle
movements a secondary priority (except for parking)

Objective
2.

To promote a street system which safely and efficiently serves both vehicular,
pedestrian and bicycle traffic for residents and visitors with interparcel access
between existing neighborhoods and new development sites to disperse and
balance traffic loads and to create a “connected” community.
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Policy
1)

Add New Street Connections. The Town will ensure that additional
connections are made to the existing street network wherever feasible, in
order to improve the efficiency and convenience of the Town’s street
network for all residents of the Town. At a minimum, the connections
shown on the land use and transportation maps of this Plan will be made. All
new streets will be designed to accommodate pedestrian use as a major
priority, not as an afterthought.

Objective
3.

To promote the integration and improvement of vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
travelways which will allow for walkable areas throughout the Town
Policies
1)

Add Bicycle Lanes. Ensure that safe and adequate bicycle lanes are
incorporated into the design and construction of new or improved streets and
highways, in accord with the provisions of this plan.

2)

Build Sidewalks. Ensure that all new development includes the construction
of sidewalks that link to the existing sidewalk system. In cases where such
direct linkage is impossible, ensure that the development provides a means
for pedestrians to walk to safely and conveniently to adjacent properties and
to the public street network.

3)

Screen Parking Areas. Except for on-street parking in the CBD, all parking
areas should be screened with vegetation in order to limit the visual impact.

4)

Integrate Parking with Sidewalks. Ensure that parking areas are carefully
integrated with sidewalks and bikeways so as to provide for the safe and
convenient movement of pedestrians and bicyclists as the top priority.
Pedestrian and bicycle access to commercial sites should be designed for the
convenience of pedestrians and bicyclists, not as an afterthought to meet a
minimum requirement.

(also see strategies under objectives #1 and #2 above)
Objective
4.

To develop and adopt a functional classification system for the Town’s future street
system which will aid in resolving issues with private developers and the
Warrenton Service District.

Objective
5.

To develop a system of signed pedestrian travel ways that make it easy to walk
throughout Town – a “walkable Warrenton.”
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Policy
1)

The Town will coordinate with landowners, developers and VDOT to refine,
fund and implement the trails network plan contained in this Comprehensive
Plan, and to construct a sign system for the network.

Objective
6.

To update the Town’s future transportation map to identify collector and
connecting streets which best serve areas where development will occur.
Policies (see policies under objectives #1 and #2 above)

Objective
7.

To develop an equitable policy for allocating the cost for new roadway and traffic
operational improvements between the public and private sector.
Policy
1)

Share Costs. The Town will work with developers and VDOT to determine an
appropriate method for sharing costs, based upon a fair relationship between
costs and benefits, with the government entities absorbing a greater share of costs
for roads that serve mostly general, public traffic and the developer taking a
greater share of the cost for roads that serve mainly his/her development.

Objective
8.

To recognize the need to provide regional access between the Town, neighboring
areas and the Warrenton Service District in Fauquier County by working closely
with VDOT and Fauquier County officials.
Policies (see policy for objective #10 under General Land Use, page 3-48)

Objective
9.

To reduce the future impact of through-traffic on the local street system by diverting
regional traffic from local and downtown streets to U.S. 17, 211, and 29 and other
existing and planned circumferential routes.
Policy
1)
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stronger, more pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use neighborhoods.
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Objective
10.

To utilize traffic calming and other techniques to achieve a street system which is
compatible with a small town living/working environment. This may include
consideration of the following:



Roundabouts in lieu of signalized intersections
Additional new streets to be used in lieu of existing major arterial streets
Additional streets needed to extend the grid street system (Grid system of small
blocks rather than curvilinear collectors with cul-de-sacs; the grid pattern may
be modified to respond to environmental and other constraints)
Traffic calming techniques to reduce environmental and community impact
Sidewalk and bicycle system improvements which provide for non-vehicular
movement throughout the community (especially for school children).
Human scale
Traffic calming measures

Policy
1)

Maintain and Enhance the Elements Identified in this Objective. Through land
development regulations and infrastructure improvements, the Town will
continue to preserve and enhance these key features of the downtown, as a top
transportation and economic development priority.

Objective
11.

To properly sign and publicize the street system so that traffic circulation is
convenient and easily understood by visitors especially in downtown Warrenton.
Policy
1)

The Town will evaluate the current street name system for potential confusion
and amend names as required for clarity and safety.

Following are the proposed Concept Plans for the future Transportation Network.
Note that Option A is the preferred option of this Plan. Option B is a secondary alternative
included for further discussion.
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Sub-Area Transportation Analysis (Broadview)
Following are graphics showing conceptual alternatives for transportation and streetscape
designs for key portions of the Broadview Avenue corridor. These types of improvements
would occur in conjunction with the achievement of the parkway road to the west of Town,
as shown in Exhibit 2, page 3-75.
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F.

Housing
Goals (same as for residential land use)
1.

To encourage the development of a wide range of housing opportunities by type,
design, and density for all residents of Warrenton.

2.

To provide for affordable housing options.

3.

To encourage infill development in established areas that is compatible with existing
uses and which is compatible in scale with the surrounding neighborhood.

Objectives
1.

To provide standards for safe and decent housing for residents of the Town.

2.

To establish a broad choice of housing types while encouraging the development of
the single-family home as the major residential type.

3.

To recognize the importance of affordable housing and promote its development in all
new subdivisions.

4.

To achieve and maintain a balanced mix of affordable housing in the Town so that a
reasonable proportion of the people employed within the Town are able to live within
the Town.

Background and Current Situation
Past Efforts by the Town
During the past decade, the Town has made several significant efforts to address the
problem of affordable housing, including formal acceptance of a Housing Action Plan in
1991 and preparation of a Comprehensive Housing Affordability Study in 1993 (CHAS).
The 1991 Plan identified the problem of affordable housing in the Town as well as several
approaches to address the problem, including:


Amending the Zoning Ordinance to provide density bonuses to developers who provide
affordable units.



Using Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) monies obtained through grants
from the Virginia Department of Housing and Community Development to rehabilitate
existing houses in low/moderate income neighborhoods.



Cooperating with the Fauquier County Housing Corporation (a non-profit general
contractor) to implement various housing programs within the Town, and cooperating
with private sector companies to encourage the provision of affordable housing through
assistance with the house financing and purchasing process.



Establishing a revenue authority to build rental housing to increase the supply of
affordable units in the Town.



Adoption of Volume II Building Maintenance Code of the Virginia Uniform Statewide
Building Code.
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Cooperating with Habitat for Humanity its efforts to construct affordable housing units

The 1993 Comprehensive Housing Affordability Study, prepared by the Warrenton
Affordable Housing Committee, echoed many of the findings of the Housing Action Plan,
including several specific short term goals. Both of these documents need to be updated.
Among the findings were the following:


Identify Town-owned land that is suitable for housing.



Support partnerships with private developers and corporations (ongoing).



Ensure that the Town’s land use regulations do not discourage the creation of affordable
housing and that they encourage affordable housing within the limits of protecting the
Town’s character (ongoing).



Encourage regional efforts to address housing needs by coordinating with neighboring
towns and counties (work with Fauquier housing officials).



Develop a program to provide low interest loans to rehabilitate housing in designated
areas (work with local banks).



Encourage blending of “affordable” units with higher priced units.



Encourage cluster development to lower development costs.

The CHAS also called for the Town to define “affordable” housing, define income limits of
the target population, develop a mechanism to determine the housing needs of its citizens
and to determine local market and inventory conditions, and to develop a directory of local,
state and federal resources for the development and preservation of affordable housing.
Housing Growth
As shown in Table C-9 in the Land Use section of this plan, most of the new housing
constructed during the past decade was either single family attached or multi-family. Only
about 37% was single family detached. However, as noted in that section, based upon
current residential zoning patterns, future housing construction is expected to be mostly
single family detached. In 2000, the Town had a total of 2,856 housing units, with a six
percent vacancy rate for a net total of 2,683 occupied units. This is approximately 30%
higher than the total in 1990, and corresponds to the additional residential units constructed,
as discussed in the land section of this plan.
Housing Tenure
In 2000, 42% of the Town’s population lived in rental housing, reflecting a continuation of
the decline in renter occupied housing during the past three decades. In 1990 47% of
households were rental, in 1980 slightly less than 50% lived in rental housing, and in 1970
nearly 53% of housing was rental. While this proportion is much higher than surrounding
Fauquier County and other neighboring counties, it is not unusual for towns to have higher
proportions of rental housing. This has been a continuing, although declining feature of
Warrenton’s housing stock in recent years.
Housing Costs
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In 1979 the median value of owner-occupied housing units in Warrenton was $61,400. By
1990 this had risen to $126,000. This was 86% of Fauquier County’s median housing value,
and 78% of Leesburg’s value, but 141% of the Town of Culpeper’s. This reflects the
generally higher housing values in the rural counties and the higher housing values of
jurisdictions closer to the inner areas of Northern Virginia. However, although Warrenton’s
housing values (and costs) are lower than Fauquier County’s, the Town’s median household
income was higher than Fauquier County’s in 1990, and thus housing was generally more
affordable to the typical Town resident than to the typical County resident.
Household Size and Composition
Warrenton’s households differ significantly from those of Fauquier County. The Town’s
households generally contain more nonfamilies, fewer married couples, more single people
living alone, more single-parents and on average, fewer people per household. This is an
expected pattern for a major town located in the middle of a rural county. One of the most
distinctive features of Warrenton is the relatively small household size of 2.33 people which
held constant between the 1990 census and the 2000 census. This is a much smaller
household size than the County’s (2.89 in 1990) and smaller than the Virginia average of
2.61 (1990). However, it is an increase from 1980 when the average household size in
Warrenton fell to just 2.15 people per household.
Major Housing Issues
1.

Housing Character and Design Compatibility
How can the Town ensure that new housing is compatible with the historic
character of Warrenton while also meeting the demands of the housing market?
How can the Town encourage or require pedestrian-oriented streetscapes in new
neighborhoods?
How can the Town ensure that infill housing is compatible with neighboring
housing yet still permit some additional housing to be added as infill
development?

2.

Housing Affordability
How can the Town ensure that housing remains relatively affordable in the Town?

3.

Housing Maintenance
How can the Town best ensure that existing housing is kept safe and wellmaintained, to retain its value?

4.

Mix of Housing Density and Unit Type
What is the appropriate target mix of housing types in the Town? How can the Town
pursue that mix as new housing is approved and constructed?
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5.

Accessory Dwelling Units
While accessory dwelling units can be an excellent way of providing affordability
and diversity in the housing mix, they can also raise serious issues that need to be
handled in the regulatory and approval process, including:


How many people should be permitted in accessory units?



How large should accessory units be?



What lot sizes can support accessory units?



How can adequate and safe parking be ensured?

Housing Policies
1.

Encourage a wide range of housing types, densities and prices.

2.

Encourage all new housing to be designed to form either a distinct new
neighborhood, or to be an integral part of an existing neighborhood.

3.

Encourage compatible, sensitively designed residential infill development.

4.

Encourage residential uses in the downtown CBD, particularly second floor spaces.

5.

Encourage additional housing for senior citizens.

6.

Enforce provisions that will ensure a safe and well-maintained housing stock.

7.

Encourage compatible accessory dwellings within existing structures through the
Special Use Permit process.
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G.

Community Facilities and Services
Overall Goals
1.

To ensure adequate community facilities conveniently located to serve existing and
future neighborhoods.

2.

To provide high quality community facilities and services while maintaining stable
taxes commensurate with the developing Town area and within the constraints of the
Town’s fiscal capacity.

3.

To continue providing a safe, reliable, and cost-efficient water supply, sewage
treatment, and solid waste collection services to all Town residents, and water and
sewer services within designated areas of the Warrenton Service District in accord
with Town growth management policies and the water and sewer agreement.

4.

To obtain the Town’s proportionate share of community services provided by other
governments, including a fair and reasonable balance in funding sources for
community facilities and services from Town residents, businesses, the County
government, the State and Federal governments, and developers.

Overall Objectives
1.

To keep the Fauquier County administrative and judicial functions in downtown
Warrenton, as well as the U. S. Post Office.

2.

To keep the Fauquier Public Library in downtown Warrenton.

3.

To promote maximum use of existing community facilities.

4.

To provide desired community facilities in a cost-effective manner.

5.

To create and maintain well-designed, aesthetic community facilities.

6.

To encourage continued adequate medical and related health facilities.

7.

To ensure sufficient water and sewer capacity for economic development and
residential growth, in accord with growth management policies.

8.

To maintain water and sewer revenues to support the continued operation,
maintenance, and capital needs of the two systems. Adopt a fee system in which the
costs of the two systems infrastructure necessary to serve new development are
supported by new development.

9.

To work with the County WSA in developing a utility service program for the areas
within the Warrenton Service District.

10.

To provide solid waste collection service in the most equitable and cost-effective
manner.

11.

To continue to require curbs, gutters, street lights and sidewalks in new subdivisions.
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12.

To support and encourage Town resident utilization of the resources of the Fauquier
Campus of Lord Fairfax Community College.

13.

To support the provision of adequate energy and communication services to Town
residents and businesses while preventing any adverse visual, noise or other
environmental impacts of such services.

Recreation Goals
1.

To provide a balance of recreational facilities that meet the needs of all the residents
of the Town.

2.

To provide open space which offers passive recreational opportunities and enhances
and protects the natural environment.

3.

To promote leisure activities that include the public library, annual events, concerts,
the farmers market, and parades and holiday celebrations.

4.

To work with the County and its Department of Parks and Recreation on how to best
meet these goals.

Recreation Objectives
1.

To support the acquisition of parks in or adjacent to the Town.

2.

To identify areas for the location of recreational facilities within the Town
boundaries utilizing the unique topographic features.

3.

To ensure an equitable distribution of recreational facilities to include neighborhood
parks, pocket parks, playgrounds and tot lots.

10.

To encourage developers to create on-site open space as well as active and passive
recreation areas for development.

11.

To encourage and promote the development of recreational programs which serve the
needs of all Town residents.

12.

To locate a community pool within the Town limits.

13.

To continue to coordinate the planning, design, and development of the rails to trails
program with the County, and promote its use to the community.

14.

To promote the creation of a system of greenways along streams and other linear
features to include bicycle and pedestrian paths and to connect Town and County
parks and schools.

15.

To continue the cooperative arrangement between the Town and County regarding
the acquisition and development of parkland and facilities and the provision of
recreation programs that serve Town citizens, with the Town relying on the County
to provide certain recreation services.

16.

To retain and preserve the Horse Show Grounds on East Shirley Avenue.
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Town Government Administration Goal
To provide a high quality municipal government that maintains a balanced operating budget
and long range financial plan with sufficient reserves, while maintaining a stable economic
base.
Town Government Administration Objectives
1.

To develop long-range fiscal plans that are based upon the adopted goals of the Town
Council.

2.

To provide for necessary capital improvements, through the adoption of an annual
Capital Improvement Plan.

3.

To maintain fiscal integrity to preserve the Town’s favorable bond rating.

4.

To obtain Town’s share of services and funding opportunities from federal, state and
County sources.

5.

To maintain a working relationship with officials of the County government,
primarily through the Town-County liaison committee.

Background and Current Situation
Public community facilities in the Town are provided by the Town, Fauquier County, and
other public groups for the benefit of all residents. The availability and quality of these
facilities, that include, schools, libraries, hospitals, parks, police and fire and rescue services,
are evaluated when people are considering moving into the Town or nearby area. The
provision of these facilities adds to the desirability of living in the Town.
Due to the limited size of the Town, it is important that these facilities be provided
efficiently and in a manner that is fair to all residents. The Town and County have taken
advantage of using available facilities for dual purposes, as evidenced by the school system
providing after school programs and making their playing fields available for public use. In
addition to its intended use, the fire department provides needed meeting facilities for public
use.
The services that are provided by the Town draw people from outside the Town limits due to
the Town being centrally located within the County. With that location in mind, it is an
appropriate location for facilities such as parks and recreation, and schools, that serve the
larger area around it. As a part of the larger County, Town residents enjoy the same services
available to all of the County residents.
Public services are essential to the community structure and quality of life, as well as to long
term economic vitality. They support existing and planned developments and contribute to
the health, safety, education and general welfare of Warrenton residents.
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Responsibility for providing public services in Warrenton is divided between the Town and
Fauquier County. The Town of Warrenton currently provides:









Town Government Administration
Finance and Personnel
Planning and Community Development
Building Official and Inspections
Economic Development
Public Utility Services (sewer and water)
Public Works (street, storm sewer & park maintenance, refuse collection & recycling)
Public Safety - Police Protection

Fauquier County currently provides:







Public Education
Parks and Recreation
Library
Public Safety - Fire and Rescue Services (provided predominately by volunteers)
Health and Human Services
Judicial Services

Town Government Administration
Warrenton has a Council-Manager form of government. A seven-member Town Council
has the responsibility of governing the Town. A Mayor presides over the meetings of the
Council but does not vote unless there is a tie.
Town Council members serve four year terms. A court decision in the 1980’s required
Warrenton to divide the Town into five voting wards. Since May, 1987, one Council
member has been elected from each of the five wards and two members elected at-large. A
Town Manager hired by the Council handles the administrative duties for the Town Council.
The seven-member Planning Commission serves as an advisory body to the Town Council
as provided by the Code of Virginia. Its primary tasks include reviewing subdivision plats
and development plans and preparing the Town’s Comprehensive Plan.
The Town of Warrenton is a member of the Rappahannock-Rapidan Planning District
Commission (Planning District 9). A representative from the Town Council sits on the
Planning District Commission Board of Directors. A Town Planning Commission member
is also appointed to the Planning District Commission Board.
In addition to the Town Planning Commission, the Town has a five member Board of
Zoning Appeals (BZA), appointed by the circuit court. BZA members serve five-year terms.
The BZA hears and decides appeals of the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Administrator
determinations and upon appeal may authorize in specific cases variances from the terms of
the Zoning Ordinance, in accord with the guidelines provided by the State Code.
The Town government has six administrative departments with a total employment (full
time equivalent employees) of 97 at the beginning of fiscal year 2001. The following Table
shows the distribution of employees among the six departments.
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Table G-1

Town Employment by Department - FY 2000-2001
Number of
Full-Time Employees*

Department
Administration
Finance
Public Safety
Planning and Community Development
Public Works
Utilities

2
6
24
7
30
28

Total

97

*Full-time equivalents
Source: Town of Warrenton
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Warren Green Building
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Finance and Personnel Department
The Finance and Personnel Department provides administrative services, including
finance and personnel functions, tax and utility bills, accounting and payroll functions.
The Department has seven full-time employees.
Planning and Community Development
The Planning Department provides current and long range planning services, zoning
ordinance administration and enforcement, and provides staff support for the Town
Council, Planning Commission, Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA), Architectural Review
Board (ARB), Affordable Housing Committee, Building Board of Appeals and the
Transportation Safety Committee. The Department provides the staff support for
developing and updating the Town’s Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and Capital
Improvements Program (CIP).
Building Official and Inspections
The Inspections Department provides all inspections related to building, fire, soil and
erosion control, and utilities, as well as enforcing the Town’s maintenance code.
Public Utilities
Water Supply
The Town obtains water from two reservoirs and two wells and treats the water in a
treatment plant that has a design capacity of 2.0 million gallons per day (gpd). This level
of capacity is sufficient to supply the needs of up to 20,000 people (assuming 100 gpd per
person).
However, the system will not support that level of population because a substantial
amount of the capacity is used and reserved for commercial, industrial and other uses. The
current daily average consumption is 1.1 million gpd or a little more than half of the
capacity of the plant.
Wastewater Treatment
The Town treats wastewater in the treatment plant located south of the High School on
Route 211. This plant provides secondary treatment and discharges into Great Run creek.
The plant has a capacity of 2.5 million gpd and currently uses 1.2 million gpd, or slightly
less than 50% of capacity.
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Table G-2 below shows the current capacity and use data for the Town’s water and
wastewater treatment facilities. The Town is well served by adequate utility capacity to
accommodate the expected growth during the time horizon of this Plan.
Table G-2
Utility Capacities in the Town of Warrenton
Water
Treatment Plant

Wastewater
Treatment Plant

(gallons per day)

(gallons per day)

Design Capacity

2,000,000 gpd

2,500,000 gpd

Current Usage

1,100,000 gpd

1,200,000 gpd

Total Capacity Remaining

900,000 gpd

1,300,000 gpd

Reserved Capacity
for County land

116,700 gpd1

118,200 gpd2

Total Remaining Capacity

783,300 gpd

1,181,800 gpd

Reserve for
Non-Residential Use

350,000 gpd3

350,000 gpd3

Total Net Available Capacity

433,300 gpd

831,800 gpd

Total Net Residential Potential in
Town

1,444 dwelling units4
1,860 dwelling units5

2,772 dwelling units4
3,570 dwelling units5

Notes:
1

4

2

5

389 dwellings @ 300 gpd each
394 dwellings @ 300 gpd each
3
Assume 0.2 gpd per sq. ft. of nonresidential space @ 0.2 FAR on 200 ac.

assumes 300 gallons per dwelling unit
assumes 100 gallons per person at 2.33 people per dwelling

State standards call for planning for expansion of the system upon reaching 80% use of capacity
Sources: Director of Public Works, Town of Warrenton, October 11, 2000; Herd Planning & Design

Public Works
The Town’s Public Works Department provides street maintenance, storm sewer
maintenance, refuse collection and recycling, as well as park maintenance in conjunction
with the Fauquier County public parks. It also reviews site plan applications for new
development in terms of streets, sidewalks, storm sewer and stormwater management to
ensure compliance with the Town’s facility standards. The Department has 17 full time
employees.
Public Safety - Police Protection
The Town has its own police department, which provides local law enforcement services
within the corporate limits. It has 21 full time officers, two auxiliary officers and two
clerical staff.
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In addition, the County’s sheriff’s department has offices in the Town and operates the
County jail, located on Lee Street. The jail has a 53 bed capacity and generally operates at
levels exceeding that capacity. The Sheriff’s Office employs 86 personnel in shifts that
provide 24-hour coverage to County citizens. The Town police and County Sheriff are
both augmented by the State Police which serve mostly in accident investigation and speed
enforcement on state highways.
Public Education
Public education for residents of the Town is provided by the Fauquier County Public
School System. The schools which Warrenton students attend include two elementary
schools, Brumfield and C. M. Bradley; two middle schools, W. C. Taylor and Warrenton,
and two high schools, Fauquier and Liberty High Schools.
There are no colleges within the Town limits, but a campus of the Lord Fairfax Community
College is located immediately south of Town off of Route 29 South. In addition to this
college, there are community colleges in Orange County, the City of Manassas, and colleges
and universities in the Northern Virginia and Washington, D.C. area.
Private schools that include the Highland School in Warrenton, and several other private
schools located in Fauquier County. These schools offer alternative programs based on
their individual educational demands.
Total enrollment in Fauquier public schools was 8,529 in 1993-94 school year and is
forecast to reach 9,616 for the 2001-02 school year, an average annual growth of
approximately 1.6%, which closely matches the overall population growth rate during that
period. During the last few years, the growth rate has been closer to 2% annually based
upon data compiled by County School Administration staff.
Table G-3
School Enrollment Forecasts
Design Capacity
School

Current
Enrollment1

Brumfield Elementary

[n/a]

474

C. M. Bradley Elementary

[n/a]

494

Warrenton Middle School

[n/a]

645

Taylor Middle School

[n/a]

590

Fauquier High School

[n/a]

1,412

Liberty High School

[n/a]

[n/a]
3,615

Total
1

April 30, 2001

Source: Fauquier County School Administration
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Parks and Recreation
Public recreation facilities in and around the Town are provided by the Town and the
County. The Town maintains three public parks, two of which are operated under a joint
agreement with Fauquier County Parks and Recreation. The three parks are Rady Park,
Walker Park and the Academy Hill Park. In addition to these conventional parks, the Town
has recently developed the Warrenton Branch Trail. In addition, the County public school
sites have recreational facilities that are used by Town and County residents. The Town
also continues to seek contributions from developers for park facilities.
In 1999, the Town conducted a survey of citizens to help determine the need for recreation
facilities and services. This survey indicated that the citizens of Warrenton are largely
supportive of the Town’s efforts to provide recreation facilities and services. Over 60% of
respondents rated the Town’s recent efforts in building and maintaining parks were good or
excellent and nearly 80% indicated that enhancing recreational facilities in the coming years
should be a medium to very high priority for the Town. Trails were the type of recreational
facility that the highest percentage of respondents indicated they use. The Table below
compares the park facilities currently available to Town residents with the state standards.
These standards are guidelines for planning purposes, not requirements.
Table G-4
Recreation Facilities
State
Standard1
Class
Neighborhoo
d

3
4

5

Ac./1,000
people

3 acres

23 ac.5

2.7 ac.

Community

3 acres

District

4 acres

Total

2

Total
Acres

--

State

1

Acres per
1,000 people

Playground/
Playlot

Regional

Warrenton2

-65 ac.
--

-9.7 ac.

State Standard1
Service Radius
Urban/Suburban
Rural
<1 mile/
5-15 minute walk
<1 mile /
5 minute walk
1 mile
15 minute drive

Minimum
Size

1-1/2
miles

5-20 acres

--

1/4 acres+

3-7 miles
(15 min.)

20-50 acres

--

5-7 miles

10-15
miles

50-150 ac.

3

--

--

25 miles

25 miles

100-500 ac.

10
acres

4

--

1 hour

50 miles

400 acres

20 acres

83 ac.

12.4 ac.

1996 Virginia Outdoors Plan, Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation; Total Recommended Acres/1,000
population: 20. Note that these standards must be tailored to the particular characteristics of each area, and thus are meant to
only as broad benchmarks
This is a rough estimate due to potential variations in the availability and estimate of County facilities; does not include area within
Warrenton Branch Trail
Considered at a variable rate over and above local area standard
Does not include nearby Virginia Game Commission sites: 77 acre Lake Brittle and 4,000 acres G. Richard Thompson Wildlife
Management Area.
Includes five acres park committed at Gold Cup site.
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Descriptions of the Various Types of Park Facilities (from the Virginia Outdoors Plan)
Neighborhood Park
Size: 5-20 acres, Plan at three acres/1,000 population
Service area: Approximately 5-15 minutes walking distance or under 1 mile driving
distance.
Administrative responsibility: Local government
Purpose: The primary function is to provide limited types of recreation for the entire
family within easy walking distance. Facilities should be provided for all age groups.
Character: Intensive use and easy access are characteristics of this classification. Ideally,
the site should have level-to-gently rolling areas to accommodate intensive use facilities,
with shaded areas for passive recreation.
Location: If possible, the neighborhood park should be located near a school and/or the
neighborhood center and away from railroads, major streets, and other hazardous areas.
Potential facilities:
playground
badminton courts
diamond
fishing pond
shuffleboard courts
recreation center

volleyball courts
tennis courts

picnic facilities
walking trails

horseshoe courts
bikeway
football/soccer fields

swimming pool
basketball courts

ball

Playfields are usually dual purpose in this type of facility. They are an area for sports and
running games and also serve as open space. Intensive use areas (the playground area and
hard surface courts) are buffered from other activities by passive natural areas and
pedestrian access corridors. Programmed activities, such as organized athletics, are often
suitable in neighborhood parks. Although limited parking is provided, site design should
encourage pedestrian access to the greatest extent possible.
Rural communities may want to consider including neighborhood park functions in larger
community parks, which could better serve the needs of a widely dispersed local
population. From an economic standpoint, it would be more beneficial for a rural locality to
have a few strategically located, well-designed, larger facilities than to invest in several
small sites and not have the funds to properly develop and maintain them.
Playground or Playlot (Neighborhood)
Size: 1/4 acre and larger
Service area: Approximately five minutes walking time.
Administrative responsibility: Local government
Purpose: The primary function is to provide safe play areas for pre-school and school-age
children, especially in high-density areas where backyard playgrounds may be unavailable.
These parks, however, can sometimes be oriented toward adult needs.
Character: The character is one of intensive use and easy accessibility. Facilities should be
designed to meet the needs of local residents. When serving children, these parks should be
designed for active play, while those designed for adults also should provide opportunities
for passive recreation. Maintaining playground equipment is critical and should be
considered in the planning stage. These areas are not normally designed for organized
activities.
Location: Location is determined more by the availability of land or space than any other
factor.
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Potential facilities:
playgrounds
shuffleboard courts

basketball courts horseshoe pits
badminton

volleyball courts

Community Park
Size: 20-50 acres; Plan at three acres/1,000 population
Service area: Approximately 15 minutes driving time.
Administrative responsibility: Local government
Purpose: Community parks should primarily support active recreational activities and be
capable of withstanding intensive use while still containing a fair amount of open space.
Character: The site usually varies from relatively flat open space to moderately sloping
wooded areas. Such a park should be adaptable to a wide variety of recreational activities.
Access is gained by auto, bicycles, or walking.
Location: When possible, near the center of community with good access and service by a
public transportation system.
Potential facilities:
playgrounds
football/soccer fields picnic facilities
trails: walking, hiking, biking, fitness
tennis courts
natural area
ball diamonds
fishing lake or stream access
horseshoe courts
beach and swimming area
shuffleboard courts swimming pool
basketball courts
parking area
volleyball courts
recreation center
A multitude of activities must be provided by this intensive use recreational facility. The
recreation center is often the focal point of the park. Organized activities and supervised
play are administered from this point. Other activities are grouped in the surrounding area.
Their location depends on the natural terrain, need for control, and vehicular access. Any
existing natural qualities -- topography, water features, trees, etc. -- should be preserved as
natural buffers between activity areas, as well as to protect the recreational environment
from surrounding, incompatible influences. These natural elements also should be used to
provide a space for more passive forms of recreation such as nature walks, picnicking, and
fishing.
In a rural setting, this park category may take the place of the neighborhood park. It can
better serve a widely dispersed population than two or three smaller sites. Community
parks, along with neighborhood parks (where applicable), usually meet most of the
close-to-home recreational needs of most localities.
District Park (City or County)
Size: 50-150 acres; Plan at four acres/1,000 population
Service area: 15-25 minutes driving time; 5-15 mile service radius.
Administrative responsibility: Local government
Purpose: The district park should serve the recreational needs of large portions of the local
population. It should contain a wide variety of intensively developed areas for day-use
recreation, while providing ample open space with generous buffers between activity areas.
Character: The site can vary from flat open space to moderately or steeply sloping
topography. It should be capable of supporting a wide variety of activities with ample
buffer and natural areas. A stream, lake, or tidal waterfront site is very desirable. The
district park needs to be accessible by automobile, as well as by pedestrians and bicycles.
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Location: When possible, the district park should be located near the center of the service
area. It should be on or near a major street that provides good access to the facility. In
urban or suburban situations, easy access to mass transit is highly desirable. The site also
should be accessible by pedestrians and bicyclists.
Potential facilities:
playgrounds
tennis courts
horseshoe courts
volleyball courts
shuffleboard courts

trails
picnic facilities
natural area
lake or stream
ball diamonds
fishing/boating
swimming pool and/or beach with a swimming area
basketball courts
football/soccer fields parking areas
recreation centers
golf (on larger site with ample land)

Regional Park
Size:100-500 acres; No special size/1,000 population
Service area: Approximately 45 minutes driving time; 25 mile service radius.
Administrative responsibility: Single or multi-jurisdiction
Purpose: Regional parks should supplement the community park system with more
extensive open space areas and readily accessible passive recreational opportunities.
Character: Varied terrain, scenic views, and extensive natural areas are important qualities
of regional parks, along with the opportunity for participation in a variety of recreational
activities.
Location: Locate in areas with significant natural characteristics. The regional park should
serve several communities.
Potential facilities:
day camping
swimming area (beach and/or pool)
overnight camping
natural area
boating facilities
picnic facilities
golf
trails (all types)
fishing lake playground
amphitheatre athletic fields
The regional park is designed to provide recreational space for a relatively large population.
The road system enables smooth vehicular flow to the various facilities, and a single main
access facilitates control and reduces conflicts between use areas. Located conveniently to
the circulation system are large, intensive-use areas and picnic grounds. Lakes, streams, or
other outstanding natural features are desirable assets. As much as 80% of the site is
undeveloped usable open space to provide opportunities for hiking, nature study, and other
passive activities. An isolated segment of the site may be reserved for day camps.
The regional park should complement the facilities provided at other parks and is not a
substitute for neighborhood, community, or district facilities. In addition to the more
intensively developed areas, the regional park should also offer an abundance of open space
for recreational pursuits such as picnicking, hiking, nature study, and enjoying the
outdoors.
State Park
Size: 600+ acres; Plan at 10 acres/1,000 population
Service area: Within 50 miles of population center
Administrative responsibility: Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
Purpose: To provide significant recreational experiences and protect a significant natural
resource base or landscape.
Character: Extensive open space and/or unique natural features in the form of views,
terrain, and vegetation are important qualities of the state facility. Compatible recreational
uses are a necessity. Access to a major lake, ocean, or river is very desirable.
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Location:
Usually determined by the location of areas with unique natural features and proximity to
population centers. The site should meet a variety of the popular outdoor recreational
activities identified in the Virginia Outdoors Plan. The site must be consistent with the
mission, goals and objectives of the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR).
The site should contain a significant natural feature -- preferably water-oriented. A single
access road allows excellent control and monitoring of users to the park and serves as the
backbone of the vehicular circulation system. Specialized activities are grouped in intensive
use nodes along the central circulation system to provide areas for camping, picnicking, and
water- oriented activities. The remaining area -- as much as 80% of the total site -- can be
left as natural, undeveloped, but usable open space for such activities as hiking, horseback
riding, nature study, and fishing.
Potential facilities:
camping
boating facilities
picnic facilities
fishing lake and/or
natural area
stream access
playground
swimming pool and/or
swimming area and beach
trails (all types)
canoeing
open play fields
parking areas
overnight facilities
amphitheatre
natural/historic interpretive facilities
Greenway
Size: Any length, preferably longer than one mile; Typically 75-100 feet or wider
Service area Depends upon the location, size, and significance of the corridor.
Administrative responsibility Federal, state, local, or public/private partnership
Purpose Greenways are established to protect, preserve, and maintain existing natural and
cultural corridors; to link population centers with recreational, educational and business
areas and other population centers; and to provide recreational and non-motorized
transportation opportunities along these corridors by using natural features (ridgelines,
steep slopes), utility rights-of-way, abandoned railroad rights-of-way, and watercourses
(streams, rivers, canals, etc.).
Character: Depending on the location, it can range from rugged terrain with scenic views
and extensive vegetation to open level meadows. The greenway can be a separate entity or
a portion of any of the other park categories.
Potential facilities
camping
fishing
picnic facilities
access points
trails (all types)
canoeing
natural area
parking areas
winter sports
boating and facilities
historic sites
Recreation Center
The recreation center may be found at neighborhood, community, district, and large urban
parks. At neighborhood parks, the center is usually 15,000 to 20,000 square feet. It
generally will include multi-purpose rooms, arts and crafts area, game room, kitchen,
lounge and lobby, restrooms and office. If a gymnasium is not available in a neighborhood
school, the recreation center also may include a gymnasium and locker room facilities.
The recreation center in a larger park serving a community, district, or city will be
considerably larger, from 20,000 to 80,000 square feet, and will include several multipurpose rooms, gymnasium, child care facilities, aerobics room, racquetball courts, shower
and locker rooms, game room, arts and craft area, auditorium or areas for performing arts,
classrooms, concession stand, kitchen, large meeting room, restrooms, office, lounge or
lobby, and some specialized areas such as a ceramics workshop or weight room.
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Frequently, larger centers have an indoor pool used year-round for recreational,
instructional, and therapeutic purposes. An important consideration in all recreational
facilities is adequate storage space.
Most localities that have developed guidelines for indoor facilities have adopted a standard
of 0.5 to 0.75 square feet per resident. Small centers may serve 5,000-8,000 neighborhood
residents, while larger centers may well serve communities of 50,000-80,000 people.
Library
The main library of the Fauquier County Public Library System is located on Winchester
Street in Warrenton. It has over 95,000 volumes. The full library system, including the
Bealeton and Marshall branches, maintains a collection of over 102,000 items.
Public Safety - Fire and Rescue Services (one paid personnel; remainder volunteers)
Warrenton is served primarily by the Warrenton Fire Department (Company 1) and the
Warrenton Rescue (Company 6), which are part of the 13 company County Volunteer Fire
and Rescue system.
Health and Human Services
The County provides health and human services to all County residents, including human
and family services, social services and the County Health Department, all located in
Warrenton. In addition, the Fauquier Hospital, a 121 bed medical facility is also located in
Warrenton, with doctors offices located adjacent to the hospital and throughout Town.
County Administrative and Judicial Services
Fauquier County remains committed to maintaining its primary government presence in
downtown Warrenton, including its administrative and judicial functions. It owns a dozen
properties within the downtown area, some of which have space for future expansion of
current facilities.
State Agencies
The Town is home to several regional offices of the state. The State Fire Marshall, The
John Marshall Soil and Water Conservation Service, Department of Conservation and
Recreation, Division of Motor Vehicles, Department of Forestry, and Health Departments
have regional offices located within the Town.
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Old Court House

Major Community Facilities and Services Issues
1.

What standard of service do Town residents expect for each of the key public
services they receive, and what level of service are they willing to support financially
through local Town taxes?

2.

What share of the desired public service standard should be provided to Town
residents by the Town, and what share by the County?

Community Facilities and Services Policies
Town Services
Town Administration, Finance and General Government
1.

Maintain efficient, cost-effective and responsive town administrative and general
government functions.

2.

Develop and maintain long range fiscal and capital improvement plans that are
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.

3.

Obtain funding for Town facilities and services from a variety of sources, including
town citizens and businesses, Fauquier County, state and federal agencies and from
developers through proffers and land dedication.

4.

Encourage retention of the downtown Post Office.
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Public Utilities (sewer and water)
1.

Maintain a reliable and sufficient quantity of wastewater treatment capacity and a
sufficient quality and quantity of public water supply to meet the needs of expected
long term residential and commercial growth as set forth in this Plan.

2.

Provide water and sewer service to all areas of Town, but limit extensions of sewer
and water lines outside of Town.

3.

Maintain the sound financial condition of both sewer and water systems.

4.

Ensure that new development pays the full cost of its public sewer & water service.

Public Works
1.

Maintain efficient and cost-effective maintenance services for Town facilities and
infrastructure.

2.

Continue to collaborate with Fauquier County in maintaining Town park facilities.

Public Safety - Police Protection
1.

Maintain an adequately sized and trained police force as the Town’s population and
economic base expands.

2.

Coordinate with County and State law enforcement departments to provide the most
efficient and cost-effective service for local residents and businesses.

Fauquier County Services
1.

Coordinate with the County to ensure that adequate land is available for planned
expansions to all County facilities that are currently within the Town, including
Public Schools, Parks, the main Library, Health and Human Services, Judicial
Services and the volunteer Fire and Rescue companies

2.

Coordinate with the County to ensure that adequate land is available in the downtown
area for planned expansions of the County government offices and judicial functions
so that those services will remain in Warrenton’s CBD.

3.

Continue to collaborate with the County in providing maintenance services to parks
within the Town.

Energy and Communication Facilities
1.

Require the co-location of energy and/or communication lines and facilities and the
use of underground lines.

2.

Require new commercial public telecommunications antennas to be located on
existing structures, such as water towers.

3.

Prohibit commercial public telecommunication towers and monopoles and high tension
electric towers within the Historic District, and permit them elsewhere only if it can be
shown that no alternative location or co-location on an existing structure is possible, that
there is a proven need for the service, and if service cannot be provided in any other
way.
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4.

H.

Revise Town land development regulations to incorporate performance standards and
design standard for the installation and operation of energy and communication
facilities, such as electrical substations, telecommunications antennae and equipment
buildings, as appropriate, and to clarify when a Commission Permit (“2232 review”)
is required, to more specifically distinguish between routine energy and
communication service extensions and all other energy and communications
facilities.

Economic Resources
Goals
1.

Maintain the Town’s role as the economic and governmental center of Fauquier
County.

2.

Promote and maintain the economic vitality of the historic downtown area.

3.

Promote a diverse, balanced and stable employment base.

4.

Promote a stable and healthy commercial tax base that expands in proportion to the
residential tax base.

Background and Current Situation
Local and Regional Economic Trends
After recovering from the 1991 recession, the Town of Warrenton, Fauquier County, and
most neighboring jurisdictions in northern Virginia experienced strong economic growth
during the remainder of the past decade, and that growth has carried into the new century.
The overall economic vitality of the region is strong, reflected in an increase in income
levels, retail sales and land values, as well as unemployment rates that are significantly
lower than the national average.
Since population growth is driven largely by job expansion, employment increases in and
around the Town and County can be expected to cause continuing growth pressures on both
jurisdictions. Although business cycles will continue to occur, and growth is not expected
to continue unabated, the long term economic future of the region is very bright due to the
development of the technology sector and the continuing presence of the government and
military sectors. These economic underpinnings provide direct and indirect support for
Warrenton’s local economy which is tied closely to that of Fauquier County, which in turn
is linked directly to Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince William and other neighboring jurisdictions
in the region, through businesses linkages as well as employees who reside in Warrenton
and Fauquier but commute to jobs elsewhere in the region.
The overall trends currently underway appear to be a continuation of those that have
occurred during the past two decades. The prominent ones are:
increase in Warrenton residents commuting to work sites outside of the Town and
Fauquier County
increase in the number and proportion of Warrenton residents employed in higher-paid,
knowledge-based occupations
increase in the commuting time from home to work (2000 data are not yet available, but
anecdotal evidence suggests that the recent trend has continued)
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Labor Force and Employment
In 1990, the Town’s labor force (available workers 16 years and over) was 2,573 out of a
total of 3,889 people of 16 years of age and over, reflecting a labor participation rate of
66%. (This was nearly identical to that of the United States as a whole). Of those
participating in the work force, 2,474 were employed, leaving 71 unemployed (2.7%),
matching the unemployment rate of Fauquier County, and substantially below that for the
Virginia as a whole (4.5%). Recent labor data show that unemployment in Fauquier
County in June, 2001 was only 1.2%.
Fauquier County’s labor force participation at that time was just under 74%, compared to
the rate for the Northern Virginia region of over 78% and of the Commonwealth of
Virginia as a whole of about 68%. Warrenton’s relatively low labor force participation rate
likely reflects the larger percentage of older and retired people in the Town compared to the
County and the surrounding region.
The following table compares employment by industrial sector of the Town’s population
with that of the County and the changes between 1990 and 2000 (data from the 2000 U.S.
Census is not yet available).
Table H-1

Total Employment by Industry1 1990-20002
Warrenton
Industry

1990
Number

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries

Fauquier County
1990
2000

2000
%

Number

%

Number

%

Number

18

N/A

1,663

N/A

--

N/A

101

N/A

Construction

304

N/A

3,243

N/A

Manufacturing

184

N/A

2,029

N/A

Transportation,
communication & public utilities

160

N/A

1,850

N/A

Trade

478

N/A

4,619

N/A

Finance, Insurance & Real
Estate (FIRE)

231

N/A

1,852

N/A

Services

872

N/A

7,599

N/A

Public Administration

227

N/A

2,575

N/A

Mining

Total

2,474

25,531

1

Persons 16 and over
2000 Census Data not yet available
Source: Rappahannock-Rapidan Regional Commission Data Summary, February 2000
2
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The following table compares employment by occupation of the Town’s population with
that of the County and the changes between 1990 and 2000 (data from the 2000 U.S.
Census is not yet available).
Table H-2

Occupation of Employed People - 16 Years and Over
Warrenton
1990
Occupation

Number

Fauquier County
1990
2000

2000
%

Number

%

Number

%

Number

Executive, Administrative and
Managerial
366

N/A

3,709

N/A

Professional

307

N/A

3,275

N/A

Technical

98

N/A

1,151

N/A

Sales

310

N/A

2,932

N/A

Administrative support

479

N/A

4,051

N/A

Household

6

N/A

351

N/A

Protective Services

63

N/A

549

N/A

Other Services

263

N/A

2,110

N/A

Farming, Forestry, Fishing

9

N/A

1,455

N/A

Precision Craft Operators,
Assemblers & Inspectors

313

N/A

4,211 2

N/A

Machine Operators,
Assemblers

65

Transportation and material
movers

67

N/A

809

N/A

Laborers & Helpers

128

N/A

928

N/A

Total

2,474

%

25,531

1

Persons 16 and over
Combined Precision Craft & Repair with Operators, Assemblers & Inspectors
Source: Rappahannock-Rapidan Regional Commission Data Summary, February 2000

2

The trend in Warrenton and Fauquier County is to a more educated and higher paid work
force, consistent with the regional trend in Northern Virginia. In 1980 only one in twelve
Town residents was employed in an executive, administrative or managerial position, but
by 1990, that proportion had increased to nearly one in seven. When 2000 census data
becomes available, it is expected to show a continuation of that trend.
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Because it is a major business center of the County, Warrenton has a high ratio of jobs to
employed residents. The Economic Census conducted by the U. S. Census bureau in 1997
showed that at-place employment within the Town had increased to between 3,695 and
4,549 workers. (The range is due to reporting limitations for purposes of confidentiality for
companies in small geographic areas).
Largest Employers
The Town’s five largest private-sector employers account for approximately a third of the
total employment in the Town, as shown in Table H-3 below.
Table H-3

Largest Private Employers in Warrenton 2001
Employer

Number of Employees

Fauquier Hospital
Kmart
Giant Food
Oak Springs of Warrenton
R. L. Rider & Company

780
250
175
150
130

Wal-Mart

255

Total
Sources:

1,740

Northern Virginia Economic Development Coalition - Economic Profile
(updated August, 2001); Town of Warrenton

Giant and R. L. Rider are the only two employers which remain on the list of the largest
employers contained in the 1989 Town of Warrenton Comprehensive Plan.
Commuting Patterns
As noted above, while 2000 census data are not yet available, data from 1980 and 1990
document a trend of increasing commuting times. Between 1980 and 1990 the average
commuting time for town workers increased from an average of 18.9 minutes to an average
of 25.9 minutes. There is clearly an upward limit to commuting time, so this trend cannot
continue indefinitely, but anecdotal evidence suggests it has continued between 1990 and
2000 as well. This hypothesis will be confirmed (or corrected) when 2000 census data is
available. Further, commuting data for Fauquier County show that the percentage of
commuters driving alone increased from 70% in 1980 to 73.5% in 1990, and the percentage
using car or van pools declined from 30% in 1980 to 17% in 1990. These data are also
consistent with anecdotal evidence.
Tourism Resources and Characteristics
Warrenton has become an increasingly important tourist destination within Fauquier
County, as the travel-related economy has become an ever-increasing component of the
local and state economy. Total travel-related spending in Virginia increased by more than
50% during the decade of the 1990s. In Fauquier County the increase was even more
dramatic, with travel-related spending more than doubling, from 25 million dollars in 1990
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to over 55 million dollars in 1999. Although specific data for the travel economy within
the Town’s corporate limits is not available, it is reasonable to assume that a significant
portion of the total travel economy as well as the increase in travel-related expenditures,
occurred within the Town. Contributing to the tourism economy are the Town’s Virginia
Garden Week tours in the spring and house tours during the Christmas season.
Real Estate Values and Tax Rates
The total assessed value of real estate in Warrenton has increased steadily during the period
of steady population and income growth during the past two decades as shown in Table H-4
below. The Town has been able to lower its real property tax rate substantially during this
period, especially in recent years, as shown in the Table.
Table H-4

Assessed Value of Real Estate in Warrenton
Value

Real Estate Tax Rate

Year

(1,000’s)

(per $100 valuation)

1990
1995
1999
2000
2001

$391.1
$437.6
$488.2
$513.7

0.14
0.115
0.05

n/a

Note:

Years shown are the tax years preceding the fiscal year

Sources:

1989 Warrenton Comprehensive Plan; Weldon Cooper Center;
Town of Warrenton

When compared to neighboring and equivalent sized Towns, Warrenton’s real property
tax rate was very competitive as early as 1999, as shown in the table below.
Table H-5

Comparison of Real Estate Tax Rates 1999
Real Estate Tax Rate
Town

(per $100 valuation)

Warrenton
The Plains
Remington
Culpeper
Leesburg
Purcellville

0.14*
0.075
0.12
0.21
0.22
0.24

* reduced to 0.05 for 2001
Sources: Weldon Cooper Center; Town of Warrenton
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Major Economic Issues
1.

What kind of job growth and commercial and industrial land development should the
Town expect and encourage during the time horizon of this plan?

2.

How can the Town encourage Town residents to work in Warrenton and local
employees to live in Warrenton, to reduce traffic and commute times?

3.

How can the Town promote the economic vitality of the CBD?

4.

To what extent and in what ways can and should the Town promote expanded tourist
activities in the CBD?

5.

How can the Town discourage “strip commercial” development without discouraging
economic growth?

6.

How can the Town promote home businesses and still ensure compatibility with
residential neighborhoods?

Economic Policies
1.

Ensure that an adequate amount of land is available for commercial and industrial
growth commensurate with expected population growth.

2.

Promote an attractive community, high quality of life and low business costs in the
Town as major economic development resources.

3.

Coordinate economic development efforts with local, regional, and state programs
and agencies, in order to remain economically competitive.

4.

Promote expanded tourism activity, using the historic CBD as the key element.

5.

Use planning zoning and other land development tools and regulations to encourage
the type of commercial and industrial development that will meet the retail, service
and employment needs of the community while maintaining the small town character
of Warrenton.
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I.

Growth Management and Adjacent Areas
Goal
1.

To accommodate new growth over the next twenty-five years within the Town limits
at a level consistent with the proposed land use plan and to seek limitations on
growth outside the Town.

Objectives
6.

To plan for an additional population of approximately 4,000 people over the next
twenty-five years.

7.

To work with the County to redefine the size and phasing of development within the
Warrenton Service District.

8.

To promote the reuse and redevelopment of retail commercial areas in Town and to
encourage the County to limit new retail development within the Warrenton Service
District.

9.

To accommodate new office and light industrial development in planned locations.

10.

To limit additional water and sewer service extensions outside Town boundaries and
to have a role in future plans of development around the Town.

11.

To create defined edges for Town through the preservation of green buffers and the
prevention of the “leap-frogging” of development across major by-pass roads.
Warrenton and New Baltimore should be made recognizable as separate communities
by control of water and sewer service area boundaries to define edges; maintain a
clear, “hard edge” between the Town’s urban fabric and the surrounding countryside.

12.

To ensure that County land uses adjacent to the Town complement land uses within
the Town, through collaboration with Fauquier County in planning the land uses and
transportation network in the Warrenton Service District.

Background and Current Situation
Fauquier County’s Comprehensive Plan designates a Warrenton Service District which
includes the incorporated Town and substantial land adjacent to the Town which is planned
to accommodate significant amounts of future development, in order to allow the County’s
population to grow in an orderly and compact pattern. There is approximately 3,000 acres
of undeveloped land area within the Service District which will accommodate
approximately 20,000 additional people around the Town if completely built-out.
This is a somewhat theoretical number and is not a forecast of growth, but it does mean that
sufficient land will be available to accommodate the demand for residential development in
the Warrenton area, regardless of whether the Town annexes additional territory into its
corporate limits. The County’s current forecast for future growth in the Warrenton Service
District, including the Town, is to add approximately 2,300 people by the year 2020 for a
total of 12,545 people. Based upon the forecasts in this Plan, most of these are expected to
be new Town residents.
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This Plan recognizes that approximately 400 additional dwellings can be built and served
with Town utilities under existing agreements between the Town and County. In addition,
there is the potential for significant further residential growth around the Town on private
wells and septic fields. However, this Plan does not call for extending the Town fabric or
services further into the County (other than to meet the prior utility service commitments
identified above). This policy indicates that the Town of Warrenton will support the
strategy of allowing further growth in other Fauquier County Service Districts such as
Marshall, New Baltimore and Bealeton.
The County is currently preparing a Comprehensive Plan Element for the Warrenton
Service District. A citizens committee has begun work on that plan, and Town residents
are well represented on the committee.
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Major Growth Management Issues
1.

What kinds of land use does the Town wish to have along its borders? How can the
Town influence the amount, form and location of future land use along and around its
borders?

2.

How can the Town and County work most effectively together to plan the future of
the Warrenton Service District?

3.

Should the Town boundaries be expanded so as to better control future adjacent land
uses and transportation improvements?

Growth Management Policies
1.

Coordinate closely with Fauquier County and state agencies in planning and
managing land development and transportation improvements in the Warrenton
Service District outside the Town limits.

2.

Engage in joint comprehensive planning efforts with Fauquier County for the
Warrenton Service District.

3.

Prohibit any expansions or further extensions of public sewer and water service to
land outside the Town, and encourage Fauquier County to do the same.

4.

Encourage Fauquier County to require that any new development next to the Town
be clustered with the open space or low density elements located adjacent to the
Town limits.

5.

Encourage Fauquier County, VDOT and landowners to promote the design and
construction of a western parkway connector road to relieve traffic on Shirley
Avenue. In order to conform to the policies of this Plan, this new road link must be
designed as a controlled access parkway, with substantial buffers, with low density
residential designations adjacent, and no Town utility services to land adjacent.
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4. Implementation Actions
Following are proposed actions for implementing this plan, including a designation for each action
as to the timing of implementation and the agency or entity with primary responsibility.
Target time-frames for completing the various implementation actions include the following:





Within 2 years of plan adoption
Within 5 years of plan adoption
Within 10 years of plan adoption
Ongoing/continuous

For purposes of this plan, the following definitions are used:
A.

Regulations are provisions that are adopted into local or state laws (example: amend the
zoning and subdivision regulations)

B.

Projects are single-event efforts that have a clear beginning and end (example: plan, design,
fund and construct a bicycle trail)

C.

Programs are defined as ongoing implementation efforts carried out by local government
personnel or by public/private partnerships of government and corporate personnel and/or
volunteers (example: produce an annual craft fair in the CBD).
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A.

Regulations
1. Zoning Ordinance Amendments (review and update of Zoning Ordinance)
Responsible
Entity

Key Tasks
The Town will undertake a complete review and update its Zoning
Ordinance to ensure that the objectives and policies of this plan regarding
land development regulations are implemented. Specific areas of focus
will include:
1.

Environmental protection.
Ensure that all requirements support efficient, environmentally sensitive
land use patterns in both small and large-scale developments; including
protection of flood plain and wetlands, mitigation of the impacts of
developing steeper slopes, adequate stormwater management provisions
and vegetation preservation and replacement.
Add performance standards to the Zoning Ordinance that limit
development of steep slopes (e.g. >15%, >20%, etc.)
Consider amending the stormwater management ordinance and to
increase the design storm from the 10-year to the 100-year storm.
Create a stormwater management / erosion control design manual that
illustrates innovative techniques that meet the ordinance performance
standards.
Include maximum lighting performance standards in the Zoning
Ordinance using standards developed by other Virginia localities and
the “Dark Sky Association” as possible models.
Examine existing noise standards in the Town code for adequacy and
consider including noise mitigation requirements for residential
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Time
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developments proposed adjacent to the Route 17 and 29 bypasses.

Key Tasks (Zoning Ordinance Amendments continued)
2.

3.

Landscaping


Review the sections of the Zoning Ordinance regarding retention and
replacement of trees and woodlands. Amend these provisions to
improve their effectiveness as necessary.



Review landscaping requirements in the Zoning Ordinance and amend
them as necessary to improve their effectiveness.



Establish landscaping requirements for single family detached and
single family attached housing units.

Open Space
Include a definition of usable open space in the Zoning Ordinance.

4.

“Strip” Commercial Development and Highway Corridor Protection


Amendments to Commercial Districts. Avoid new strip commercial
development and improve existing commercial development by
amending the commercial zoning districts to require provisions such
as consolidated road access points, adequate landscaping, clustering
of uses, connecting of adjacent uses with side streets and walkways,
screened parking, and parking located to the side and rear of
buildings.
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Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department
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Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
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by Town Planning
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within
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Adoption of Historic District Corridor Overlay District. The Virginia
Code provides for the use of special “overlay” districts for corridors
that serve as entry ways to historic districts. Such districts allow a
locality to “overlay” additional zoning measures for those areas to
protect the visual character of the corridor so that it is compatible with
the historic district that it serves.

Key Tasks (Zoning Ordinance Amendments continued)
5.

6.

Site Access


Require adequate interparcel access for all new non-residential
development.



Require the combining of access points on major roadways wherever
possible.

Heavy Industrial Uses
Prohibit heavy industrial land uses.

7.

Compatible Development
Ensure that all new development is required to be compatible with the
existing fabric of neighboring development, including ensuring human-scale
structures and streetscapes, comfortable pedestrian access, adequate
landscaping, and other such measures. Require that new local streets be
designed with cross sections that provide for comfortable and convenient
bicycle and pedestrian use, including landscaping between sidewalk and
travel-way, and on-street parallel parking.
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Responsible
Entity

Time
Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years
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Key Tasks (Zoning Ordinance Amendments continued)
8.

9.

Mixed-Use Development


Add new provisions for mixed-use, live/work neighborhoods that
provide a wide array of amenities, including compatible commercial and
offices uses, a mix of dwelling types, usable open space, and sidewalks
and trails.



Ensure that it is feasible and permissible to construct mixed-use
developments in those areas designated as appropriate for such uses in
this Plan, and that current regulations for the CBD provide an adequate
combination of requirements and incentives to maintain retail uses on the
first floor of downtown buildings, especially along Main Street.

Plan Conformance
Review the existing Zoning Districts in comparison to the proposed Future
Land Use Map of this plan, and determine whether adjustments to the
provisions of various districts can be made so as to implement the Future
Land Use Map without re-mapping the districts.

10.

Affordable Housing
Review the Zoning Ordinance to evaluate the effectiveness of the Town’s
Affordable Dwelling Unit (ADU) bonus provisions and to identify any
adjustments needed to make them more effective.
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Responsible
Entity

Time
Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within
2 years
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2.

Zoning Map Amendments
Key Tasks
1.

After completing item #9 in part 1 above, determine which of
the following options is most appropriate:

Carry out a comprehensive re-mapping of the zoning districts
Amend the text of various districts to bring them into closer
conformance with the policies of the comprehensive plan
Encourage landowners to develop property in accord with the Plan,
through the land development review process (re-zoning, subdivision
and site plan review)
2.

Chapter 4 - Implementation

The Town will use the Future Land Use Map of this Plan as a
strong guide for all future decisions on applications for land
development and/or zoning map amendments.
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within 2 years
(and ongoing)
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B.

Projects
1.

First Floor Retail Uses Downtown
Key Tasks
In order to encourage retail rather than office uses on the first floors of
buildings along Main Street and to encourage both office and retail uses on the
first floors of buildings on other streets in the Central Business District.

2.

1)

The Town will conduct an inventory of first floor uses in the CBD and
update it on a regular basis.

2)

The Town will maintain ongoing contact with owners in order to identify
effective ways to encourage first floor retail uses.

3)

As part of the review and update of the Zoning Ordinance, the Town will
ensure that current regulations for the CBD provide an adequate
combination of requirements and incentives to achieve this objective.

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within 2 years
and ongoing

Plan, Design and Construct a Town-wide Trail / Path System
The trail system would consist of sidewalks, walking paths, bicycle lanes, and bicycle trails.
Key Tasks
1)

Complete preliminary trails plan and adopt as an element of the
Comprehensive Plan.

2)

Review Zoning Ordinance to ensure that proper sidewalks and trails are
required for new development and are designed to support the Trail Plan.

3)

Identify gaps in the trail network and determine the best means of the
completing each segment - either through Town right-of-way
acquisition and construction, or private developer construction.

4)

Establish design standards for each type of trail element and for each
segment; adopt as a formal design standard.

5)

Proceed with right-of-way acquisition and construction.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department and Public
Works

Completed
within 5 years
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Create “Gateways” to Town

3.

Create “gateway” entry points to the Town by identifying, designating and enhancing these areas with urban design features that
provide a sense of arrival as one enters the Town.
Key Tasks
1)

Identify the priorities for gateway development, as identified in the
Comprehensive Plan.

2)

Create preliminary designs for the gateway features for all gateways
identified.

3)

Acquire necessary right-of-way, either through Town right-of-way
acquisition or private developer dedication.

4)

Proceed with detailed engineering design and construction, in priority
sequence.

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department and Public
Works Department

Completed
within 5 years

Develop Neighborhood “Pocket Parks”

4.

Acquire and develop neighborhood pocket parks that reflect the personality of the neighborhood as identified through
neighborhood input.
Key Tasks
1)

Identify potential sites for pocket parks, as identified in the
comprehensive plan and through additional detailed analysis.

2)

Establish a neighborhood and/or property owner committee for each site
to provide input and guidance for the project.
3)

Determine the best means for developing each pocket park neighborhood non-profit group, Town acquisition and
construction, or private developer construction.

4)

Create general design requirements for all pocket parks and specific
design standards for each individual park.

5)

Proceed with detailed engineering design, acquisition of land, labor and
materials, and construction as funding is available.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within 5 years
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5.

Map Remaining Natural Areas and Key Environmental Resources
Map the remaining natural areas in Town by vegetation type: upland forests, riparian forests, wetlands, aquatic habitats, old fields,
agricultural land, managed landscapes. Use this map to define areas that should be preserved through the development process as
open space or acquired by the Town as park land.
Map the key environmental resources including the 100-year floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes, hydric and floodplain soils, and
the natural areas listed above.
Key Tasks

6.

1)

Collect available map data from existing sources.

2)

Clarify definitions and standards for each element.

3)

Field check and update/refine the data.

4)

Import data into Town GIS files.

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department

Completed
within 5 years

Develop a Telecommuting Center
The Town will work with local developers to identify appropriate sites for a telecommuting center and assist in facilitating the
permitting and development process.
Key Tasks
1)

Meet with local developers and landowners to assess potential market
demand for a telecommuting center.

2)

Prepare a development program - site requirements, building
requirements, etc.

3)

Identify potential sites, including existing buildings for retrofit and
vacant sites to new construction

4)

Identify funding and financing needs/sources.
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Economic
Development Department

Completed
within 5 years
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5)

7.

Develop implementation program and schedule.

Downtown Parking
Key Tasks
1)

Identify areas that are currently under-used and could be developed for offstreet parking spaces.

2)

Develop those sites as parking lots, either through acquisition by the Town
and Town construction, and/or by agreements with private developers.

3)

Pursue the development of a structured parking facility in the CBD.
Key steps include:

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department and Public
Works

Ongoing

Confirm the need. Review and update the 2000 parking study by Wilbur
Smith.
Identify and acquire appropriate site or sites.
Determine requirements for the facility’s design and program.
Conduct a design competition.
Acquire funding (Town, County and/or private financing).
Proceed with construction.

8.

Accommodate County Government Functions within the Town
The Town and the County have formed a standing Town-County Liaison Committee to foster cooperation and coordination on
matters of mutual concern. A key agenda item for the Committee should be the acquisition and development of adequate land and
building space within the Downtown and/or the corporate limits, to accommodate the County’s long term needs.
Key Tasks
1)

Chapter 4 - Implementation

Continue meeting on a regular basis; monitor progress.
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council in
collaboration with the
County Board of

Ongoing
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Supervisors, supported by
Town and County
Planning Departments
9.

Plan, Design and Build the Western Parkway
The Town will coordinate with the County, VDOT and landowners to ensure the achievement of a new road link that by-passes
Broadview and Shirley Avenues to connect Route 17 with Route 29 south near Wal-Mart, as shown on the conceptual
transportation map of this Plan.
The road will be a parkway design, with controlled access, substantial landscape buffers on both sides, integrated with a multi-use
trail running parallel with the parkway.
The parkway will be completed in two phases. The first phase will connect Route 17 with Route 211; the second phase will connect
Route 211 with Route 29 south.
Key Tasks
1)

Coordinate with the County to include and maintain the parkway element
on Town and County Comprehensive Plans.

2)

Coordinate with VDOT to do an alignment and design study (detailed
location; conceptual design of the road, trail, buffers and access).

3)

Acquire right-of-way.

4)

Design the parkway facility (detailed engineering).

5)

Construct the parkway facility.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council in
collaboration with the
County Board of
Supervisors, supported by
Town and County
Planning Departments

Planning and
design tasks
completed within
10 years;
construction
within 10 more
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10.

Complete Historic Architectural Surveys
The Town will contract with a historic resources consulting firm to complete the architectural surveys identified in the 1998
Warrenton Architectural Survey Report. These would include two major projects:


Complete a Reconnaissance Level Architectural Survey of all pre-1948 historic resources. This would include the Haiti
Subdivision, Waterloo Street between Chestnut Street and old U. S. 29 Bypass (Broadview Avenue), the Bartenstein
Subdivision, Falmouth Street from the south end of the Warrenton Historic District to Shirley Avenue, Alexandria Pike and the
Warrenton Horse Show Grounds on Shirley Avenue.



Complete an Intensive Level Survey of the two key historic resources located outside of the Historic District. This would
include Menlough at 402 Culpeper Street, and Balcarres at 360 Culpeper Street.
Key Tasks

Key Tasks (for each of these two projects)
1)
2)
3)
4)
11.

Defining a project budget and securing funds
Preparing and issuing an RFP
Retaining the firm and monitoring the contract
Reviewing and disseminating the resulting report

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department and Town
Architectural Review
Board

Within 5 years

Expand Historic District Boundaries
The Town will contract with a historic resources consulting firm to assist in providing the information necessary to expand the
boundaries of the National and Local Historic Districts in Warrenton.
Key Tasks
1. Expand the Warrenton National Register Historic District to include those
properties included in the additional survey work described in Project #10
above. This would include compiling the necessary documentation and
preparing and submitting it to the U. S. Department of the Interior for
consideration.
2. Expand the Warrenton Local Historic District to include resources located on
the north side of Horner Street between Alexandria Pike and Academy Hill
Road which are currently within the National Register Historic District. This
would include compiling the necessary documentation, presenting it to the
public, holding public hearings as needed and formally amending the Town’s
historic zoning overlay district.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department and Town
Architectural Review
Board

Within 5 years
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C.

Programs
1. Non-Conforming Land Uses
General Land Use Policy #12 (page 3-30) calls for the Town to encourage the elimination of nonconforming uses in accordance with
state law and the Town Plan.
Key Tasks
1)

As part of the Zoning Ordinance update, review and amend the provisions
for non-conforming uses.

2)

Establish a program for pursuing and resolving violations. This may
include:

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department

Establish
program within
2 years; ongoing
implementation

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council supported
by Town Planning
Department and Public
Works

Establish
program within
2 years; ongoing
implementation

inventory existing non-conformities.
contact owners to assess long term plans, needs and expectations.
work with the owners to look for opportunities for relocation of the
use or redevelopment of the site.
use this process to determine reasonable but effective changes in the
Zoning Ordinance and enforcement procedures that will achieve
progress in reducing non-conformities while causing the minimum
disruption to businesses.

2. Downtown Streetscape
Key Tasks
To attract retail patrons to the Central Business District, the Town will
continue to encourage and assist property owners in maintaining and
improving the sidewalks and building fronts in the CBD. The Town will
make special efforts to assisting property owners in finding funding and
financing assistance, getting permits, and coordinating improvements so
that adjacent property owners can benefit from each other’s work.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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3. Coordination with County
The Town will work with the County to establish a formal Planning Coordination Process with the County to coordinate planning
policy for the Warrenton Service District. The County has already established a service district planning committee of senior
officials and citizen leaders that is meeting on a regular basis to prepare a Service District Plan for the Warrenton area in the
County. An outgrowth of this process should be an ongoing coordinating committee that will continue to meet to ensure that Town
and County policies for all territory in the Service District remains coordinated. This could be done in conjunction with the work of
the Town-County Liaison Committee.
Key Tasks
1)

Upon the County’s completion of the Warrenton Service District Plan,
define a mission and schedule for ongoing coordination.

2)

Promulgate the mission and schedule.

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Town Planning
Commission and Council,
and the County Planning
Commission and Board of
Supervisors, supported by
Town and County
Planning Departments

Establish
program within
2 years; ongoing
implementation

Responsible Entity

Time Frame

4. Promote Understanding of the Concept of Connectivity
Key Tasks
The Town will promulgate information to citizens about the broad public
benefits of a connected street and trails network, including disseminating
publications and research results, host guest speakers to explain the issue,
and raising the issue in the context of day-to-day decisions on land use and
infrastructure.
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Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department and Public
Works

Establish
program within
2 years; ongoing
implementation
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5. Housing Safety and Cost
Key Tasks
1)

Inventory and Monitor Conditions. The Town will monitor housing costs
within the Town to ensure through rezoning decisions , zoning regulations
and other efforts that a reasonable amount of housing is available for the
full range of household income levels living within the Town. As part of
this effort, the Town will define affordability and household income target
levels.

2)

Housing Code. The Town will enforce Volume II - Building Maintenance
Code of the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code to ensure that all
housing meets minimum safety conditions. Additional enforcement staff
will likely be necessary.

3)

Coordinate with Fauquier County. The Town will coordinate its
affordable housing efforts with the County and neighboring towns to
share information and resources.

Chapter 4 - Implementation
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Responsible Entity

Time Frame

Planning Commission and
Town Council, supported
by Town Planning
Department and the
Warrenton Affordable
Housing Committee

Establish
program within
2 years; ongoing
implementation

